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large, silver eyes. Slowly it bowed its antlered head. And 
Harry realized .. .'Prongs,' he whispered .. ..it vanished. (p. 411-
12) 

James Potter was a specially trained "animagi," a wizard who was able to 
ttallsform at will into an animal. His animal self is Prongs, a stag. Sirius 
Black, also an animagi, can shift into Padfoot, the black dog. They were 
two of the original Magical Marauders, the source of the Map given to 
Harry. But James Potters' choice of the stag form to preserve himself 
deserves comment. The stag has archaic symbolic links to the Tree of Life 
due to the resemblance of its antlers to the cyclic life of branches. It is also 
seen as the forerunner of daylight or guide to the light of the Sun; it is a 
harbinger of supreme consciousness. In alchemy the cervus fugitivus, the 
fugitive stag, is often the name for the highly elusive, metamorphosing Spirit 
Mercurius. (Mark Haeffner, Dictionary of Alchemy, London, Aquarian, 
1991, p. 142) Jung said that "the secret of Merlin was carried on by 
alchemy, primarily in the figure of Mercuri us." ( C. G. Jung, Memories, 
Dreams, Reflections, New York, Vintage Books, 1961, p. 228) 

Like the shaman who aligns with special animals, Harry connects with his 
father's aniJ:nagi, animal spirit and it gives him new strength to fight against 
the takeover and loss of his soul. A stunned Harry tells Dumbledore that the 
Patronus couldn't have been his father, because his father is dead. 

You think the dead we loved ever truly leave us? You think 
that we don't recall them more clearly than ever in times of 
great trouble? You father is alive in you, Harry, and shows 
himself most plainly when you have need of him. How else 
could you produce that particular Patronus? Prongs rode 
again last night.. .. You know Harry, in a way, you did see you 
father last night.. .. You found him in yourself (p. 427-428) 

Like the babe in the manger to whom the Magi brought their gifts, Harry at 
Hogwarts is saved by the animagi. The chthonic encounter with his paternal 
authority in his 13th year pushes Harry over a new threshold of initiation. 

A DIABOLIC CONJUNCTIO 

Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire, the recently published fourth 
volume of the series, is Rowling's olympic showcase for Harry and his 
magical talents. In relation to what has come before, everything in this 734 
page magnum opus is more elaborated. Two major international events, the 
Quidditch World Cup and the Triwizard Tournament, add external 
~ressures (and new imported contents) to the expanding Hogwarts vessel. 
Surprise operations and plot twists crystallize deeper courage as well as 
blacker magic. Although Harry's ostensible goal through the maze of the 
three tasks set for him in this installment of his initiation is the Goblet of Fire, 
even that, once attained is but an auxiliary support on his way to the Holy 
Grail. 

Making their developrnentalleap as fourteen year olds, Harry and 
Hennione move though the story with heightened maturity and 
understanding. While Harry does show interest in another girl (only to 
become tongue-tied), he is mostly vigilant, concentrating on his need to 
survive if his joumey is to continue. His compassion and affection has 
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grown for Ron, and his integrity with rival Quidditch player Cedric is 
mspmng. 

Hennione, ever an anima and tutelary figure, wisely guides Harry while 
cqnfidently grappling with powerful energies of her own. She, too, is 
learning compassion: she actively imagines ways of helping Harry as well as 
the House Elves, the slaves traditionally assigned to wizards. Most 
Hogwartians believe the Elves are happy with their lot, but Hermione sees 
their need for liberation and civil rights. Her social consciousness stems 
from a mixture of exquisite sensitivity to unfair treatment and identification 
with a group that mirrors her own outcast status, as a witch in a Muggle 
family. Her special psychic gifts feed a thinking that is becoming a trusted 
road map for Harry. 

The connection between Harry and Voldemor! has been a leitmotif in the 
series thus far. While the orphan and the dark magician are opposed moral 
personalities, living on reverse sides of the mirror, in this story their shared 
traits are becoming more obvious and provocative. Both figures have 
Muggle heritage, are orphans who have been exiled, are seen by others as 
saviors, and have wands with a tail feather taken from Durnbledore's 
magical phoenix. The kinship between good and evil is as palpable as the 
scar on Harry's forehead that throbs whenever Lord Voldemor! is near or 
contemplating murderous thoughts. "Good qualities that are contrary to 
instinct cannot last, but neither can evil when its one-sided demonism runs 
counter to instinct." (von Franz, 1994, p. 89) Author Rowling compels us 
to participate in a meditation on good and evil as two sides of the heroic 
com. 

Dark action jump-starts the tale: with a reverberating jolt, Harry awakens 
from a nightmare in which he knows that Voldemor! has returned and that 
he and his servant Wormtail are plotting to kill him. Harry's trust in his 
psychic abilities is growing and he accepts the reality that the dream 
presents. 

Throughout the tale, Voldemort, an extraverted intuitive schemer, is 
shadowing the introverted intuitive Harry. As these two aspects of intuition 
engage, the reality is shifting all over the narrative, as new rooms open up in 
every direction and dimension. The dark force becomes stronger as "Death 
Eater" Voldemort supporters appear with black marks branded on their left 
forearms, openly pushing for ethnic cleansing of the mixed-blood wizards. 
The history of family feuds among generations of wizards, their closets filled 
with ghosts, suddenly erupts into plain view. Political intrigues and power 
struggles intensity at the Ministry of Magic as they are in denial about 

.Voldemort's return. Only Headmaster Dumbledore doesn't talk about 
ending the encroaching evil; since he knows it will always exist, he has the 
attitude that we need to see it, call it by name, and meet it. He is conscious 
of his own shadow and does not distance it by projecting it onto others. 
We are given an insight into the source of such wisdom: Dumbledore has a 
magical apparatus, an enviable "projective" device called the "Pensieve," 
into which he can siphon out his overflow thOUghts and memories into a 
vessel and reflect on them in 3D form. Harry finds it by noticing a silvery 
patch oflight while waiting in the Professors office to tell him an ominous 
dream. 

A shallow stone basin lay there, with odd carvings around the edge: runes 
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and symbols that Harry did not recognize. [It was filled with a silvery liquid 
or gas moving like water or clouds, and Dumbledore says to him 1 It 
becomes easier to spot patterns and links ... when they are in this 
form .... Dumbledore placed his long hands on either side of the Pensieve 
and swirled it, rather as a gold prospector would pan for fragments of 
gold .... (Goblet of Fire, p. 583,597) 

Meanwhile the students at Hogwarts get a lesson in the morality of magical 
power when they learn about casting spells including the three 
"Unforgivable Curses" that should never be used against other humans. The 
penalty for use is a Azkaban life sentence. The dark arts curses are: 
Imperius, which gives total control over another and may be reversed only 
by someone with great strength of character, Cruciatus gives one the ability 
to torture another, and Avada Kedavra, gives a wizard the power to kill 
another. Harry is the only person ever known to have survived the death 
curse. 

Finally all roads in Hogwarts converge on the Triwizard Toumament in 
which four contestants will compete. There are three symbolic tasks which 
involve a terrifYing encounter with a Dragon whose egg must be stolen, an 
icy plung\( into the dark waters of Lake Hogwarts where the competitor 
must retrieve what is most important to him, and a passage through a maze 
in which the adept must concentrate on the essence of everything he has 
leamed in order to survive. Harry completes all three tasks with the same 
unerring spirit of integrity that has accompanied him in his wizardly eduction 
thus far--a relational, intuitive, urgent way--never taking the traditional road 
to sensation prowess of the conventional hero. 

Ready to reach out to the Goblet of Fire prize, Harry is tricked. He falls 
into a hellish fourth dimensional abyss and lands in a darkened graveyard. A 
hooded man is carrying a bundle or a baby: 

Harry had never seen anything less like a child. It was hairless 
and scaly-looking, a dark, raw, reddish black. It arms and 
legs were thin and feeble, and its face--no child alive ever had 
a face like that--flat and snakelike, with gleaming red eyes. 
(Goblet of Fire, p. 640) 

Harry quickly realizes that this demonic inversion of the divine child is the 
living remains of Lord Voldemort. The Dark Lord has finally trapped his 
Hogwarts student rival. Voldemort now makes his mercurial plan clear 
which is to arrange to mix a brew of these remains of himself, Harry and 
two additional substances to achieve a full reincarnation. A huge steaming 

• cauldron appears. The wizard submerges his putrefied child remains in the 
alchemical bath as the first body in a perverse coagulatio. Amidst bizarre 
magical chants the dark trickster creates a diabolic conjunctio of something 
old (Voldemort's father's bones,) something new (Harry's blood,) 
something borrowed (his apprentice Wormtail's arm,) and something Blue 
(the color of the poisonous water.) Like the Savior he believes hirnselfto 
be, the incarnated Voldemort has shifted shapes and rises out of the 
steaming vapors. Alchemical Black Magic has created the demonic side of 
a dual-natured tricksterish Mercury. 

Unlike the royal marriage of the King and Queen in the Rosarium 
Philosophorum "where love plays the decisive part," here power rules: the 
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egomaniacal Voldemort uses only himself and three dismembered parts to 
transform into a red-eyed, murderous bridegroom. There is no feminine 
partner, no bride. (Collected Works, Vol. 16, p 217, para 419) 
Surrounded by his Death Eater supporters, the revived Voldemort 
arrogantly challenges Harry to a duel. He hands the youth's wand back to 
him and begins casting a torturous Cruciatus spell in Harry's direction. At 
fIrSt in his terror, Harry doesn't feel anything, no words, no vision, as his 
mind slips blissfully away. But as he manages to speak, Harry breaks the 
spell, and his Quidditch-trained body comes alive. With twin-feathered 
wands, the two adversaries begin a ferocious duel. The wand tips connect 
by a thread of golden light, and Harry and Voldemort rise up into the air. 
Their wands vibrate wildly to form a golden arched web oflight between 
them. 

The alchemical "sublimatio is an elevating process whereby a low substance 
is translated into a higher form by an ascending movement." (Edinger, 1985, 
p. 117) As Harry duels with this incarnation of evil, psychologically he 
confronts his shadowy projection and moves towards greater integration 
and wholeness. In the heat of the battle, Harry actively concentrates the 
power he needs to regain the advantage over Voldemort. Beads oflight 
travel down his wand towards Voldemort. Screams come from inside 
Voldemoit's wand as smokey ghosts of people he has slaughtered are 
regurgitated from its tip. The victims call to Harry, encouraging him to keep 
fighting, hold the connection, and to not let go. Finally, images of Harry's 
father and then his mother come forth, eager to support him and tell him 
how to escape. They distract Voldemort and Harry makes a run for it, 
magically finding his way to Hogwarts. For the first time in such a process 
he does not dissociate, fall into unconsciousness, or need Dumbledore to 
save him. Harry stays present and uses his intuitive powers to save himself. 

The episode allows the readers to gain a better sense of Vol de mort's 
character. Propelled by compulsion and a vengeful vampiric nature, he so 
desires blood from his foe that he cannot reflect on the meaning of having 
received Harry's essence into himself, or on the significance of using wands 
that are of the sarne core. He completely misses the deeper connection 
between him and Harry. As in the earlier stories, Voldemort gets taken by 
surprises that derive from his adversary's essential similarity to him; he is a 
trickster tricked by his own tricks. And so, instead of the Philosopher's 
Stone, he fmds fool's gold and the fleeting illusion of power. 

But unconsciously there does seem to be a motivation in Voldemort 
wanting to bring a piece of Harry into himself, as the filius regius of alchemy, 
the royal son who will force him to connect with the light of the Sun-- and 
the new consciousness where masculine and feminine are united. As we 

"Wonder how Harry's blood will affect Voldemort, we might consider 
Donald Kalsched's discussion of Blue beard in the fairy tale who gave each 
of his wives an egg with the instruction to preserve it at all costs and not to 
let any harm come to it....The egg is an image ofpotentiallife--ofthe 
Self.... The wife represents something he wants .... [That the 1 wizard has 
given the egg ... to her suggests that the wizard wants to be transformed also. 
Ultimately, the wizard wants his inflated power to be seen through, which 
will force him to become the human being that he wants to be instead of 
being the isolated wizard. 

On the other hand, Kalsched warns us: 
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It's as though the people who stand for wholeness and 
integration of the opposites are a terrifYing, devastating threat 
to people whose psychic economies require projection. 
(Kalsched, interview by Anne Malone, for 
www.CGJUNGPAGE.ORG,n.d.) 

Of all the characters we have met in the series, Head Master Dumbledore 
has attained the highest degree of psychological integration. He is conscious 
of his shadow and his suffering and does not need to project or demonize 
the dark characters (like the ex-Death Eater and Potions teacher, Severus 
Snape or the residents ofSlytherin House.) He has, and encourages, a 
relationship with them. "Time is short, and unless the few of us who know 
the truth do not stand united, there is no hope for any of us .... Differences of 
habit and language are nothing at all if our aims are identical and our hearts 
are open. (p. 712,723) However, Wizard Dumbledore knows from his 
past experience the danger of Lord Voldemor! whose only interest is 
Power. 

HARRY POTTER AS A CONTEMPORARY SHAMAN 
, 

The global attraction to Harry Potter is due to many forces. Of central 
importance is lK. Rowling's unique and clear writing style. She presents a 
modern fairy tale, replete with compelling archetypal themes, about the 
ancient rites of initiation with an angle that stays close to the reality of the 
actual child, yet also intersects with core imaginal needs of the adult's inner 
child. Children and adults read the books together. Rowling gives enough 
detail to establish place and character, spins a terrific story, then plunges the 
reader into a multi-dimensional imaginative world that glows with the best of 
literature and cyberspace. 

Nearly fifty years ago The Little Prince magically appeared from the "other 
side" to Antoine de Saint-Exupery. Like Harry Potter, the book touched 
into the archetypal world and attracted a diverse audience. P.L. Travers, 
author of Mary Poppins, detected the three essentials required by children's 
books. It is true in the most inward sense, it offers no explanations, and it 
has a moral... 'what is essential is invisible to the eye.' ... she surmised that 
The Little Prince will shine upon children with a sidewise gleam. It will strike 
them in some place that is not the mind and glow there until the time comes 
for them to comprehend it.(program note. Exhibition ofSaint-Exupery's 
Manuscripts and Drawings for The Little Prince. The Morgan Library. 
New York. June 2000) 

As someone who is interested in the cultural unconscious and socio-cultural 
'trends, additional questions occur. What is the coincidence of these 
particular archetypal characters in the Harry Potter stories with the 
millennial timing of the books' release? What is it about the conscious 
situation on the planet that may be compensated by this story? The Harry 
Potter books have consistently held the top slots on the New York Times 
Book Review Best Sellers List for two years, have been translated into 
forty languages and published in one hundred fifteen countries, in addition to 
being an unprecedented publishing phenomenon. 

Jung argued that when an archetype is activated in a group's collective 
psyche, the images of its energy will appear in the group's stories, myths, 
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and folktales. He further believed that any story that has spread across 
oceans and the millennia has done so only because it speaks to a 
psychological experience that is common to us all. (Hort,p. 6) The 
psychological climate in much of the rapidly changing technological world is 
one of spiritual depletion, emotional alienation and personal isolation. 
Perhaps one secret of Harry Potter's success is that this story of a tribe of 
three kids who struggle together and fight to defend their personal spirits 
from soul-sucking demonic forces, is feeding a profound soul hunger in the 
people around them. Harry and his friends represent a new image ofhurnan 
cooperation and hope required for redemptive 
healing. Jung wrotei:J. Mysterium Coniunctionis: 

The ultimate fate of every dogma is that it gradually becomes 
soulless. Life wants to create new forms, and therefore, when 
a dogma loses its vitality, it must perforce activate the 
archetype that has always helped man to express the mystery 
of the souL.the psychic archetype makes it possible for the 
divine figure to take form and become accessible to 
understanding. (Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 347, par. 488) 

The archt:typal battle between the young Orphan and ancient Vampire is 
the life and death struggle of opposites that allows for the birth of a new 
divine figure. Harry Potter is an image of creative resilient energy 
characterized by qualities that will be refmed in the seven volumes along the 
Hogwarts journey: emotional empathy, discernment, compassion and 
empowerment. 

The archetype of the Vampire has caught peoples imagination for centuries. 
This dark theme powerfully connects the forces of doom in the books, 
pointing to similar virulent features in the demonic faces of Lord Voldemort, 
Tom Riddle, and the Dementors. All three are able to possess their victims, 
are not truly embodied, and need the spirit of their victim to survive. Harry 
on the other hand, lives in the link between the two worlds of good and evil. 
Voldemort infected the boy during the murder of his parents and his "bite" 
transfused some dark wizard attributes into the infant. As Durnbledore tells 
him, it is his choices, rather than his abilities, that will determine his future. 

In The Problem of Evil in Fairy Tales, von Franz highlights wicked 
figures that seem to personity evil because they are "especially gruesome, 
taking the form of utter heartlessness ... [the evildoer is invulnerable) because 
his heart is not in his body." (Archetypal Dimensions of the Psyche, 
Boston, Shambhala, 1997, p. 87 ) A Jungian way of saying this is to insist 
that Harry must get to know his shadow complex well, endure the forces 

• within, so that he can consciously follow the Griffm rather than blindly be 
bitten by the slithering serpent from behind. Staying close to his retrieved 
instincts, his heart, and valuing his feeling will be his life preservers. 

The orphan belongs to the alchemical symbolism of separatio, since an 
orphan is one who is separated out, unparented, out of connection, and the 
one who must stand alone without being nursed. Jung's words on the Stone 
in Bollingen were: "I am an orphan, alone; nevertheless I am found 
everywhere. I am one, but opposed to myself I am youth and old man at 
one and the same time .... " (Jung, 1961, p. 227). This standing alone is part 
of the process of becoming an individual, and becoming "individuated." 
Initiation is the period of aloneness, when one is alone in the liminal space. 
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(Joseph Henderson, M.D., Personal Communication, February 23, 2000) 
In each book's climactic ending, Harry is separated from his tribal group 
and must struggle alone. It is during these most intense ordeals that an old 
aspect dissolves and some new quality is formed in an alchemical 
coagulatio. 

Ultimately, what is created inside of Harry is new psychic energy. He is 
becoming the container for a new, emerging vision for the future. Von 
Franz, in her seminal work, Puer Aetemus, writes of the youths who have a 
"certain kind of spirituality which comes from a relatively close contact with 
the collective unconscious ... they do not like conventional situations; they 
ask deep questions and go straight for the truth .... "(Sigo Press, 1981,p. 4) 
Marion Woodman adds that this type of authentic masculinity is interested 
in genuine empowerment grounded in the instincts ... Men and women have 
to honor this young man in themselves .... the discovery of the creative 
masculine involves dream sequences that swing from encounters with 
intense light or swift winds to equally powerful encounters with chthonic 
passion. Woodman, 1990, p. 204) 

The world's identification with the image of Harry Potter points to the 
formation of a new archetype of the young masculine that is distinct from 
established patriarchal values. This vibrant boy who has been wounded by 
severe trauma, shows human scale emotions and values doing the right 
thing, However, Harry becomes neither inflated by his successes nor has 
the fantasy of immortality. He inhabits a paradoxical alchemical world and 
unlike other magical boys, such as Peter Pan and the Little Prince, he has 
been infected with evil and must be mindful of that inoculation. 

Harry's early relationships are appropriate for his stage of adolescent 
development and have to do with strengthening his masculine identity and 
authority. His feminine connections however, are beginning to work on him, 
steering him from below. Glimpses of his budding anima and unconscious 
relationship with the feminine are seen in how wrenched he becomes when 
he hears the screams of his dead mother, that sometimes he needs 
Hermione to act as a crossing guard when he is unable to contain his 
wildness, and how Headmistress McGonagall introduces him to his body 
and special physical abilities when she chooses him for the Quidditch team. 

Perhaps Harry Potter's fans constitute a generation across age lines that 
feels somewhat orphaned and unprotected and along with Harry, know the 
despair of spiritual emptiness and emotional starvation. It is only because of 
his near death encounters with Voldemor! and the proximity to a force that 
can crush or devour, that Harry is forced to find his true sources of spiritual 
power and strength. Therefore, he represents embodiment and resilience in 

'a world that represses the spirit. Harry Potter is an inspiring vision of a 
contemporary Western shaman with whom a hope lies that he will show us 
how to retrieve lost soul. 

At this mid-point in the book series, it has become evident that evil is what 
harms life. What saves it? J.K. Rowling's answer throughout these stories 
about the initiation of wizards, is an educated, embodied intuition. The 
Animagi are the most gifted of the wizards and have the ability to transfigure. 
into animals. Rowling implies that intuition is an animal instinct that can be 
brought out in the work of shamanic education Harry is able to find at 
Hogwarts. Why does having the animal instinct with one, incline one to 
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good? Rowling is clear that it pays to trust the self, and that the "self' is a 
progressive undertaking of one's own personal power. Evil for her seems to 
be a form of unconsciousness. 

Cpnsciousness, of the kind Harry is developing, leads to greater integrity 
and compassion. This is an exciting urgent series for the children of our 
time, who will be called upon as never before to open themselves to their 
spiritual and somatic capacities if they are to overcome the challenges 
placed in the way of their survival, in a world so threatened by greed and 
the power drive as our own. If the fallout of ego-chemistry is a melting ice 
cap on the North Pole, perhaps J.K. Rowling's alchemy is the right antidote 
for our present inability to listen to our true natures. 

Gail A. Grynbaum RN, PhD, is a psychologist practicing in San Francisco, 
a candidate in the analytic training program of the CG. Jung Institute of San 
Francisco, and a member of ASD. She has a long-standing interest in 
Womens Psychology, Alchemy and Dreamwork. 
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Harry Potter and the Extraordinariness 
of the Ordinary 

Roni Hutoy 

I like the Harry POller books because they are like real life bUI more 
intercsring. 

:-'1eli~ ... a StcH'ns. 14 

!-larry is like a real boy-except that he's a wizard~ 

-Sarah ~l' Kenna, 101 

Harry begins his journey al eleven years old. an age as,(x:ialed with 
coming into consciousness, particularly for boys. and particularly in 
England, when children begin their "serious" study to prepare them for 
adult life. What Harry discovers on his eleventh birthday is thaI he IS a 
wizard. that he has powers he intuits but, as is true of 1110s1 childhood 
knowledge, does not consciously recognize. He had noti\;Cd :hat strange 
things happened to him: his hair grew back overnight after his aunt 
sheared it off; the sweater she tried to force him to wear kept gening 
smaller ~hen she tried to pull it over his head. A most hilarious scene 
occurs at the zoo where the caged boa winks at him. after sleeping 
through his cousin Dudley's command to '''Make it move, '" and. as it 
makes its escape amid "howls of horror," Harry "could have sworn a low 
hissing voice said, 'Brazil~ here I come. " Thanksss. amigo'" 
(Sorc~,.cr·s Stolle 28). He does not Connect these events with his own 
power. Like most orphans. Harry has lillIe sense of having any power at 
all. 

Like most orphan heroes, he will need 10 be unusually sensitive, 
almost vigilant, particularly since he has been raised by hoslile relatives 

) 

1f,1I", Po,,{,/" llnd Iht, t".\I!"a(lrdi,wriness (l the Ordinary 311 

agaiosi whom hi~ sensibility ab~()lulcIy grates. He has to ll1<ikc his own 
choices. as Rowling pointed OlJt in a National Public Radio (NPR) 
infcrriew. without the benefit of "access to adults." the "safety net of 
many children \vho ha\'C loving parents or guardians." 

Howe\"cr extreme this situation, it only epitomizes what I believe at 
onc time e .... ery child fccl~·-that she is on her own. unacknowledged, 
unappreciated. UI1~een, and unheard~ up against an unfair parent, and by 
extension. an unfair \\orld. Justice and the lack of it reign supreme in the 
literature of childhood. where our first sense of Ihe world is often so 
astutely rt=corded. "But it's not fair" is a phrase that stands out from my 
childhood and continues to resonate for me even now. I am reminded of 
E. B. Whitc'!- opening to the beloved classic. Charlotte's Web: "'Where's 
Pappa going with that axe'?'" White '!-, hero, Fern, protcst~ against the 
adults' Darv;inian treatment of animals, those creatures closest to her 
child··sensibility: '''But it's unfair! ... The pig couldn't help being born 
small. ... If I had been very small at birth, '" she accuses, '''would you 
have killed IIIc7'" (3). 

And what could be more unfair than losing your parents as a baby'! 
The orphan archetype embodies the childhood task of learning to deal 
with ar. unfair world. I am also reminded of Jane Eyre at ten years old. 
[hrasnili~ ~round in her aware.ness of her unjust treatment at the hands of 
her aunt and cousins. Harry, like his great Victorian predecessors, is a 
kind of Evcrychild. vulnerable in his powerlessness, bul as he discovers 
his strengths. he re leases a new source of vitality into the world. He 
becomes the child· hero of his own story, like Dickens's "favorite child," 
Ihe orphan hero of Da>'id C oppo:(ield, whose story begins, "Whether I 
shall tum out to be the hero of my own life, or whether that station will 
be held by anybody else, these pages must show" (I). The Harry Potter 
Mories chronicle the process of the child's movement from the initial 
consciousness of himself a.<; the central character in his story. a singular 
preoccupation with self, to a sense of his own power and responsibility to 

a larger community. -< 

Harry Potter has been raised by the DursJeys, who pride themselves on 
being "perfectly nonnal" (Son:erer's STOlle I}-a sign that this story will 
ao;;scrt the unconventional, even the eccentric. Harry will provide a 
resistance to normality that, Rowling suggests, is necessary for inclusive
ness, for the individual and the community to prosper. Mr. Dursley, 
director of Grunnings, which makes drills, is a brutal, "beefy man with 
hardly any neck" (I). His equally nasty opposite; Mrs. Dursley, is "thin ... 
(with] nearly twice the usual amounl of neck ... [good for] spying on the 
n..; ... hhn .... " 11\ Tl.."",~""",~ th .. r'"'lt .. p.,"'ltJ.rf'>~ of "the hov who lived" throufl:h 
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the murderof;both his parents and the attempt on his own life. Many are 
the injustices ,heaped upon him: he is kept undcr thc stairs, half-starved 
and half-cloth_ed, is "small and skinny for his age ... Ihis] "glasses held 
together with ~ lot of Scotch tape because of all the times DUdley had 
punched him on the nose" (20). The Dursleys are also psychologically 
abusive and provide, conversely, a model of how not to treat children. 
They treat Harry "as though he wasn't there .. as though he w", 
something very nasty that couldn't understand them, like a slug" (22). 
They withhold the truth of Harry's birth, in violation of a basic tenet of 
children'~ rights--one of the many indications that Rawling s~es chil
dren as people with rights. What they hate in Harry's behavior, "even 
more than his asking questions [is] his talking about anything acting in a 
way it shouldn't, no matter-,if it was in a dream or even a cartoon" (26), 
Here Rawling emphasizes the preeminence of the imagination of child
hood and the need for children to question and dream. So when Harry 
dreams of a flying motorcycle, it foreshadows his success at Quidditch, a 
kind of soccer in thc sky, and his illllllinent rise above the chains of 
conventiorlaJity. Normal, Muggle (non-Illagical) school is a system that 
teaches children to use "knobbly sticks for hitting each other ... [as if it 
were] good training for later life" (32). TIlere Harry is persecuted by 
Dudley's ~'nomlal" friends, like Piers, "a scrawny boy with a face like a 
rat .. , who. held people's arms behind their backs while Dudley hit them" 
(23 )-because. he is different, because he is an orphan, because he is 
dressed in Dudley's old, shrunken uniforms, "looking like he was 
wearing bits of old elephant skin ... " (35). Aside from his dark cupboard 
under the stairs, nowhere is Harry safe. And nowhere is he loved, which 
only provides the urgency for a compensatory endowment of magical 
powers .. 

Belying Harry's puny appearance and weak position "in the Muggle 
world'i, his'bolt-of.lightning scar, which marks him, like Cain, for 
differenci:.·;ti1d'protection against antagonism to that uuliqueness. When 
Harry is" mOSl.vulnerable, his scar burns painfully, which serves to warn 
him again~(i)loximiiy of danger. A particularly touching image of 
Harry!, v,l!l\\~~bility occurs at the end of the fIrst chapter, where he is 
curled f~t~~I,*~ in sleep. "not knOWing he was special. not knowing he 
was _f~-_~~~iJ;;::1J-~'- that :'1t this very moment, people meeting in secret all 
overthe,;-j,\1,~p!& . were holding up their glasses and saying in hushed 
voiceS:ctO:,l:I~Potter-the boy who lived"" (Sorcerer's Stolle 17). 
H~;;e~ies this srate of injustice frequently experienced by 

childr~~~:~~q;'~ incboate fear and anger-and its other side. desire to 
possc~~:',~~#i.dinary -powers that will overcome such early and deep 
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exile from the chi Id' s birthright of love and protection. That every child 
experiences hi n"e1 f as special is obvious, if for no other reason than·that 
everything that happens to him is inherently significant. The world 
revolves around him; each moment resonates with the potential vitality 
of thc first time. of unexplored territory. As the child grows 'into 
consciousne~s. an inner world serves to witness the extraordinary quality 
of experience recorded, sorted through. and reflected upon. Along with 
lhis consciousness comes the recognition that others may share that 
experience, in part at least, and that ultimately each child is just another 
human being on this large, multitudinous planet. I remember looking up 
at the stars one night in the country and coming to a sudden understand
ing that containcd both terror and relief. My cpiphany turned on how 
small and insignificant I was, coupled with the insight that I was not 
responsible for the world. [ had only a small part to play; the world was 
long in the making before [ entered it and would go on long after I was 
gone. I remember that my ordinariness, then, offered a perspective and 
put into sharp relief my need to be special. 

The Harry Potter series opens with the infiltration of the ordinary 
world by the luminous and magical as "a large, tawny owl flutters past 
the window" unobserved by the blunted Dursleys. Mr. Dursley "noticed 
tlle first sign of something peculiar-a cat reading a map," but assumed 
that "[iJt must have been a trick of the light ... and put the cat out of his 
mind" (Sorcerer's Stolle 2-3). He was aware of "a lot of strangely 
dresocd !,eople . . . in cloaks. Mr. Dursley couldn't bear people who 
dressed in funny clothes ... [and] was enraged to see that a couple of 
them weren't young at all," dismissed them as "people [who] were 
obviously collecting for something [and put] his mind back on drills" (3). 
He was oblivious to ''the owls swooping past in broad daylight, though 
people down in the street ... pointed and gazed open-mouthed as owl 
after owl sped overhead" (4). With this startling image of the nocturnal in 
bright light. Rawling esrablishes three groups defined by their response 
to the magic of the world. The Dursleys repr,fsent those who are hostile 
to anything imaginative, new, unpredictable. The Muggles, who notice 
tlle owls but are remote from their magical aura, represent a kind of 
conventional center. Professor Dumbledore. Head of Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry, an old man, whose silver hair and beard "were 
both long enough to luck into his belt ... [who wore) long robes, a purple 
cloak that swept the ground, and high-heeled, buckled boots" (8), and 
Professor McGonagall, who has shape-shifted from cat to woman, 
indicated by her gla<ses with "exactly the shape of the markings the cat 
had had around it< eyes" (9), embody the drildhood world,?f magic and awe. 
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In mOst popular children's fantasies, the magical world is entirely 
~~p~rate from daily life. In C. S. Lewis's The Lion. Ihe Witch, and the 

Uldlobe, for example, entry into the supernatural takes place through a 
wardrobe at the back of a strange house during the bombings of World 
War II and represents the child.heroes' escape into a reimagined and 
revitalized Christian realm. In Madeline L'Engle's A Wrinkle in Time and 
its successors, A Wind in the Door and A Swiftly Tilling Planel, the 
magical World is celestial, in keeping with science fiction and L'Engle's 
strong religious allegorical allusions. J. R. R. Tolkien's The Hobbil and 
Lord of the Rings trilogy tak, place entirely in a magical world and 
represent a refuge. an alternative to the real world.2 

RaWling noted the genius of Lewis and Tolkien, those predecessors 
with Whom she has been frequently compared, but she claimed in the 
NPR radio interview that she was "doing something slightly different.'" 
Though her stories contain the usual global battle between the forces of 
good and evil, Rowling, I believe, is essentially a novelist, strongest 
whcn writing about the real world. Harry has a psychology; his problems 
neeD resolution in the real world. Insofar as he is a real child, with little 
relief at home, at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, where 
the supernatural reigns, he is freer to discover his own powers. In 
Rowling's stories, the interpenetration of the two worlds suggests the 
way in which we live, not only in childhood, though especially so- -un 
more than one plane, with the life of the imagination and 'daily life 
mov ing in and out of ollr consciousness. The two realms, characterized in 
literature as the genres of romance and realism, are located in the 
imagination, which is, always, created by and rooted in the details (Jf 
everyday life. In fantasy, always we are grounded; the unconscious 
invents nothing, or as Freud put it, "In the psychic life, ther",is nothing 
arbitrary, nothing undetermined" (qtd. in Todorov 161). The realm of the 
fantastic.. based on the unconscious, is firmly and inevitably a 
reconfigurati9n of everyday reality, transformed and disguised though it 
may be,' 

Thc need for both realms and their interdependence was recognized by 
Wordsworth and·Coleridge in their plan for the Lyrical Ballads. As 
Coleridge noted: 

my endeav'ors should be directed to persons and characters supernatural, 
or at least romantic-yet so as to transfer, from our inward nature. a 
human interest and a semblance of truth sufficient to procure for these 
shadows, of·. imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the 
mOluc:ot'?' which,constitutes poetic faith .... [Wordsworth was] (0 give the 
chanD of" noy:e1ty.to thing~ of every day, and to excite a feeling analogous 

. to die . supernatural. by awakening the mind's attention to the lethargy of 
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cu~tom. and directing it to the loveliness and wonders of the world before 
us-an inex.haustiblc treasure but for which ... we have eyes yet see not, 
car .. that hear not. and hearts that neither feci nor understand. (Bivgraphj(1 
Litl'l'tll'ia 531) 

In the Harry Polfer books. magic calls attention to the awe and wonder of 
ordinary life. Rowling ingeniously enhances and amplifies the vitality of 
ordinary objccts. For example, at Hogwal1S, the walls are "covered with 
pomaits of old headmasters and headmistresses, all of whom were 
snoozing gently in their frames" (Chamber 203). Books bite and argue, 
"locked together in furious wrestling matches and snapping aggres
sively" (Prisoner 52)-a literary joke about the Baltic of the Books or 
other debate literature, reminiscent of Carroll's Wonderland and Looking 
Glass landscapes. Along with magical wands, cloaks of invisibility, maps 
that reproduce and mirror actual journeys as they arc taking place (like 
the virtual reality of technology), the things of children's culture-treats 
such as candy, and kids' own particular kind of humor, such as jokes 
a~out bodily fluids-are featured. Some of children readers' favorite 
aspects of lifc at Hogwal1s include Bel1ie Bott's Every Ravor Beans, 
consisting of such flavors as spinach. liver, tripe. grass, sardine, vomit, 
ear wax, and "even a baoger-flavored one" (Sorcerer's Stone 104). 
Words themselves suggest the magical power of language to mean, as 
well as to evoke and connote. Such passwords as "pig snout," "scurvy 
cur," "oJdsbodkin," suggest treasure and mystery. The characters' names 
arc appropriately allusive and inviting. As Moore points out: 

There are sneaky-sounding $'s: Slytherins, Snape. Severns, Sirius and 
Scabbers. The h's are kind of heroic: Hogwarts, Hedwig, Hermione and 
Hagrid. The f's are often unpleasant types: Filch and Aitwick.. ... The 
names that sound French are usually difficult people: Madam Pince, 
Madam Pomfrey. and Malfoy. (2) 

Alison Lurie noted, 

As in many folk tales, you can often tell a character's character from his 
or her name, and "Voldcmort" neatly combiacs the ideas of theft, mold, 
and death. Harry POller. on the other hand, has a name .that suggests not 
only craftsmanship but both English literature and· English history: 
Shakespeare's Prince Hal and Harry Hotspur, the brave. charming. 
impulsive heroes of H_enry N. and Be.atrix Poner, who created that other 
channing and impulsive classic hero. Peter Rabbit. 

As Harry embodies both the ordinary and the extraordinary, his 
narrati yes contain realistic and romantic elements. Like other questing 
heroes, Harry must prove himself through a series of tests. each 
increasingly more difficult. Joseph Campbell noted how the hero's cycle -..I ..,. 
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corresponded to the dynamic movement through life stages, particularly 
the development of consciousness and the discovery of identity. Even the 
simplest of hero stories, the fairy tales, dramatize the complexity of the 
life struggles of Everymanlwomanlchild. For example, both Perrault', 
and the Grinuns's most vinuous, Christianized, and domesticated girl
hero, Cinderella, must revolt against the wishes of the good fairy 
godmother (without the consciousness that she is doing so, of course). 
She must forget to leave the ball by midnight, in order that the prince find 
her and that her rightful place be restored. This tale acknowledges the 
hero's paradoxical struggle to maintain tradition and to subven it for 
evolution to occur. Some taboo must be broken, some boundary crossed
this is at the hean of the hero's quest. Harry, who is, as Alison Lurie 
points out, a kind of Cinderlad himself, must break the very rules at 
Hogwarts needed to maintain order and its basic values. 

The fairy tales of childhood illustrate a most significant aspect of that 
earliest stage, the centrality of play and the imagination, whiCh, though it 
receives prominence in childhood, often gets lost along the way to 
adulthood. Consider "Jack and the Beanstalk," in which the lazy child, 
Jack, refuses to do his mother's bidding and "forgets" to sell the cow for 
money but rather is enchanted by the magic beans. The tale assens his 
right to journey into the sky (the world above the world) and solve the 
earth-bound adult problem of money by stealing the golden harp, hen, 
eggs-the meam; to achieving ever-regenerating money and power
precisely what he never could have gotten by selling the cow. Once 
having used up tIle modest sum he would have gotten from the cow, he 
would have had, inevitably, to go out again to market with whatever was 
left to sell, only to return home again with fewer resources, thus moving 
into the cycle of poveny-from which the poor often do not have the 
power to emerge, any more than children have the power to 'Overcome the 
authoritYOfao.uJts. The magic beans in this story represent relief from 
Ole real pro!1lem.s.that arc quite beyond the child to solve but can be, as 
tile story.s~gge~.ts;imagined. Magic embodies the imagination, stands in 
for what i$:beyond,the power of children, perhaps anyone, to actualize. 
Often we~:~arl.:~~ri~i,sion long before we can create the means to flee or 
resolve v.:~_~-<,(~IS::Ovcrwhelming. This is particuJarly true for children. 

l'larry's;'s~p;,i!l:~tlirai powers invite children to imagine beyond the 
boundarieHj(lheir:!hnitations: what if I could see and hear without being .':"" '.-,':~ ':'~' . 
seen or heifrd;;Wl\:ii)f I could fly; what if J could read another's mind. 
With his iniiJi18.i:jR~ Harry is invisible; with his Nimbus 2000 racing 
broomsticktli'~~iil\'ifIy; h~ can even, in the fourth book, project himself 

, ~,- -- ("l;-<{'-' . 

into Dum~liiif~~:s,-,rupholied-off thoughts. ~Iso,like every child, Harry is 
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one among many. represented here by the fact that his cJa!-lsmatcs are'also 
"vards. While he is good at playing Quidditch, he is just an ordinary 
player at his school work; nor is he particularly insightful in the way he 
relates to or understands others. His classmate Hermione Granger: the 
girl with whom Rowling most closely identities,4 is smarter and more 
.sensitive. Hermione has the most highly developed sense of justice; even 
though Harry has freed Dobby, the house-elf, Hermione alone under
stands the oppression of the house-elves, as they serve their masters 
without pay, "beaming, bowing, and curtsying" (Goblet 379). Pan of 
Rawling's genius is the creation of stories about the development of the 
ordinary boy, as he grows frolll the stan of the series at ten years old to 
the age of seventeen. There will be onc book for each year, Rowling 
announced in December 1998, with the "hormones kicking in." Gender 
informs Rawling's vision in that she blends the male qucstor with the 
feminized hero of tales of school and home; these stories are relational, 
psychologically nuanced, and in that sense realistic. 

During the NPR radio interview, a child called in to ask if Rawling 
could please bring back Harry's parents. Respectfully and sorrowfully, 
she said she regretted that she couldn't do that. "You can't bring dead 
people back," she said. She had to set limits on what magic could and 
couldn't do since it was important to her to keep thcse characters real. 
Even the magical ones are defined by their human as well as magical 
trailS. The real world, then, hecomes somewhat jUuminated by these 
characters who can spall bOlh worlds. For example, teachers at Hogwarts 
can be imaginative and compassionate; they are also flighty, vindictive, 
dim-witted, indulgent, lazy, frightened and - frightening. Students are 
clever, kind, weak, cruel, snobbish. Lessons are inspiring and tedious
as in the best and worst of real schools. 

Harry's guide into the magical world of Hogwans is Hagrid, a larger
tllan-life figure, the giant from the fairy tales of childhood, deliverer of 
the annunciation: "'Yeh don' know what yeh are . .. Harry-yer a 
wizard'" (Sorcerer's Stone 50). He is "ahrios! [wice as tall as'a normal 
man and at least five times as wide ... simply too big to be allowed, and 
so wild-long tangles of bushy, black hair and beard hid most of his face 
. .. [with] hands the size of trash can lids, and ... feet _ .. like baby 
dolphins" (Sorcerer's StOlle 14). He is also careless, drinks too much, 
humanized by his sentimental and indulgent Jove for bizarre and 
grotesque creatures, such as (he dragons and Bla'it-EndC:4 Skrewts, who 
threaten the safety of Hogwarts. Even these creatures suggest tIle two sideo;; 
of imaginative writing: dragons are recognizable as mythical fire-breathing 
creatures. although here Rawling makes them distinct. almost realistic: 

-...J 
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The baby dragon flopped onto the table. Ir wasn't exactly preny: Jlarry 
thought it looked like a crumpled. hlack umbrella. Its spiny wings Were 
huge compared to irs skinny jet body, it had a long snout with wide 
nostrils. the Slubs of horns and bulging. onmge eyes . ... (Sorcerer's St(Jne 
235) 

The Skrcwts, slug-like and slimy, are also described in vivid detail, while 
their size mythicizes them. The movement here between these two poles 
suggests the force of the imagination of childhood to illuminatc reality. 

Most of the adventures lake place at school, seen here as the 
transitional world situated between childhood and adulthood. It is a 
liminal space that tests the mettle of the child hero and, like all liminal 
landscapes, it represents "the not-as-yel-conscious,"s what is yet-to-be. 
possibility itself, and chance. A burningqucstion for Harry, who has 
never fit in, not at home, not at Muggle school, who has never had the 
chance to ex perience friendship and all that goes along with it-loyalty, 
competition, finding a place among peers-is how will he succeed in this 
home away from home? Particularly when he has never been at home al 
home? 

Silualing the train that takes people to Hogwarts at 9-3/4, between 
tracks 9 and 10, reinforces the centrallacation of these stories between 
the canh·bound and magical worlds. As Harry transports himself beyond 
the boundarics of the rcal world, between tracks 9 and 10, one can 
visccrally feel his body brace against the shack, his mind unbelieving, as 
he breaks through what appears lo be a solid barrier, as the imagination 
may seem to do with real life problems. The school and its various 
accoutrements epitomize the imagination of childhood and the real 
concerns of children. In the wizard world, everything is adorned with the 
magic so that, for example, the point of entry into the bank, a warning 
against greed and snobbishness-a worldly concern-is heightened by 
the poetic language on the sign: Enter, stranger, but take heed I Of what 
awaits the sin of greed . .. (Sorcerer's Stone 72). Therc are many such 
indications. of Rowling's abhorrence of the class system, its divisiveness, 
the negative potential of special ness. Malfoy, the pale boy with the 
pointed face, whose sense of self is based on embracing his father's 
money and social position, is early established as Harry's enemy, just as 
Ron Weasley, who has to share the little his family has with his six 
siblings, and Hermione, the racially mixed daughter of a Muggle and a 
wizard, are his best friends. 

While Hogwarts contains all the offensive and irritating aspects of real 
Jife~it in fact mirrors its~ elitism and petty power struggles-it is also a 
wondr?us and humorous world. Required re:ading. for exampl~, abounds 
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with hilarious matches, such as: One Thousand Magical Herhs .and 
Fungi by Phyllida Spore and Fanta ... tic Beasts and Where to Find Them 
by Newt Scamader. The magical Sorting Hat malches each child with her 
proper house (Harry and his friends are assigned to Gryffindor for their 
cJurage) and wands intricately fit their owners. The phoenix that 
povided the feathers for Harry's wand did the same for Voldemort, the 
"brolher [who] gave you that scar" (Sorcerer'.,· Stone 85), Harry is told, 
linking him, as Lucifer was God's fallen angel, to his dark enemy. And 
there is much darkness in these books. However, it is always rooted in 
the psychological darkness associated with childhood and with human 
development: with anger, Joss, death, grief, fear, and with desire, 
Although initially Harry is elated when he hears the news of his powers, 
he is also alarmed and bewildered. Hagrid notes that it's hard to be 
singled out, and Harry protests, "'Everyone thinks I'm special ... but I 
don't know anything about magic at all. ... I can't even remember what 
I'm famous for" (Sorcerer's Stone 86). Fear of his power, unsure of how 
to control desire, or how to recognize and use his gifts wisely-Harry, as 
Everychild, needs guidancc. 

Rowling is adept at providing paradigms for thoughtful, courageous, 
and moral behavior for children, with clear explanations of the states of 
feeling that accompany the process. These deeper moments of reflection 
serve as pauses in the rapid pace of these page-turners. It seems to me 
that. the best mysteries. adventure stories, and romances represent a 
negotiation between the reckless pace of the narrative breathlessly 
moving forward and the meditative pockets that provide the space and 
time to turn inward-to affirm our sense that something memorable is 
happening to us, something we can retrieve for laler, after the book is 
ended. As is true of our best writers, Rowling draws these opposing 
realms so seamlessly that they appear to have always been there, side by 
side, the event and its meaning exquisitely illuminated. 

In the flrst book, Harry Potier and the Sorcerer's Stone, the scene in 
which Harry comes upon the Mirror of Erif;ed (thinly disguised so 
children will discover that it represents desire) and sees, for the first time 
in his life, his family, "he had a powerful kind of ache inside him, half 
joy, half terrible sadness" (209). How fascinating that his friend Ron sees 
only himself decked out as Head Boy, his own "deepest, most desperate 
desire" (213). Ron, whose strongest wish is to stand (lut from his five 
brolhers and from Harry as well, assumes he is _seeing the future, just as 
Harry believed he was looking into his past. However, this mirror, says 
Dumbledore, "will give us neither knowledge or truth" (213). It can drive 
us mad. "not knowing if what it shows is real or even possible." He iJ\ 
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warns against "dweJl{ingj in dreams" as one could "forget to live." 
However. he offer!', "If you ever do run across it, you will now be 
prepared" (214). Rowling has, essentially, taken the great test of Odysseus, 
who must hear the song of the sirens but not act on that calling, and 
rcimagined it for children, At its core. Rawling suggests, desire can be 
both alluring and dangerous. Children need to understand, on whatever 
level, its complex it)'. Rawling does not minimize childhood longing. She 
offers this small allegory with the understanding that the search for 
identity is reflected in that mirror-as Harry sees his family behind h;", 
and desires only to return again and again to that vision of himself, 
supporred by those who resemble him, smiling at and waving to him. 
ll1is scene prepares for the ones that foHow, in which Harry comes into 
deeper and darker knowledge, though always returning to this central 
issue of identity and the protection it promises. 

If the Mirror reflects what we most long for, it also evokes the fear that 
accompanies such desire and the loss that engendered it. In Harry Potter 
alld the Prisoner of Azkaban, Rawling focuses on this fcar, beginning 
with the boggarts who take the shape of "whatever each of us most fears" 
(Prisoner 133). For Harry, as his Dark Arts teacher tells him, it is fear 
itself, embodied in the dementors, the prison guards of Azkaban. What 
torrures Harry is his overwhelming guilt and sorrow at his mother's 
death. At the sight of these grey-hooded figures, Harry hears his mother's 
desperate cries: "'No, take me, kill me instead.''' Haunted by her pain 
and guilty that she died 10 save him, Harry is drawn into iniense 
ambivalence, which Rowling explains: 

Terrible though it was to hear his parents' last moments replayed inside 
his head, these were the only times Harry had heard their voices since he 
was a very small child . ... 'They're dead," he told himself sternly . .. 
"and listening to echoes of them won't bring them back. I?}u'd belter gel 
a grip on yourself if you want that Quidditch Cup." (Prisoner 243) 

The desire to be reunited with his parents, though natural and inevitable, 
serves as a Warning, as with the Mirror, against remaining in the past, lost 
in memory or desire. Of course, in addition to exploring Harry's inner 
demons, here Rowling connects despair with madness and suggest" that 
it is the loss of hope that makes us demented, that promotes criminality 
and destroys the heart- The dementors, those who are supposed to guard 
prisoners. 

drain peace, hope, and happiness out of the air around them. Gct too near 
a dcruentor and~\'ery good feeling, every happy memory wiU be sucked 
our of you . ... (SJoul-Jess and evil . .. you'll be left with nothing but the 
worst experiences of your life . ... [S]et on a tillY island, -.yay out to sea . . ' 
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Ihey dun 0, need walls and \-\,"Her to keep the prisoners in, not when theyOre 
all trapped imide their heads, incapable of a single cheerful thought. MO~I 
of them go mad within wcek~. (PrisollC1" J 88) 

The antidote for such haunting is happy memories, those that make 
children feel safe, loved, confident, good about themselves. More than 
anything, a sense of self is exactly what Hagrid was denied in prison, as 
he tell; Harry: '''Yeh can' really remember who yeh are after a while'" 
(Prisoner 221). Knowing who you are is at the hearr here, the develop
ment of the child's consciousness, the narrative of Everychild-the right 
10 knowledge and expression of self. Rawling has spoken about depres
sion as the loss of hope, how it has been her enemy, and how it has 
informed her depiction of the demcntors here.6 I remember fits of 
depression as a child, though without any name for that state of mind, it 
went unrecognized and was buried, along with the shame that accompa
nied 311 my unacknowledged feelings. As Sendak claimed, when he was 
called upon to defend his depictions of frightening monster-like figures 
in Wllere Ihe Wild Things Are, most frightening to children is to dream 
their OWJI figures of fear and find no analogue in anything they hear 
about or read. Children need to see their feclings, particularly the darkest 
ones, reflected in their stories. Mitigating the darkness of the fairy tales 
takes away their power to reassure children that they are not alone in 
their fearful imaginings. that they are shared and can be addressed. 7 

As Harry gets older in the books, the emoLional challenges become 
more complex, which Rowling attempts to help children understand. She 
has captured the familiar sense of childhood shame with the Howlers
loud, public scoldings sent by parents to humiliate and ultimately to 
control children. For example. Neville receives a letter in the audible 
form of his "grandmother's voice, magically magnified to a hundred 
times its usual volume, shrieking about how he had brought shame on the 
whole family" (Prisoner 272), Such exposure is handled with a kind of 
empathic humor, reminiscent of Woody Allen's adult projection of his 
mother's face in the sky, publicly denouncing hfm, a metaphor of adult 
shame and its roots in childhood. This cxtemaJized projection mirrors 
Harry's private, internal moments following his collapse at the sight of 
the demenlors, when he "felt the beginnings of shame. Why had he gone 
to pieces like that, when no one else had?" (PrLwner 36). Shame 
separates us, makes us feel less than. different from others. This aspect of 
difference, Rowling demonstrates, is deadly. At times she handles it with 
the acceptance that comes from humor; at times. with a kind of respect 
that accompanies our most difficult emotional trials. 
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Chlldn.'11 ;trl' JI'(I it'd tx'~ nmllhc ,imple (tHJl"c,,'pr of n II <I' purt"l)" bqd 

fUY~ \\ho"c "'ru!.!~k .... i.1~1U/lJ in the carlin hook,. \\'ilh the lhird ~l)lum~. 
lIarry PoUI'( Imd fht' P/"i\tlnc,. l(fA.:kahan, \\hat ;JpPt..'.;Jr .... ('\ II IIJm\ (lui to 
he- a paraJ(I\ leal flgun.'. Lupin. who I~ ,;) v.:crcv.olf. a fon .. T (If ~(~J<.J that 
can he d<Jnp('rnu~ as well. R(I\\ ling' ~ u~(' of the v.·l'rev. olf " ... rnClapthJr ror 

the split ~If lu'rc 1\ ,1"1ulc ~md in let'ping wnh thl~ l'arhe'1 knn\l,'n Red. 

Ridin~ Hood yariant in whidl rather lhan Ihl' \\"(111. 1he v.t."rl'~IlIf--·a 

tu .... ion of anllna) and human--trics (0 IOCducc Iht'" y(lun~ gHIIZlpc~ 2J. 
\Vhat i~ mo~1 inlc:re,(iTl~ here isthallhc pnlcllIially dc;".trudlH' pan O(lhe 

\\cr~\\olf i:-. humaniJcd and o(f("rcd wilh under.\I~lOdinl!. Rowling t"\lab· 
lish~:-. his inno.,.-cncc and C,"Okl-\ compa!'l\ion for him. <:I' he lei" hi!' 
~tory.~ Lupin says. '''I was a vcry ~mall hoy when I rccc;\l'd lht' bile. My 
parcnt:'- tried everything. bUl in lho~ d.a~·"i ch('r('" waf., no (.."urc.. . My 
transfonnations ... were terrible. It is \"ery painful 10 rurn into a 

werewolf. I wa.\ "'paraled fmm humans 10 hHe. s" I hll anJ ...:ralded 
myself instead'" (Prisoner 352-53" A~ Lupin hecnrnc!<o a. wac\",,'f when 
he doesn't tale hi~ pol ion. madness and ~lf...J('~tnJl:li\"c JmruJ.~!'I are 

depicted wilh a kind of psychological lrulh. Rowling "Hempl, 10 

humanize the demonic, ralher than demoni!.c Ihe humJn. 
The servant ... of evil are recognizable as frail human:-. who hJ;\'c g.rown 

Jarg.e becau~ they are adults who are out of <.:ontrol-whal i:-. ~,flcn most 

lerrifying 10 children. Peler Pettigrew. in Horr.r POf/lT dl1d {Itt Pri.wller 
oj A:J;ahan. is "horrible 10 walch. like an m·e"i7ed. balding baby. 
cowering on the floor' (3741. and VoldemOr1. who rep",,,,nl' !he 
generaling power of evil. Ihe force of discord and cnmily. hea" ··the 
,hape of a crouched human child. except Harry had never "'cn anything 
Je" like a child. It was hairle", and scaly·lookin~ .... II, arms and legs 
were thin and feeble, and ils face-no child alive ever tuJ ~faa: like 
Ihal. ... The thing ><!Cmw almost helpless; it raised its thin arms, put 
Ibem around WoontaiJ's nedt, and Wonntail lifted il" (64(l-41 I. The 
infantile adull, a kind of perverted innocence. childish wilhout anything 
childlike. i, mO~1 horrifying when. as a child, it is tll< conlrolling force of 
your life. 

How children take conlrol of their lives-most crudal and central 
here-is metaphorical! y repreS<:tl1ed in several ways. Hany and Henniooe 
watch memselves in "a Time-Thmer." able 10 replay an even~ 10 be in 
more than one place at a time, to go bacJc in lime while remaining in the 
present,lo redo lheir mistakes and save the lovely hippogrilT. Buckbeak. 
Harry tell. Hermione ... ·1 knew r coo.Jd do it Ihi. time ... becauS<' I'd 
already done it. ... Does that maI:e <elise?'" (Prisont'r412}-.:xpressing 
the paradoxical sense of knowing what we didn't know we kn<!w. Even 
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mOre psychologically profound is the way in which RowHng demon
s!rates what can be retrieved, even in the final loss of the death of a 
parent. To protect himself fronl fear. Harry conjures up a "Patron us." an 
Image of his falher. As an orphan, Harry will have 10 provide for him·self 
.he falber he has never known. Here is a kind of child vision of father 
atonement. Dumbledore. in such a vision as a father figure. tells Harry: 

·"You Ihink Ihe dead we loved ever truly leave us? You Ibink Ibat we 
con't recalilhem more clearly Ihan ever in limes of great Irouble? Your 
f"'her is alive in you. Harry. , . you did see Ihim] last night ... You 
found him inside yourself'" (Prisoner 427-28). 

This scene represents the only real consolation as well as a possible 
direction for healing such an early fracture, There arc many father/son 
.Ionemenl scenes. MOSI awful is Mr. Crouch's son. rejected by his falher, 
even as he slands before him, pleading in his innocence, "'Falher! Falher, 
I wasn'l involved! ... I'm your son! ... I'm your son I'" (Goblet 596), 
We are not surprised Ihat, in his confusion and despair, he becomes a 
servant of evil. Rowling also helps children to understand how Neville's 
parents, who have been "tor1ured for infonnation about Voldemort's 
wilereaboulS" (Goh/et 602). go insane, and so, though Ihey are alive, 
when Neville visils Ihem with his grandmother. Ihey do not recognize 
him. Harry is more fortunale Ihan Ihe olhers in Ihat he has been able to 
retrieve something, a touchstone for protection he can carry with him. 
:}Ithough he has never had access to his parents, But it is not enough in 

ilis slate of privilege 10 be isola led from Ihe misfOr1une of olhers. Harry 
feels for Crouch's son. as images of the pale-faced boy swim up to him 
from his imagination. His compassion extends to Neville too, as he 
imagines how it must feel "to have parents still living but unable to 

recognize you" (Goblet 607). 
The Harry Potter stories center on what children need 10 find 

internaJly-lhe strength 10 do the right thing, to establish a moral code. 
As hero. Harry must go beyond Ihe apparent truth of Ibing' and, 
ultimately, learn to trusl whal he sees and act on what is right. The 
toumarnenl of the fourth volume. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. 
departs from Ibe ralher simple victory of Quidditch lournament,. where 
one house at Hogwarts bealS the olhers, Harry serving as Seeker, the 
primary position, for Gryffindor. In {his book. as Hermione poiiltS out, 
"'This whole tournament's supposed to be about getting to know foreign 
wizards and making friends wilb them ... , Although Ron wilh partiailrulh 
responds. ~"No it isn't. It's about winning'" (423), more is at stake llcre. 
The community is larger. more global. What it means to "win" is 
interrogated. In an expansive leap of feeling, _Harry saves his rivals. 
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~~Iong with his friends. Voicc!'I tell him: ''''''(lur la,k i .. 10 retrieve !'Our 
own friend ... leave tllC othcrs ...... , (.jYlll. lie ""nda.'. "Why hadn't 
he just grabbed Ron and gone" He would haw h..·cn (I"t hack .... Cedric 
and Knun hadn't wasted lime worryin,? ai"lollt anyone cbe .. :. (505). In 
response. he- resi:;ts such individuali~1l1 with "'an ('quail) 'trnng oond of 
friendship and trust. Djffc,rencc~ of hahil .md language an,' nothing at 
aU,'" Durnbledorc tcll~ him. "'if our aim~ are identical and 4lur hearts are 
open ... · (723). Harry and his clt"c" rival. Cedric t "ho took Chll Chang. 
the object of Harry's desire. to the ball' hdp and sUPI'Orl each nther, and 
finally decide 10 reach the Cup at the same time. thus p",Jucing two 
winners. \Vhile Cedric dies. and thm Harry "lone bean. th(' reward. the 
boy.s' re-jection of the s,chool"s either/or policy t·Mahli~he!-. a new para· 
digm of sharing. building communit), and inclusiveness. 

Sharing thought!' and pas\ing on c\pericncc is brilliant)y depicted in 
thePensieve. 3 basin that hold, thought,. '''1 sometimes fmd,''' 
Dumbledore tdb Ha~', '''thal I simply ha,e too many thought, and 
memories crammed illln my nllnd .... At the-sc times. J U~ the Pt!n~ien~. 
One-simply siphon:o; the cxcc~s thought~ from one's mind. poure.. them 
into the basin. and examines them alone's leisure. It becomes ea~icr to 
spot panem, and lin',. . when they arc in this form'" (Go"'et 597). 
Harry. is literally drawn through a substance that was either "liquid or gas 
. , . a'bright. whitj~h ... iher .. , moving ccaselcs~ly: the ~urface of it 

. became ruffled like water heneath wind. and then, like clouds. separattd 
and.swirled smoothly. It looked like light made liquid-or like wind 
made solid .. ,'. (Gobler 583). To understand anothers history. one mu,t 
enter into a liminal stale; one must move heyond the established 
bOundaries of self and other. represented by the indiSlinguishable Slates 

. ?fmatler. In book two, Harry Porr",. alld the Chamber of Sec']'ts. Harry 
had Jallen "through a page in an enchanted diary, right into someone 
else's memory" (Chamber 586). But here in Tire GobiN of Fire, the idea 
is: mote developed. Thought i, depicted as tangible. progre.sive. dy
iianUc-a seri"" of landscapes to he visited, retumed to, and discovered 
aspattems'ofmeaning. Harry falls through Dumbledore's thoughts about 

. his pas~,me·.subjectivity o[memory extended to history. When he land, 
··mthe·courtroom of Dumbledorc's memory, "not one of (the adultsl 
~n<>ticed thabifoW1etn-year:old boy had just dropped from the ceiling ... " 
'{Goblei 585), reminiscent of Au <!en's Icarus, who falfs unnoticed out of 
Jhe sky, Bu(unlike Icarus, who; in his youthful optimism, flew too high 

. '.,so hi.win.,~1llelted from the heat of the sun, Harry's fall is a descent into 
·'(collscloUsni~;. and rather than cautionary, it is visionary. It sugge.sts 

conne.:tion,Jhat we can participate in another's experience, explore 
.. anOther's past, a1heit only througb the SUbjectivity of our own vision. 
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. Even the child. withoUlthe experience of the adult, without perspec
tive afforded by hindsight. can glean something valuable from the 
lessons of the past~not those set in stone to be received unquestioningly 
but to make meaning of, the way Harry must make sense of the events he 
witnesses. In this scene of Dumbledorc's younger days, Harry first 
flotices h(Jw Dumblcdore has aged, a perspective that reveals Harry's 
developing consciousness of time. Each person carries a unique history. 
some of which can be shared, as when Dumbledore joins Harry in 
reviewing his thoughts. 

Even the idea of reviewing thoughts supports the value of interroga
tion and reflection. Surely this runs counter to what we arc currently 
being told by television, video games, fast-paced cutting images of MTV, 
and the superficial content of pulp fiction. The Harry Porrer books 
satirize for children the superficiality of this world, its pretenses and 
human failures. the narcissism of popular culture. the stupidity and 
cruelty of the press. the rigidity and fraudulence embedded in our 
institutions, particularly the schools, framed by the unrelenting snobbery 
and elitism of our social world. The unprecedented popularity of the 
Han)! Poller stories, not only with sophisticated readers of a wide range 
of ages. but with new readers, those who previously resisted reading, 
suggests that rather than flat, knee-jerk responses, children are capable of 
and drawn to complexity and reflection-accompanied by the spectacu
lar-integrated, always, in the real and recognizable world it is the 

child's mission to negotiate and struggle through. 

ROlli Natov is Professo,. of English at Brooklyn College, CUNY, where, 
amollg other things, she teaches classes in Children's Studies. With 
Geraldine DeLuca, she cofounded and coedited The Lion and the 
Unicorn for sevenreen years. She has published Leon Garfield (Twayne. 
1994) alld is currently writing The Poetics of Childhood (to be published 

by Garland). 
• 

Notes 

I Quoted in We Low Harry Potier!, ed. Sharon Moore, 17. 

2 Suzanne Rahn speaks about E. Nesbit as the first children's book author to 
bring magic into our contemporary world. in which "the protagonists {are) 
ordinary children," Rediscoveries in Children's Literature, 145. 

3 Rowling herself mentions E. Nesbit's The Story of the Treasure Seekers a,c:; 
particularly influential in her conception of the Harry Potter series. 
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J The debate (lver Rawling's choice and Use of ,I boy hero has b~en eXlcnsi\'~, 
Christine_ Schoefer .. for example, writeI'; about "Harry POHer's girl trouble:' 
where ,she -<.:laims that "CoJo girl is brilliantly heroic the way Harry is. no woman 
is. cxperlc-'Iieed anJ wise like Professor Dumbletlore .. , (tllatJ Ihe fimge of female 
personaHties is so jimited that neither Women nor girl~ play on the side of nil 
[anu Ihal Rowling depicts Hermione as] working hard to be accepted by Ham 
anJ his sidekick R~n, who (real her like a tag-along until Volullle J" ("Harr; 
Potter's Girl Trouble"). Along with her many supporters., Rowling complains. 
"What irritates Ill!! is that I am constantly, increasingly. being asked 'e,1n we 
have il .strong female character, please?' Like they are ordering a side order (If 
chips. I am thinking 'Isn't Hermione stron~ enough for you?' She is the mUM 

brilliant of the thrte and they need her .... But my hero is a boy .and at the a~l' 
iiI} he has been girJs simply do not figure that much .... I think it would be 
. extremely comriy,e9 to throw in a couple of feisty, gorgeolls, brillianHIl-math 
a~d :great-at-fixing-cius girls" ("Harry and Me"). 

.s .Ernsl Bloch, The Utopian FUllclion of Ar' al1d Lilera/urC'. 103-11. 

'.6,;lHarry anti Mr." where Rowling described the dementon; as "a description 

or-depression ... entirciy from my own experience. Depression is Ihe 1110'>' 
liripleD~.arit thing I have ever experienced .... It is that absence of being able 10 
eo\'isage iliat you will ev(~r be cheerful again. The absence of hope. That very 
deadened (eeling, which is so very different from feeling sad. Sad hurlS but i(s 

R healthr feeling. It is a necessary thing to feel. Depression is very different:' 

.. ? F(1)I11.an unpublished interview with Maurice Scndak conducted oy GcrJ.lc1ine 
'~lIca <Iud ~e in 1977. 

...... , ~:l.re~~ntly ,talked to an eighl-ycar·old who told me that her favorite character 
\";as:Lupin,' and wheo 1 asked her why, she said she fell sorry for him, because he 
~as';~ally good but.~~uldn't help being bad sometimes. 
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Harry Potter's Oedipal Issues 

KELLY NOEL-8MITH, The Tavistock Clinic & University of East London 

"Lily, take Harry and go! It's Him! Go! Run! I'll hold him off_". 
The sound of someone stumbling from a room--a door bursting open - a 
cackle of high-pitched laughter. 
"Not Harry! Not Harry! Please not Harry!". 
"Stand aside, you silly girl ... stand aside, now ... ". 
''Not Harry, please no, take me, kill me instead-Not Harry! Please ... have 
mercy ... have mercy". (Rowling, 1999, pp. 134 and 178). 

The Harry Potter books are extraordinarily successful. In May 2000, each of the first 
three books by J. K. Rowling occupied a place within the top five of The Times' 
hest-sellers' list. The first edition of the fourth book, published in July 2000, was the 
largest ever for children's books: a million hard-back copies being published in the UK 
and 3.8 million in the US. Tbe books are equally successful elsewhere, having been 
translated into more than twenty-five languages. The phenomenon of their success has 
generated debate. In Britain. Anthony Holden, a Whitbread book prize judge, threatened 
to resign in June 2000 if Rowling received the prize for Harry Porter and The Prisoner 
of Mahan instead of Seamus Heaney for his translation of Beowulf. he wrote a scathing 
article in The Observer (The Observer, 25 June 2000) in which he claimed Rowling's 
'story lines are predictable, the suspense minima~ the sentimental cloying every page 
(Did Harry, like so many heroes before him., have to be yet another poignant OIphan?)'. 
Holden's comments triggered one of the largest collections of written responses to an 
article ever recei ved by the Observer. In America, too, the books' success has provoked 
reaction. Some American parents have suggested that the Harry Potter books should be 
withdrawn from schools because of their content; they believe that identification with 
Harry Potter and his experiences of death and magic will encourage children to explore 
violence, murder and the occult. 

By adopting a psychoanalytic perspective (acknowledging that this is only one of 
many ways of approaching the question of the books' popularity, or notoriety), it is 
hoped to show that the extraordinary success of the Harry Potter books is due, in part, 
to the universal phantasies they contain, in particular, those deriving from the Oedipal 
period. 

Freud suggested that creative writers, whose unconscious often fuels their writing, 
enti!;" us to read ahout their creations by offering us the chance to enjoy our phantasies 
withoUt self-reproach or shame (Freud, 1908). It follows that, the more common the 
phantasy, the more popular the work of literature will be which allows us to engage with 
it, whether consciously or not. 

Tbe author need not be aware that her works contain these phantasies: indeed, J. K. 
Rowling in a recent article said: 

The most frequently asked question you get as an author is 'where do you get 
your ideas from?' I find this frustrating because I haven't got the faintest idea 
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where my ideas come from, or how my imagination works. I'm just grateful 
that it does, because it gives me more entertainment than it gives anyone else. 
(The Sunday Times, 21 May 2000). 

Freud discusses phantasy in detail in his papers 00 creative writers and daydreaming 
(Freud, 1908) and in bis paper 00 tbe formulations of the two principles of mental 
functioning (Freud, 1911). He suggests that phantasising is what we do wben our ego, 
acting in accordance with the reality principle and taking into account the often 
frustrating external world, comes into conflict with the pleasure principle, which seeks 
i=diate fulfilment of id demands. Phantasy represents a compromise between the two: 
it creates an internal world which represents the external world as we should like it to 
he. 

Hanna Segal suggests that writers, and oIher artists, can afford to let their phantasies 
run free because their art provides them with a secure link to reality (Segal, 1994). 
Similarly, a hook can provide the reader, as well as the writer, with this link to reality, 
this security. Alice climbing througb the looking glass, tbe back of the wardrobe in an 
old bouse providing a doorway into Narnia, flying out of a nursery window then 'second 
to the right and,(itraight on till morning': the reader's link to reality is the point of entry 
into a world which does not really exis~ from fictional reality to fictional phantasy, from 
a room in a house to Wonderland, Narnia or Never-Never Land. Works of fiction 
appease the reality principle--we know that what we are reading ahout is not really 
happening-so allow fulfilment of id phantasies, through our immersion in the hook, 
without the danger to the ego which would arise were the phantasies acted out. 

In the case of Harry Potter, we know that we are about to enter an unreal world when 
Harry, who has just learned that he is a wizard, arrives at Kings Cross station to look 
for Platform ~, from which a train will take him to Hogwart., the school for young 
witches and wizards, to begin his first term. Worried that he caJUlOt see his ,Platform or 
his train, be asks a mother of another young wizard how to get to Platform ~. He is told 
that be needs to walk straight through the barrier between platforms 9 and 10 without 
stopping and without being scared that he will crash into it: 

He started to walk towards it People jostled him on their way to platforms 9 
and 10. Harry walked more quickly. He was going to smash right into that 
ticket hox and then he'd be in trouble-leaning forward on his trolley, he 
broke into a heavy run-the barrier was coming nearer and nearer-he 
wouldn't be able to stop-the trolley was out of control-he was a foot 
away-he closed his eyes ready for the crash-

It didn't come ... he kept on running ... he opened his eyes. 

A scarlet steam engine was waiting next to a platform packed with people. A 
sign overhead said Hogwarts Express, 11 o'clock. Harry looked behind him 
and saw a wrought-iron archway where the ticket box bad been, with the words 
'Platform Nine and Three Quarters' on it. He had done it. (Row ling, 1997, 

'p. 213). 

The reality principle by which our ego operates is given two strong reminders that our 
entry into the Harry Potter world will not jeopardise our relationship with the external 
world: first, we are aware that we are reading a book; second, we know that Platform 
~ does nol really exist. Each of the four books ends with the train journey hack to 
London Kings Cross, passing the other way through the harrier back to fictional reality 
and Harry leaving the station with his step-parents to endure another Summer holiday 
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with th= and without magic. So, even within the works of nction, we are taken from 
a description of real life (which, in Harry Potter's case, is grim) into one of magic (which 
represents life as we would like it to be) and then brought hack again. Because of this, 
we can suspend our reality principle this side of the barrier at Kings Cross, to give full 
rein to the pleasure principle at Hogwarts. 

Hogwarts, Namia, Wonderland and Never-Never Land are unrealistic representations 
of the real world. Beltetheim has made clear how these works of literature which take 
us into imaginary places provide a place wbere phantasies can be safely explored. The 
stories are to do with the psychical world, not the external world: 

The unrealistic nature of these tales (which narrow-minded rationalists object 
to) is an important device because it makes obvious that the fairy tales' 
concern is not useful information about the external world but the inner 
ptOcesses taking place in an individual. (Bettelheim. 1976, p.25). 

Harry Potter goes through Platform 9i for the nrst time just after his eleventh birthday. 
Until then, Harry had endured a hellish existence. His parents dead, he lived with his 
pompous and boorish uncle, Vernon Dursley, who was 'the director of a firm called 
Grunnings, whi~h made drills', a 'big, beefy man with hanlly any neck, although he did 
have a very latge moustache', his nosy aunt, Petunia, whose neck was twice as long as 
normal, helping her to spy on the neighbours, and their son, Dudley Dursley, who was 
very fa~ doted on by his parents and who joined with them in bullying Harry. Harry 
lived in a cupboard under the stairs. 

On his eleventh birthday, Harry discovers two things: first, that he is a wizanl and has 
a place to study at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizanlry; second, that his parents 
did not, as he had been toW by his aunt and uncle, die in a car crash when Harry was 
one, the impact of the crash leaving a scar on Harry's forehead, but had, in fac~ been 
murdered by Lord VoldemOrt, an immensely powerful wizanl who had gone over to the 
Dark Side. Harry survived Voldemort's attack but was left with a scar, in the shape of 
a lightning flash on his forehead, VoldemOrt's powers having heen almost destroyed 
when the curse he tried to use to kill Harry rebounded on him. 

Harry therefore arrives at Hogwarts as one of the most famous young wizards of all 
time, his parents, former Head Boy and Head Girl of Hogwarts, having been killed by 
Lord Voldemort, and Harry being the first wizanl ever to survive an attack by the Dark 
Lord. Harry is slightly built, has dark untidy hair and bright green eyes. He becomes the 
youngest Hogwarts player for a century to play Quidditch, the school's sport, for his 
bouse. In short, Harry is a hetO with wbom we can identify. Freud noted that: 

One feature above all cannot fail to strike us about the creations of these 
story-writers: each of them has a hero who is the centre of interest, for whom 
the writer tries to win our sympathy by every possible means and whom he 
seems to place under the protection of the special Providence ... the feeling of 
security with which I follow the hero through his perilous adventures is the 
same as the feeling with which a hero in real life throws himself into the water 

'to save a drowning man or exposes himself to the enemy's fire in order to 
storm a battery. It is a true heroic feeling, which one of our hest writers has 
expressed in an inimitable phrase: 'nothing can happen to me!'. It seems to me, 
bowever, that through this revealing characteristic of invulnerability, we can 
immediately recognize His Majesty, the Ego, the hero alike of every day
dream and of every story (Freud. 1908. p.28). 

Our hero. Harry/our ego. is an orphan: as the quotation with which this essay began 
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shows, his parents gave their li ves to save his from an attack by Voldemon. Why would 
we want to identify with someone who has suffered such an appalling tragedy? Perhaps 
because the manner of Harry's parents' deaths satisfies unconscious Oedipal wishes. 

Freud believed that the tmiversal phantasy of children to enjoy exclusive possession 
of the mother, through the removal of the father, explains the powerful and enduring 
impact of Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, in which Oedipus unconsciously fulfils the fate 
predicted for him by the Oracle by killing his father and marrying his mother: the play's 
popularity can be explained in terms of its appeal to our murderous and incestuous 
phantasies towards our parents. These phantasies are the repressed wishes that once 
coursed their way through us: 'falling in love with one parent and bating the other forms 
part of the permanent stock of psychic impulses whicb arise in early childhood' (Freud, 
1900). 

With Shakespeare's Hamlet and Dostoevsky's Brothers Karamazov. Freud thought 
that Oedipus Rex was one of the greatest literary masterpieces of all time, tbe common 
thread running through the works being one of parricide and the motive for tbe deed 
being sexual rivalry for a woman (Freud, 1928). 

The very first relationship, the mother/baby dyad, is one which constitutes the baby's 
world, giving ri~ to pbantasies of omnipotence and exclusive possession of the mother. 
An awareness of the father, and all that the father represents, generates intense feelings 
of rejection, exclusion and batred but, if the knowledge can be tolerated, sees the 
emergence from the Oedipal crucible of an individual with the capacity to rellect and 
think and with an identity separate from that of the mother. 

Although the earlier Oedipal wisbes are relinquished, bowever, sucb relinquishment 
involves repression, meaning that we carry within our unconscious phantasies of 
enjoying again the early fused identity with our mother and exclusive possession of ber. 
This phantasy necessarily involves the removal of tbe father and the collapse of the 
Oedipal triangle. 

As we saw, the last thing that Harry's father does is acknowledge the exclusive 
relationship of Harry and bis mother. He gives bis life in an aUempt to preserve it: 

"Lily, take Harry and go! It's him! Go! Run! I'll hold him off-"(Rowling. 
1999, p. 178). 

Harry's mother, Lily, her name and her sacrifice for her son symbolising all that is pure 
and good, dies to save Harry's life: 

"Not Harry, please no, take me, kill me instead-"(Rowling, 1999, p. 134). 

Given that it is every child's phantasy to remove, by death, his or her father to enjoy 
exclusive possession of his or her mother (and" inversely. to eliminate one's mother to 
take her place with one's father), the reader of Harry Potter is able to indulge in wish 
fulfilment of tbe most ba,ic phantasies without the grief which would onlinarily attach 
to them: we know, at a conscious level, that the story is not true. Unconsciously, the 
deaths of Harry's parents represent a wonderful fulfilment of Oedipal phantasies. 

TIle Harry Potter phantasy goes one better than that told by Little Hans, a five-year-old 
boy analysed by Freud by proxy (Freud. 1909a). Hans phantasises being married to his 
mother and a generational transfer upwards for his father, whereby his father forms a 
couple with his own mother, neatly removing Hans' father without killing him and, one 
would suppose, providing his father with the same type of pleasurable situation which 
Hans is seeking. 

In Hans' phantasy there is not the same evidence of the absolute parental love for their 
child which Harry Potter gets from his parents in their giving their lives to save his. 
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~ knows that his father died to preserve the exclusive relationship of Harry and his 
mother; his mother gave her life 10 save ber son. Harry's mother's love is what prevented 
and continues to prevent the damaging impact of Voldemott's persecutory attacks on 
Harry. As the kindly wizllJ:ll Dutnbledore, the headmaster of Hogwatts, tells Harry: 

"Your mother died to save you. If there is one thing Voidemort cannot 
understand, it is love. He didn't realise that love as powerful as your mother's 
fOr you leaves its own mark. Not a scar, no visible sign ... to have been loved 
so deeply, even though the person wbo loved us is gone, will give us some 
protection forever" (Row ling, 1997, p. 216). 

Harry's scar is a special mark evidencing the force of the internalised good mother which 
caused Voldemott's curse to rebound on him in his attack on the Potter family when 
Harry was one. This special mark brings to mind other special marks, fur example, the 
scars Oedipus had OIl his feet, where his parents pierced them before they left him to die, 
the mark of Cain, wbo murdered his brother, and the stigmata of Christ, wbo, being the 
Son of Man, was murdered by his collective parents. 

Even Voidemort acknowledges Harry's parents' qualities: 

1 always vMue bravery ... yes, boy, your parents were brave ... 1 Jr.illed your 
father first and he put up a courageous fight ... but your mother needn't bave 
died ... sfie was trying to protect you ...... (R<lwling, 1997, p.213). 

With a brave father and self-sacrificing mother, we can see that 1.K. Rowling bas created 
a Family Romance for us to enjoy: although Harry's parents are dead, he had, for a sbort 
period, parents which all of us would like: his parents are perfect parents and allow us, 
througb identification with Harry, fulfilment of a universal wish derived from: 

The cbild's longing for the happy, vanisbed days wben his father seemed to 
him the noblest and strongest of men and his mother the dearest and loveliest 
of women. (Freud, 1909b). 

It sbould be noted that Harry is not glad that his parents are dead and necessarily so: 
such enjoyntent of wish fulfilment would he unacceptable to our consciousness. Instead, 
when Harry sits in front of a magical mirror which be learns later from Ournbledore 
'sbows us nothing ntore or less than the deepest, most desperate desire of our hearts', 
he sees his mother, father and other members of his family. The mirror has an inscription 
carved around the top: Erised Stra Ebru Oyt Ube Carru Oyt On Wohsi (that is, a reversal 
of: 'I sbow not your face but your heart's desire'). The mirror reflects back our wish 
fulfilment of Harry's wish fulfilment, that is, we see not slain parents but loving ones: 

'Mum?' he whispered. 'Dad?'. The Potters smiled and waved at Harry and he 
stared bungrily back at them, bis hands pressed Oat against the glass as though 
he was hoping to fall right through it and reach them. He had a powerful kind 
of ache inside him, balf joy, half terrible sadness. (Rawling, 1997, p.153). 

Harry's dead parents do not represent his wish fulfilment, but rnther fulfilment of the 
reader's unconscious fantasies. Harry's parent' are perfect parents in phantasy: father 
dying to preserve the motherlbaby dyad; mother dying, too, but after giving ber cbild 
such love that he will be protected from evil forever. They are ideal parents. 

Idealisation represents one of tbe most primitive defences identified by Klein, an 
unconscious mechanism based on phantasy which is invoked during the parnnoid
schizoid position (that is, before resolution of the Oedipus complex) to split an object 
into good and bad part objects. The very first splitting is between good breast and bad 
breast. As a child becomes older, and begins to integrate his or her part objects into 
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whole objects, he or she mO\les from the paranoid-schizoid position to the depressive 
position, whereby a more realistic view of the world is adopted. Fathers and mothers are 
not perfect, although each child wishes that they were and, in early life, phantasises good 
parents which are. 

Britton suggests that, where a mother is unable to contain her infant's projected 
feelings, for whatever reason, the father, unfortUDB1ely, often provides a repository for 
the projected bad feelings that the baby is aware that his or her mother is unable to 
contain (Britton, 1989). This is a development of Bioo's concept of container and 
contained, whereby a containing mother facilitates the cbild'. integration of good and 
had pan objects and his or her move from the paranoid-schizoid position to the 
depressive position, by containing the baby's projected intolerable feelings, processing 
them and feeding them back to the baby in a more digestible and manageable form. 

Bion suggests that a third object emerges from the relatiooship between the container 
and the contained: where there is a good relationship between the container and 
contained, this third object is to the advantage of all three; in a bad relatiooship between 
the container and the contained, this third object is destructive to all three (Bion, 1970). 
If the third object is the pbantasised hostile fatherlpenis, the repository for the infant's 
UDcontained bos\ile feelings, the father will be viewed as a persecutory figure character
ised by the degree of aggression projected by the child. 

If Harry's dead parents are seen as composite, a phantasised perfect container, there 
is necessarily someone or something into which the split-off bad parts of Harry's parents 
(and of Harry) have been projected. This repository of evil is Lord Voldemon who is 
destructive: we know that be murdered Harry's parents, failing to kill Harry during that 
onslaught but leaving Harry with a scar as a sign of tbe persecutory attack. In the fourth 
book, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (Rowling. 2000), Lord Voldemon has 
recovered sufficient strength to try to murder Harry again. 

Tbe defensive mechanism of splitting wbole objects into good and had parts necess
arily involves a repudiation of pan of reality. Money-Kyrle suggests that one of the most 
difficult pans of reality to tolerate is the passage of time (Money-Kyrle, 1%S).The 
reality principle demands an acceptance of past, present and future and of our own death. 
In our unconscious, however, and in phantasy, a timeless universe exists. Two incidents 
within the Harry Potter books allow us to indulge our wish that the real world did not 
have linear time. 

Time becomes elastic to accommodate Harry Potter, and thus our own phantasies, 
twice: once when Harry re4ves a three-hour period to alter events so that an innocent 
magical beast and his parents' best man, second time around, both avoid death (perhaps 
atoning in some way for the unconscious guilt Harry feels about his parents' deaths); and 
once to meet Voldemon fifty years before, wben Voldemon was a boy of nearly the 
same age as Harry. 

Towards the end of Harry's first experience of tbe three-hour period, Harry is lying 
on his back by a lake, terrified and confused, about to be annihilated by a Dementor. A 
Dementor is a horrible, hooded monster, evocative of the worst fears of the Grim Reaper, 
whicn feeds upon 'hope, happiness and the desire to survive'. Harry is saved by someone 
on the other side of the lake who sends out a powerful Patronus just before the Dementor 
annihilates Harry by kissing him, a Dementor's kiss sucking out an individual's essence 
but not killing the body. A Patronus is 'a kind of positive force. a projection of the very 
things that the Dementor feeds upon'. This Patronus takes the form of a stag and we 
know that Harry's father was one of the few wizards who could change his form and, 
whilst he was a student at Hogwans. often transfonned into a stag called Prongs. 
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Just pefore Hany passes out, after the Dementor bas been forced to retreat because of 
the strength of the Patronus, be watches the Patronus return to the wizard wbo bad sent 
it an<! mes IQ mlIk~ out the i<!entity of the pelSOn wbo bad save'" him; 

eyes blurred with sweat, Harry med to make out what it was ... it was bright 
as a unicorn. Fighting to stay conscious, Hatry watched it canter to a balt as 
it reacbed the opposite shore. For a moment, Hatry saw, by its brightness, 
somebody weiA;ornjng it b!IC"' ... ~i!li !!is rnmd t9 pit it .. , !l()!!!f'9!!~ wl!9 
looked strangely familiar ... but it couldn't be ..... (Rowling, 1999, p.282). 

Hatry believed the person he bad seen to be his dead father. When he travels back 
through time to save two innocent lives. he runs towards the opposite bank of the laIr.e 
and hides behind a nll<h to catch sight of his father. He watches again his other self being 
approached by the annihilating Dementor. Looking round in desperation for his father, 
he suddenly becomes aware that no rescuer is going to appear: 

And then it bit him-he understood. He hadn't seen his fatber-he had seen 
1Jim.~lf-Harry !lU!!g !!imself out from bellil!d the bus!! ami pulled 9ut !lis 
wand. 'EXPECfO PATRONUM!' he yelled. 

And out ot the end of his wand burst, not a shapeless elrod of mist, but a 
blinding, dazzling. silver animal (Rowling, 1999, p. 302). 

After saving his earlier self on the opposite bank, the PatronYs, the bright, white stag. 
returns to Hany who, with trembling fingertips, stretches out towards the creature whkh 
then vanishes. 

When Hatry later teils DllITlbledore about this, DllITlbledore says: 

"YOY think the <!eae we bave loved every trIIly leave \Is? You think that we 
don't recall them more clearly than ever in times of great trouble? Your father 
is alive in yro, Hany, and shows himself more plainly when you have need 
of him. How else could you produce that particular Patronus? Prongs rode 
as"'!! \list msht" (Row!i!1$. !999, p. 31~). 

This incident provides another wonderful example, by analogy, of the power of an 
introjected good parent. In The Philosopher's Stone, Harry's inlrOjected good mother 
prevents Voldemort from hurting Harry in the attack during whicb his parents were 
killed; in The Prisoner of Azka/1(ln, Hany is able to project bis introjected good father 
as a Patronus to defeat a Dementor, something wbicb would otherwise annihilate him. 

The other fulfilment of our pbantasy that time be elastic occurs in Harry Potter and 
the Chamber of Secrets when Harry Potter meets Voldemon. Lord Voldemort is feared 
~o much that most wizards and witches fear to name him and prefer to call him 
"You-Know-Who" or "He Who Must Not Be Named". 

Hany travels back through time to meet Voldemon as Voldemort was fifty years 
before, that is, when he was a schoolboy, Tom Riddle, who looked remarkably like 
H!I11)'. Voldemor! remarks on their similarities: 

'''Because there are strange likenesses hetween us, Hatry Potter. Even you must 
have noticed. Both half-bloods [Hany's mother and Voldemort's father were 
from non-magic families], orphans, raised by Muggles [non-magic families]. 
Probllbly the only two Parselmouths [people wbo ~an talk IQ Slll!~s] to come 
to Hogwans since the great Slytherin himself. We even laok something alike." 
(Rowling, 1998, p. 233). 

Another striking example of the links between Harry and his enemy occurs when Hatry 
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buys h~s first wand. A wand has to be the right wand for the wizard: there has to be a 
good fit. Harry tries several wands before: 

He felt a sudden warmth in his fingers. He waved the wand above his head, 
brought it swishing down through the dusty air and a stream of red and gold 
sparl<s shot from the end like a firework, throwing dancing spots of light on to 
the walls. 

The wand seller says: 

'1 remember every wand I've ever sold, Mr Potter. Every single one. It so 
happens that the Phoenix, whose tail feather is in your wand, gave another 
feather-just one other. It is very curious indeed that you should be destined 
for this wand, when its brother-why, its brother gave you that scar ... the 
wand chooses the wizard, remember ... I think we must expect great things 
from you, Mr Potter ... after al~ He Who Must Not Be Named did great 
things-temble, yes, but great" (Rawling, 1997, p. 65). 

In a confrontation, during which Tom Riddle takes Harry's wand, Harry learns that Tom 
Riddle is Lord Voldemart as he was fifty years before: , 

'Valdemort', said Riddle softly, 'is my past, present and future, Harry 
Potter ... ' He pulled Harry's wand from his pocket and began to trace it 
through the air, writing three shimmering words: Tom Marvolo Riddle. Then 
he waved the wand once, and the letters of his name re-arranged themselves: 
I am Lord Voldemort. (Rawling, 1998, p.23). 

It has been suggested that Harry Potter's dead parents represent our phantasy of perfect 
parents and provide an example of the eady idealisation of parents which takes place in 
what Klein called the paranoid-schizoid position. Lord Voldemort is the repository for 
the split-off bad parts of Harry 's parents. Klein emphasised tha~ where splitting of whole 
objects occurs, there is also splitting within the self (Klein, 1958). So, where do Harry's 
split-off bad parts go? Into Tom Riddle, the boy who later became Lord Voldemort. 

The main characters of the Harry Potter books, then, allow the reader to enjoy a 
phantasy which denies the reality of the Oedipal configuration. What we have here is not 
an Oedipal triangle, but a phantasised and fragile triangular situation: in one comer, 
Harry, the hero (our ego); in another, Harry's good, dead parents, who live on, through 
introjection, in Harry (our phantasy of ideal parents); and, in the third, the evil Lord 
Voldemort, his adult self the repository for the split-off bad parts of Harry's perfect 
parents, his boybood self a repository for similar parts of Harry. 

A comparison of the similarities between Harry and Voldemort suggests how 
precarious this configuration is: it is not one which withstands the rigorous scrutiny of 
an ego functioning under the reality principle. 

With their 'brother' wands, their smlring similarity in looks, abilities and back
gr()L1!!ds, ami, t!!r()ugh time trave!. age, Harry 3!!d T()m Ridd!eNoldemort represent 
polarised aspects of good and evil, that i., are split part objects of the .ame whole object 
EacS is the other's 'past, present and future'. As we saw above, the adult Lord 
Voldemort is the dark side of Harry's idealised parents: his bcyhood self, Tom Riddle, 
is Harry's o\her half. In this collapse of lime, where Lord Voldemort becomes the same 
age as Harry, we also have a collapse of the perfect parentiNoldemortlHarry Potter 
configuration. Voldemort, Harry's parents and Tom Riddle all collapse into Harry, our 
hero, and we are left alone with His Majesty, the ego, and the Oedipal phantasies it 
struggles to repress. 
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These Oedipal phantasies are, according to Freud, universal: it is suggested that the 
Harry Potter books are so successful because the world they ~ribe is one in which 
these universal phantasies can be enjoyed. 
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The Harry Potter books, S) mind-bogglingly 
popular in Engl<nd, the United States, and all 
over the world, are not jus good literature but a 
trea9.Jry of wordplay <nd invention. In naning 
her charcders, bees:s, ~ells, pla::es, and objects, 
althor J. K. Rowling makes usa of Latin, French, 
and German words, poetic devices, and langu~ 
jokes It is not necesxry to pick up on the word
play to enjoy the saries-indeed, it is unlikely 
that moE! young people, or a::Iults for that matter, 
have noticed everything there is to notice. 
Rowling hersalf may not be 9Jre of the origins of 
S)me of the vocabulary. She said in an 
amazon.com interview, "It is always hard to tell 
what your influencesare. Everything you've 93en, 
experienced, rea::!, or heard gets broken down 
like compos in your hea::! <nd then your own 
ideas grow out of that compos." 

Muggle: An Old Word, A New Word 
Even th093 who have not rea::l a word of Harry 

Potter may, at this point, be fanilia with the term 
Muggle, which is used to des;ribe nonm~c peo
ple, pla::es, and things. Literary agent Jane 
Lebowitz is quoted in We LOl'e Harry Potter saying 
tha Muggle hffi a rea::ly become pat of her fanily's 
everyday vocctJulay. This word is the moo likey 
CCJ1didate from the SEries to beoome a perm<nent 
part of-the English l<nguage, md is currently in 
consderaion for induson in afuture edition of the 
M erriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary. 

We firs hear the word Muggle in the firs 
book in the saries, Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone (Philosopher's Stone in 
Engl<nd-but in the interes: of ~a:e, I won~ be 
diS:UsSng the texts of the American vs. English 

editions). I n ch~ter four, the friendly giant, 
Hagrid, shows up at Harry's home to take him to 
wizard school, warning Harry's Uncle Vernon not 
to get in the way: 

"I'd like ter 93e a great Muggle like you sop 
him," he said. 

. "A whatT sad Harry, interes:ed. 
"A Muggle," sad Hagrid, "it's what we call 

nonmagic folks like them. An' it's your boo luck 
you grew up in a fanily 0' the bigges Muggles I 
ever leid eyeson." 

&:J Muggle is not jus a descriptive term, it'sa . 
pejorative-an in9Jlt. And, as with supidity or 
coarseness, there are degrees of M ugglehood. 

(Naturally, a perscn can't help being born 
Muggle or wizard, md in the fourth book in the 
saries, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, the 
wizard community debates whether all Muggles 
ae inherently boo. The darker wizard forces 
believe the wizard "race' to be 9Jperior, and wmt 
to wipe out 031 Muggles Their logic is, of coursa, 
fl<med, snce M uggle parents CCJ1 have wizard 
children- Harry's friend Hermione Grmger is 
one 9Jch rnudblood. The reverse is alS) true: 
Argus Filch, caretaker at H ogwarts, tries to hide 
thefcd that heisasquib, a wizard-born child who 
lacks wizard powers. A danp squib in English 
sang is a firework that feilsto explode when lit, or 
ajoke that feils to come off, or any enterprisa that 
feils. Argus, by the way, isahundred-eyed giant in 
Greek mythology, and filch, of course, is a sang 
term for the cd of petty thieving.) 

But back to Muggle. It turns out that Rowling 
did not invent the word, although she may not 
have been aNare of its early meanings It w?Sthe 
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Kentis, word for tail in the 13th oentury (alro 
~pearing asmoggle) and, believe it or not, was 
Englis, and American slang for mariju<'fla as 
early as 1926 and as late as 1972. Mystery writ
ers Raymond Chandler <'fld Ed McBain used 
the word this w~ ("the des!< clerk's a muggle
smoker"; "S:Jme kid was s,oving muggles ... "), 
and perhaps Louis Armstrong's 1928 reoord 
"Muggles" made use of this meaning. A muggle
head was romeone who smoked pot; a muggier 
was <'fl addict. 

Why does the word work ro well to des::ri be 
unwizardly aJlture? Perh~s because it echoes ro 
many low, earthly words I n the 19th oentury, a 
muggins was a fOOl or smpleton. Mugwort <'fld 
mugweed a-e na-nes for the common pl<'flt alro 
known as wormwood. Muggle rounds like a com
bination of mud, muddle, mug (a sI<'flg term for 
fa:e or especially grima:e; photogr~hs of crimi
mis are mug-shots), bug (the Buggies reoorded 
"Video Killed the Radio Star" in 1979-but that 
seemsbeSdethe point), Mugsy (a common gang
ster nickname in film <'fld televison-alSJ a char
acter from Bugs Bunny cartoons, whose repeated 
line is "Duh, ok~ boss"), <'fld Mudville (where 
Casey struck out). It's diffiaJlt, in fact, to find <'fl 
echo of <'flything airy or light in the word, SJ it'sa 
good one to des::ribe regular, boring, non-ma;Jic 
~ects of life. 

Characters 
M <'fly of the less import<'flt characters in the 

series have alliterative, almost tongue-twister 
na-nes These indude Harry's nasly, gluttonous 
oousn Dudley Dursley; his fellow Hogwartsstu
dents Colin Creevey, Gladys Gudgeon, Cho 
Chang, ald the twins, Parvati and Padma Patil; 
Poppy Pomfrey, the school nurse; Florean 
ForteS::ue, who owns the ioe cream parlor; Peter 
Pettigrew, the rat animagus (a wiza-d who can 
turn into an animal at will -combination of ani
mal ald mage or magus, ma;)idan); ald Bathilda 
Bagshot, author of the wizard textbook, A History 
of Magic. I n the fourth book in the series, the 
rhyme goes internal: Rita S<eeter is the trouble
SJme journalist who puts Harry in no small dal-
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ger. "Miss S<eeter" echoes mosquito, a smilarly 
bloodthirsl:y pest, ald indeed, S<eeter is al ali
ma;)us who takes the form of al insect. More 
wordpl~: s,e uses this ability in order to bug
listen in on-conversations at the wiza-d school. 

The four foundersof Hogwartsalro have allit
erative names: Godric Gryffindor, Helga 
H uffl epuff, Rowena Ravenci aw, and Sal azar 
Stytherin. It is for these characters that the four 
houses of the school a-e na-ned: Gryffindor (for 
the brave-this is where Harry, Ron, and 
Hermione are plaoed), Hufflepuff (for the loyal), 
Stytherin (for the anbitious), ald Ravendaw (for 
the witty). A griffin or gryphon, bythew~, is half 
lion, half 8a;Jle, ald aooording to legend is the 
SNorn enemy of the (sly and slithering) snake. 
And :;peaki ng of snakes, a snake naned N a;)i na 
atta::ks Harry-this name echoes that of Na;J, the 
cobra in Rudyard Kipling's s,ort story "Rikki
Tikki-Tavi." 

Ha-ryand those dose to him have less car- . 
toonis, names Their nanes do not give them 
aw~. The Potters-Harry ald his parents, Ja-nes 
ald Lily-s,are a surnane with a neighbor fa-n
ily of Rowling's girlhood. Harry's friends Ron 
Weasley and Hermione Gralger have non-coded 
nanes: Ron is extremely loyal, exhibiting no 
weasel-like qualities; Hermione has little in com
mon with the daughter of Helen of Troy, nor with 
the Slakespeare character of the same mme. 

Malyof the profesSJrs at Hogwarts, on the 
other hand, have partiaJlarly telling names 
SeverusSnape (severe, snipe, snub) isan unpleas
alt ald strict tea::her who keeps getting passed 
over for promotion. Vindictus Veridian (vindic
tive, green with jealousy) tea::hes a class on aJr& 
es and counter-curses ProfesSJr ~rout runs 
Herbology. ProfesSJr Quirrel isquarrelSJme ald 
3:juirrely. Alastor Moody (alastor is Greek for 
avenging deity) waits many years for his chanoe 
to take revenge. Gilderoy Lockhart, the Defense 
Against the Dark Arts teacher in the second 
book, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, 
is vanity incarnate. I ndeed, his nane rounds like 
that of a character in a Ha-Iequinromanoe. The 
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Gild in Gilderoy echoes gilding the lily, gratu
itous exceS'5-ald alSJ gilt, f<i<e gold. Certanly 
Gilderoy is far from worthy of the love and 000-
ration he feels for himffilf. 

Harry's nemeSs at s:;hool is Droco Malfoy, a 
na11e that s::reams evil: the first pat SJunds like 
dragon (ald indeed, draco is Latin for drcgon, 
ald Droconial Law, na11ed after the Athenial 
lawyer D roco, is known for its har91ness), the 
oocond, like malevolent, malignant, or malfea
sance. AISJ, mal foi is French for 'boo fath.' 
Droco'stoOOiesare Crabbe ald Goyle, echoes of 
crab (ffi in crabby, grumpy) ald gargoyle. His 
father's na11e is Luc(us, which echoes Lucifer, a 
na11e for the devil; his mother's name is NarciSSl, 
ffi in narcissistic. (By the wa;: the Malfoys' elf
stave in the oocond book in the ~ries, Harry 
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, is na11ed 
Dobby, al aternate term for brownie, or hou~ 
elf, in certan parts of England.) 

The most evil chara::ter of all, Voldemort, is 
uSJally identified smply ffi he-who-must-not-be
named or you-know-who-clearly, for malY peo
ple, names have a certain power of their own. 
(Hary him~lf never SJbs::ribes to this belief.) 
Voldemort a::tually hffi ~eral names; at one 
point he is known ffi Tom M arvolo Riddle, al 
ala;ram for "I am Lord Voldemort." Ea:h piece 
of Voldemort's name, broken down, SJunds 
rather un~peaing: a vole isarodent, ald mort is 
Latin for death. If we treat the name ffi a I~ 
al'9ra11, we Cal alSJ pull out mole, mold, ald 
vile. Vol de mort isFrench for 'flight from death,' 
ald indeed, Voldemort mal'9es to ~e death 
repeatedly. 

&>, na11es can give awa; the good or evil 
nature of a chara::ter-ald, becau~ nothing in 
the Harr; Potter ~ries is that smple, they can 
aSJ fool you. Langua;)€ s:;holars will not be too 
SJrprised to learn that Remus Lupin turns out to 
be a werewolf. According to legend, Romulus 
ald Remus-the founders of Rome-were SJck
led by a wolf, and the Latin word for wolf is 
lUpus. But tho~ who know their plant life ma; 
=iate him with the lupin, a pretty lila:-like 
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flower, ald indeed, the ProfesSJr, despite his ten
dency to turn bea:ily at the full moon, is a good, 
hamlessSJUI. 

Smilarly, Srius Bla:k (serious, black) hffi a 
na11e that ma<es him SJUnd like a terrible villan 
and iSassJmed to be SJ for most of the third book 
in the ~ries, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of 
Azkaban. He turns out, however, to be quite the 
oppmite. Bla:k is an anim'9us who Ga1 ta<e the 
form of a dog (which explans his nickna11e of 
POOfoot), ald Srius (Latin, 'burning') is the for
mal na11e for the dog star, the brightest star in 
the constellation Calis Major ('big dog'). 

Albus Dumbledore is another tricky one. 
Despite his name, he is most certainly not dumb. 
He is the "SJpreme Mugwump, International 
Confed. of Wizards" ald the heed of H ogwarts. 
Albus is Latin for white; dumbledore is al old 
Engli91 word for bumblelbee. 

&>me of the anima names in the~riesalude 
to literary or historical chara::ters. The cat who 
walders the halls of Hogwarts is Mrs. Norris, 
very probably na11ed after a chaa::ter from Jane 
Austen, Rowling's favorite ruthor. Like the cat, 
Falny Price's Aunt Norris in Mansfield Park is a 
terrible busybody of unparalleled nosiness. 
Hermione's cat is Crook91anks, probably named 
after the 19th-century Engli91 caricaturist 
George Cruik91alk, best known for his illustra
tions of fairy tales ald Chales Dickens's Oliver 
Twist. (I n the "Splendid Strolling" ch~ter of 
JJhn Forster's The Life of Charles Dickens, Mr. 
WilSJn tells Mrs. Gamp that it Wffi "The great 
George ... the CrOOk91alks" who es::orted her 
into her carri'98.) Crookshanks is alSJ al old
fai1ioned inSJlt meaning 'crooked Slalks' or 
'crooked legs.' I n the transations of the Harry 
Potter books, Hermione's cat is na11ed variations 
on this insult: Krummbein in German, 
Knikkebeen in Dutch, Skeivskank in Norwegial, 
and Koukkujalka in Finni91. 

Spells 
Most of the ~ells in the Harry Potter books 

are baffid on Engli91 or Latin, ald SJ the mean
ings are fairly straightforward. Reducio! (Latin 
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<;? lJ, ~ <;? lJ, ~ <;? lJ, ~ <;? lJ, ~ <;? lJ, ~ 
reducere) reduces the sze of al object, for exan
pie. Engorgio! (Old French engorgier) engorges 
or enlages it. Reparo' (Latin reparare) repars. 
Riddikulus! (Latin ridiculus) turns al enemy
usually a Boggart-into SJITlething ridiculous or 
laughaIJle. Lumos! (Latin lumen, 'light') cauoos 
illumination. Impedimenta! (Latin impedimen
tum) impedes or sows the enemy. SOllorus! 
(Latin sonar, 's:>und;' EngliSh sonorous) cauoos 
one's wald to beoome a microphone. Stupefy I 
(Latin stltpefacere, stupere, 'to be sunned') supe
fies the enemy, causng confuson. ExpeUiarmus l 

(Latin expellere, 'to drive out') eJ<pels your oppo
nent'swald from,pisor her hald. 

And then there are the three spells that wiz
ards ae forbidden to uoo on ea:::h other: Imperio! 
(Latin imperium, 'command;' EngliSh imperious) 
gives total power. Crucio! (Latin cruciere, 'to cru
dfyor torture,' from crux, 'cr~' EngliSh excru
ciating) cauoos pan; ald Avada Kedavra is the 
death spell. This las: term in Aramac mealS 'Let 
the thing be des:royed;' it weirdly echoes the 
magic word every school child knows, abra
cadabra, but incorporates the s:>und of cadaver. 
(Abracadabra is an extremely old word of 
unknown origin. It may derive from the Aramac; 
it may jus be a nonsenoo s:>und. Another posS
bility is that the repeated abras sald for the firs 
s:>unds of the Hebrew letters sgnifying Father, 
&:In, and Holy Ghos: Ab, Ben. Ruach. ald 
Acadosch. The firs documented appea-ance of 
abracadabra is in a 2nd-century poem by Q. 

SeverusSamonicus. It issill in uoo asa magical 
word today.) A fourth evil spell is Morsmordre' 
which sends the "dark mak"-a Skull with a 
S'lakecomingout of its mouth-into the Sky. It is 
a comlJination of mors, Latin 'death,' and mor
dre, French 'to bite.' The word a1s:> echoes 
Mordred, the name of King Arthur's illegitimate 
s:>n ald enemy, ald M ordor, the evil area of 
Tolkien's Middle Eath, "where the Shadows lie." 
M ordred and M ordor, in turn, echo murder. 

There are, of oouroo, a great many more 
spells beyond theoo, s:>me uood only once or 
twice in the entire series. Furnunculus! for exam-
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pie, cauoos horrible boils to erupt allover a vic
tim's Skin, and afurunculus (lacking the firs n in 
the spell word) is a type of boil. Tarantallegra! 
(tarantula. 'spider;' tarantella, SpaniSh dalce; 
allegro, muscal term for 'fas:,' from the Italian) 
cauoos the victim's legs to dalce unoontrollaIJly. 
Waddiwasi ' in one Ga93 sends a wad of gum out 
of a keyhole ald up a particular victim's nooo. 
Peskipiksi Pesternomi! ("peSky pixies, pes:er not 
me") is uooful for haldling CorniSh pixies. 
Places 

Rowling hasoomeof her greates: fun in nam
ing places. The despicable D urseys, Harry's 
adoptive family, live in Little Whinging, SJrrey 
(whingeillg is BritiSh EngliSh for whining). 
Dudley Dursey (who iscertanly adud) proudly 
attends Sneltings S:lhool, which is a clever play 
on the idea of the finiShing ochool, snce to smelt 
isto refine, asin ore. Smelt asanoun isatypeof 
fiSh, ald as a verb is the BritiSh EngliSh pas: 
tenoo of smell. &:l Sneltings is a sinky fil)iShing 
ochool, perfect for Dudley's alma mater. 

qZ 
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To meet his wizarding needs, H ary vists the 
shops in Di~on Alley (diagonally) and 
Knockturn Alley (nocturnally) before ffilting up 
reSdence at Hogwarts, the wizard s::hool. 
Hogwarts, a1 inverson of warthogs, alS) contains 
the ideas of hog a1d warts-in fa;!, the firS line 
of the s::hool S)ng is "H ogwarts, H ogwarts, 
Hoggy Warty Hogwarts." 

Other wizard s::hools are Beauxbatons 
(French for 'bea.Jtiful wands') a1d DurmSra1g 
(a1 inverson of the Germa1 Sturm und Drang. 
'Sorm a1d Sress,' als:J the nane of a Germa1 lit
eray movement in the 18th century whore fol
lowers included Goethe a1d Schiller). 

The nane of Azkciban, the wizard jail, echoes 
that of Alcatraz, the SJpporedly ines::apable 
AmeriGa1 pris:m off the coa:! of San Francis::o. 
Azkaba1 is guarded by Dementors (who cal 
mal<e you demented). 

To travel from pla::e to pla::e, wizardsmay ure 
Floo Powder, which tra1~orts them m~icatly 
from one chimney flue to another. Perhaps 
Rowling was thinking of the old tongue-twiSer 
limerick, which goes, in one verson: 

A flea a1d a fly in a flue 
Were caught, s:J what could they do? 
sad the flea, "let us fly!" 
sad the fly, "let us flee!" 
&l they flew through a flaw in the flue. 

Other Stuff 
Wizard caldies have the same kind of exu

berant, lyrical names as thore in Roald Dahl's 
books. Fizzing whizbies are sherbet balls that 
mal<e you levitate-Srong echoes of the Fizzy 
Lifting Drink in Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory. Everla:!ing GobSoppers may not be 
avalable, but H ogwarts Sudents do enjoy Bertie 

• Bott's Every Flavor Beans (in flavors including 
marmalade, ~ina::h, liver, tripe, ~routs, toa:!, 
curry, grass, sadine, a1d earwax), Drooble,' Best 
Blowing Gum, Chocolate Frogs, Pumpkin 
Pasties, Cauldron Cakes, Toothflossing 
Stringmints, and Pepper Imps. Harry and his 
friends als:J drink frothy mugs of butterbeer. a 
play on butterscotch a1d root beer. 
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I n ~orts, the H ogwarts Sudents have 
Quidditch-a wizard form of s::>ccer-involving 
Bludgers (who bludgecn), Beaters (who beat) 
and the Golden Snitch, which Harry, as Seeker, 
has to Slatch out of the Eky. To do this, he rides 
his Nimbus 2000 broomSick, nimbus me<ning 
'radia1t light,' or a type of cloud. 

BeSdes broomSicks, m~ical objects found 
around Hogwats include the Mirror of Erised. 
which shows what you maS: deSre. Erised, of 
courre, is desire ba::kward. Harry ooes his parents 
in the mirror and briefly believes them to be 
alive, until he figures out the recret of the mirror. 
Hermione, Ron, and Harry make ure of a 
Poly juice potion, which cha1ges them into other 
sh'lles; poly me<ns many, as in polyglot (ma1Y 
langu~) or polygamy (ma1Y ~oures). The 
Remembrall isacrySaI-bail-like device that turns 
red when one has forgotten to do s:Jmething; it is 
a ball that helps you remember all. And 
SpeUotape-a Sicky SJbSa1ce ured to mend 
wa1dsa1d S) on-isaplay on Sellotape, aBritish 
bra1d of celulore (American Scotch) t'lle. Other 
m~ical objects include Mrs. Skower's [SXlursJ 
All-Purpose Magical Mess Remover. the Pocket 
Sneakoscope, the Put-Outer. a1d the Revealer 
(the oppoote of a1 eraS'lr). 

Passwords 
Along with learning ~ells a1d the names of 

m~ical objects, wizards-in-training have to 
memorize passvords. To get into the common 
room of Gryifindor Houre at Hogwarts, Harry 
muS pass the Fat Lady, a talking portrat of a 
woman in apink dress who uSJally m<i<es up the 
passvords. Her choices include the fairly smple 
banana fritters, pig snout, and wattlebird along 
with the more evocative balderdash andflibberti
gibbet. Balderdash in the 16th centurywasajum
bled mixture of liquors, but by the 17th century it 
had come to mean a jumbled mixture of words, 
and by the 19th it meant obs::ene la1gu~e. 

Flibbertigibbet, too, was a 16th century repreren
tation of me<ningless chatter; it alS) me<nt a 
chattering perS)n, more ~ecifically a prattling 
woman, or-now quite obs:Jlete-it cOuld be the 
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name of a devi I or demon (in Act III, s:;ene iv, of 
S1~~e's King Lear, Edga- fP~s of "the 
foul fiend Flibbertigibbet," who "hurts the poor 
creature of earth"). 

For a time, when the Fat La:ly is out of 
commisSon, another portrait is in charge, a 
knight named Sir Cadogan; his passwords 
include scurvy cur and oddsbodkins. This 1<5 is 
an exclamation meaning God's body, 'ad being a 
minced form of God (like gee for Jesus) which 
carne into vogue around 1600. Exclamations of 
the period included od's blood, od's body, od's 
bones, od's wounds, and SO on, which turned 
into ods' bob, od's bodikins, odsbodlikins, 

'. odspittikens,odskilderkins, odzounds, and so 
on. (Sir Ca:logan, by the way, isareai person in 
British hi&ory. His portrait shows him with hair 
recured in back by a ribbon. Cadogan became 
the word for this hair&yle.) 

I n much the sane way ffi there words serve ffi 
passNordsto gai n entra"lce into the private rooms 
of H ogwarts, the invented voccbulary a"ld word
pi ay of the Harry Potter books serve ffi passNords 
for us Muggles to gan entra"lce into the wizard 
world. SJmeday, perhaps, we wi II have a"l anne
tated version of the Harry Potter books (like the 
a"lnotated Alice in Wonderland or Wizard of Oz), 
explaining a"ld expa"lding on the lexicai originsof 
wizard voccbulary. For now, however, we have to 
make do with the unwitting collaborative efforts 
of Harry Potter fa"ls ail over the world creating 
websites a"ld writing articles on the subject. 

(Jess)' Randall's last article for VERBATIM. 
was 'Blah, Blah, Blah. Etcetera" in XXV/4.] 
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SICl SICl SICl 
Paving program in Port Allegany should 

mean snoot her S3iling {Headline in the Bra:lford 
(Pa) Era, March 6, 2001. Submitted by Chuck 
Crouse, Kane, Pennsylvania.] 

Proverbs Up-fa-Date 

Graeme Garvey 
Leeds, We& Yorkshire 
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Proverbs, being tra:litional sayings, throw 
light on a culture's attitudes end beliefs. They 
have been popular both down the centuries a"ld 
the world over. References abound throughout 
literature. J.J& one example is Miguel de 
Cerva"ltes' Don Quixote, which makes copious 
references to Spa"lish proverbs, using them to 
a:ld weight a"ld aJthority. Since a proverbial ref
erence hffigenerally been taken to expressasup
posed truth or moral lesson, it hffi usually been 
ma:le with the intent of guiding or commenting 
on people's a:tions. 

We have a problem of cultural identity in 
Britain right now, however, end one manife&& 
tion of it isthedecreaSngfamiliaritythat Britons, 
~ially the younge- ones, have with proverbs. . 
To many they seem obscure and old-fashioned. 
Society hfficha"lged greatly in the latter years of 
the twentieth century, and technology proffers a 
shining path. There are so meny novelties to 
pleaJEl end entertain us. What need have we of 
there odd expressions? Fearing the dire conse
quencesof "information overloa:l" we jettison old 
things in order to accommodate the new. 
Further, there is a"l almo& gleeful ignorence of 
things pGlll among& young Britons (or Brits). A 
hendy illu&ration isthe hugely popular television 
series Big Brother that gripped much of the 
nation IGIlI year. Not only did few younger people 
seem to know where the progranme's idea or 
title cane from, but also, they could not have 
cared less once told. The referent is thus 10& end 
the reference, in this C8S'l to Orwell, becomes 
merely the mme. 

SJ proverbs are jU& going to have to cha"lge 
with the times to survive, I reckon. They ae 
going to have to learn to a:lap\. That way, they 
will emerge lea"ler a"ld fitter. Consequently, I 
wish to propose, in a mode& way, how a"ld where 
we might bring them up-te-date. 
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Dear Tony, 
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I have to admit, I began the first Harry Potter book in a mood of irritable skepticism. Having worn out flashlight 
batteries under the blankets since earliest childhood, I've never understood why other grown-ups won't read 
children's books. Of course, there's plenty of dreck being written for all ages, but the best kids' books--particularly 
ones by British writers--pull their readers through adventures of the sort that seem to have vanished from serious 
adult fiction, with compelling inventiveness that's rarely been seen since Lawrence Sterne. (OK, maybe Donald 
Barthelme and Thomas Pynchon.) Plus, they're a lot easier to read. Peter Dickinson, who writes superb fantasy 
novels for children, once explained it by saying, "You're not allowed to bore children." And since no one bundles 
them off into the ghetto of genre when they bring in magic (unless you consider juvenile lit a genre), children's 
authors can draw on myths and fairy tales to give their books resonance and deeply satisfying structure. 

But until this year, it was almost impossible to get any self-respecting adult to read them. Friends would thank me 
with polite puzzlement when I gave them great children's books I knew they'd love--then would tuck them away in 
the bookshelves for when their kids were a bit older. If my book-loving peers would rather spend their beach 
reading on plodding thrillers than on the heart-stopping adventure stories of Philip Pullman (author of the "Dark 
Materials" trilogy), say, or the scintillating allegory of Norton Juster (The Phantom Tollbooth), then nothing could be 
done about it, short of reading aloud to them when they were laid up with the flu (which does work, but you lose 
your voice). So what were these Harry Potter books? Why were healthy adults fighting for them? Could they really 
be better than the books by Diana Wynne Jones, or E. Nesbit, or T.H. White (I'm sure you can add your own 
favorites here, Tony), which everybody turned up their noses at? 

Well, no, the Harry Potter books aren't better. But that's good news for his fans--it's like saying that Dickens is no 
better than George Eliot. I'm hoping adults will find a savory spread of great kids' books right beneath their noses, 
now that they've plucked those noses down from the stratosphere. And I bet kids are turning to other great books 
while they wait for the next installment. 

Harry Potter, the orphan son of a witch and a wizard, gets sent to Hogwarts School for Wizards after discovering 
his own magical powers in the first book in the series, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone. This puts him squarely 
in two time-honored juvenile genres--magic books and school stories. There's even a fine body of literature in the 
intersection. When I started Rawling's series, I found myself comparing them to Jill Murphy's out·of-print "Worst 
Witch" books, a series for slightly younger kids (7-to-ll-year-olds), about a hapless student at Miss Cackle's 
Academy for Witches. The two series share lots of obviOUS details: broom-riding lessons; animal familiars with 
minds of their own; scaQ' teachers; potions gone wrong; school uniforms that look like Halloween costumes to us 
Muggles, as Rawling calls nonmagical folks. (I hope Murphy's books will fly back into print on Rawling's robe-tails.) I 
also thought of Diana Wynne Jones' "Witch Week," one of my all-time favorite books. It's a dark, witty suspense 
story about an outbreak of illegal magic in a school full of witch orphans--children whose parents have been 
burned as witches. I was miffed on Jones' and Murphy's accounts (among others) that Rawling was getting all the 
press. 

But soon I was hooked, just like everyone else. The woman has an amazing imagination. She structures the series 
like one of those Renaissance paintings, with the perspective lines heading off to infinity in all directions, and weird 
supernatural beings and rock formations in the background, while in the foreground someone'in a peculiar hat has 
an intense interaction with a hippogriff. And she's so funny! Didn't you love the Whomping Willow, the tree on the 
school grounds that bashes any creature fool enough to touch it, and Peeves, the school poltergeist, whom 
everyone treats with irritated toleration? Not to mention poor Nearly Headless Nick, the ghost who's not allowed 
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to ride in the wild headless chase because the ax that did him in was too blunt and left a flap of skin on his neck. I 
also admire Rawling's talent for balancing humor with serious save-the-world drama, which she does with a far 
defter hand than Tolkien. 

I was impressed with her technique for interweaving her magical world with Muggle life. Her wizard world exists in 
the interstices of everyday,Britain, with its denizens wandering around in a bit of a muddle. Think of that hilarious 
scene when one of Harry's school friends tries to call him on the telephone and keeps shouting--he can't believe 
his message is getting through. Wizards, of course, send messages via owl post. 

And the books are getting better and better. What did you think of the Dementors, those elegantly symbolic, bone
chilling villains in the latest, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban? They guard Azkaban, the wizard prison, by 
sucking hope from the prisoners, leaving them in a state of icy despair, as good a description of depression as I've 
ever read. 

Like Harry's nerdy, courageous, always-right friend Hermione, I'm tasting the delicous pleasure of telling everyone 
I told them so. It's so bad--but it's so good! 

Yours, 
Polly 

From: A.O. Scott * 
Subject: Harry Potter Is the New Star Wars 
Posted Monday. August 23,1999. at 4:04 PM PT 

Dear Polly, 

like you, I began this assignment with a mixture of puzzlement and skepticism. I was, for one thing, suspicious of 
the media hype--to which we are now, of course, contributing--around these books, and I still dread the eventual 
movies and the inevitable merchandising frenzy that will follow. My son has just graduated from the Tellytubbies to 
Arthur, and I fear the day isn't far off when Tinky-Winky and Laa-Laa and D.W. and Francine will have to shove 
over on his shelves to make way for Aldus Dumbeldore, Hermione Granger, and the other must-have action figures, 
not to mention the toy broomsticks, wands, owls, and endless other wee wizard paraphernalia sure to flood the 
market soon. And then there will be the McDonald's Harry Potter Magic Happy Meals, the CD-ROMS, the cut-rate 
knock-offs-, and the other excrescences of kid-culture overkill. Look what they did to poor Winnie-the-Pooh! 

I also had to overcome some grownup resistance to the books themselves, mostly owing to the atrophying of my 
capacity for the kind of flashlight-under-the-covers, breathless absorption you evoke so nicely. That the Harry 
Potter books restore this capacity with brilliant efficiency must be part of the reason they appeal to adults. But, as 
you point out, they're hardly unique in this. They're not better than The Phantom To(Jbooth, or Ursula LeGuin's 
"Earthsea Trilogy," or T.H. White's The Once and Future King. Nor are they better (you asked for my favorites) than 
E.L. Konigsberg's From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler, or Louise Fitzhugh's books (Harriet the Spy is 
best known, but the one I remember best is Nobody's Family Is Going To Change). But that Harry Potter merits 
mention in this company suggests that he's the real thing. 

I don't know why it is th~t adult readers--including myself, Since my reading life (which is to say, my life) is divided 
evenly between bedtime stories for younger children and serious adult fiction (plenty of dreck there!)--eschew the 
pleasures these books afford, especia!ly since we are Ilke!y to have fond, intense memories of just those 
pleasures. We try to recapture them with genre schlock, as though the dream world of our youth were a tacky 
theme park. And yet it's evident that J.K. Rawling is a formidably talented--and, more important, a rigorously 
competent--novelist, much better at the rudiments of effective fiction writing than any six American novelists under 
50. She's meticulous in her plotting, economical in her descriptions, and exact in her portraiture. There's no reason 
why solld storytelling, brisk prose, and vivid characters should appeal exclusively, or primarily, to Children, though 
children are less likely to submit to being bored, pandered to, preached at, or intimidated. 

In each of these books--ingeniously structured around the cycle of the Hogwarts school year--Rowling manages to 
impart new information about the wizard world (and slyly fill you in in case you've missed the earlier installments, 
something that wHI become increasingly important as the series fills its projected seven volumes and sales figures 
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mount into the trillions), to advance the long-term narrative conflict (about Harry's search for his origins, and his 
Manichean struggle with Voldemort, a wizard who's gone over to the Dark Side), and to create and resolve enough 
satisfying short- and middle-term conundrums to make the volume stand alone. 

She also understands the importance of evil, both metaphysical (Voldemort), and human: Petunia and Vernon 
Dursley, the Muggle aunt ahd uncle who raise Harry in his orphanhood, along with their doted-on, sublimely 
piggish son Dudley, are grotesques worthy of Roald Dahl; Draco Malfoy, Harry's nemesis at Hogwarts, and Severus 
Snape (she's terrific with names), the diabolical potions teacher, are brilliant foils for Harry's flawed, instinctual 
goodness. And Rawling understands that goodness is not the same as innocence, a concept in which children have 
no interest (knowing, as adults refuse to, that they are entirely without it). The threesome of Harry, Ron Weasely, 
and Hermione Granger (who is likely to be everybody's favorite character) are believably mischievous, competitive, 
vain, and, for all their intelligence, prone to childish foolishness (e.g. the clever, studious Hermione's stubborn 
crush on the egotistical charlatan Professor Lockhart in Chamber of Secrets). 

The Potter craze, I think, is not unlike the Star Wars phenomenon 22 summers ago, which also took the world 
somewhat by surprise (although Star Wars was more carefully calculated to appeal to both kids and adults, 
whereas the adult appetite for Harry's escapades seems to have been anticipated by nobody). Like the first Star 
Wars movie, the Harry Potter books have an instantly classic, ineffably old-fashioned quality about them. They 
ingeniously recombine elements of fairy tale, religious allegory (Harry as the chosen one), half-remembered 
childhood reading, and pop culture (including, fairly explicitly in the case of Potter, the Star Wars cycle itself) into 
something new, fresh, and irresistible. You feel, somehow, that they have always been there, waiting for you to 
discover. You also feel, in spite of being one of several million crazed fans, that they were written for you alone, a 
wizard stranded in an uncompreh~nding Muggle world, waiting for someone to recognize that what everyone else 
calls your abnormalities are really powers. This, I think, is the deep appeal of these books (and of a number of the 
others we've mentioned). They tap into a universal condition of childhood--the sense of being misunderstood, 
different, special. 

But why these books, why now? It's probably a mistake to try to read to much cultural significance into their 
extraordinary success--just as it would be in the case of Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil, Angela's Ashes, or 
the other out-of-the-blue runaway bestsellers of the past few years. But it must mean something, no? What do 
you think? 

Best, 
Tony 

From: Polly Shu!rnan 
Subject: Rawling As Novelist 
Posted Tuesday. August 24.1999. at 9:53 A'vl PT 

Dear Tony, 

Why these books, why now? Boy, that's a hard one. Could be a simple matter of demographics: Boomers' k"lds are 
old enough to know what they like and say so, and there are enough of them to give their collective voice a certain 
volume. Or maybe it's a cyclical thing: Fantasy was last in fashion during the '70s, when (as you point out) Star 
Wars had its astonishing apotheosis. Is it coming back like platform shoes? Or maybe the explanation is Rawling's 
quick, enchanted pen--she's turned out three Potter stories in two years, leaving her readers no time to lose their 
appetites. Or could it be our ambivalence about the recent furious surge of moody technology, giving us apparently 
magical powers that we can't quite control? Or is someone at Scholastic a secret marketing genius? Or is Rowling 
herself a wizard? What's your pet theory? 

I wonder whether it's true, as you claim, that children are less likely than adults to put up with being preached at. 
The authors of children's books on the whole certainly don't seem to think so. Classics like Little Worn·en and The 
Secret Garden preach shamelessly without losing their paSSionate young groupies, even today. Kids, after all, get 
plenty of lectures ("discipline," "limits") from their beloved parents. The more recent crop of books continue to 
preach, though they promote psychological health rather than moral rectitude. American writers are far worse in 
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this respect than the Brits--even Konigsberg and Fitzhugh, whom I love as you do, can occasionally sound like 
guidance counselors. Maybe one of the reasons Rawling hit it big with grown-ups is her refusal to drum in lessons. 
Instead, her books get their depth from a combination of allegory and genuine human interactions that haven't 
been pre-chewed. She lets her characters learn from their mistakes (or fail to do so). Adults like that--they're can 
dish out the preaching, but they can't take it. 

One of the pleasures of re~ding Rowling as a grown-up, which you touch on, is seeing her develop as a novelist. 
The first book had a simplish dramatic trajectory: Harry is sure he knows who are the good guys and who are the 
bad guys, but he guesses wrong. In the second book, I thought at first that she was pulling the same trick, but I 
should have trusted her. The apparent villain really is a villain, of sorts--but she adds surprises. As we learn more 
and more clearly in each volume, there are lots of ways to help the forces of darkness: You can join them with all 
your heart, but you can also succumb to prejudice, or self-righteousness, or some apparently silly temptation. As 
Hagrid, the gruff-but-Ioveable caretaker, makes clear, you can love the wrong kind of folks (in his case, dragons 
and monstrous spiders). Or you can just be a vain goofball. In each book, the enemy's helpers become increasingly 
refined. 

The series also has some of the excitement that Dickens' readers must have felt as they read his novels in serial 
form, knowing he was home working frantically on the next installment. Publishing the first books before she's 
written the later ones, Rawling hunts out bits and pieces from earlier on and puts them to new uses. The 
Whom ping Willow, for example, which seems like a bit of inspired slapstick in Volume 1, has an important gesture 
to make in Volume 3, furthering the plot. One tiny character introduced in the first book swells to chilling 
proportions at the end of the third. It's like watching Rawling rummage around for mice and rats to enchant into 
horses and coachmen. Amazingly, none of it seems artificial. , 
I wonder how she's going to handle the Great Battle that comes with the genre, where Good meets Bad for 
something like a Anal showdown. So far, she's given us small (if important) skirmishes, and sketched out a grand 
battle past. The danger of series like this is that they can so easily collapse at the end, becoming too allegorically 
complex or too morally simple. How do you think she'll handle it? 

And do you think Percy, Ron Weasley's perfect prefect/head boy/big brother, will playa villainous role in one of the 
next books? I hope so. 

From: A.O. Scott 
Subject: Will There Be Trouble With Harry? 
Posted Tllesday, August 24, 1999, at 2: 12 PM PT 

Dear Polly, 

According to a clipping from the Daily Telegraph passed along by our editor (a gifted sorceress in her own right), 
there are now British editions of the Harry Potter books designed especially for adult consumers. The content is 
the same, of course, but the grown-up version cost about two pounds more than the kids' version, and, I presume, 
looks more sober and serious. Twenty-five thousand have been sold. I thought this was funny, but then again 
when I was reading these books in public places in preparation for our chat I would make sure to have a notebook 
and pencil and even my laptop handy, to make clear to the utterly indifferent world that I was working, which 
probably made me look {ven sillier. 

I take your point about kids and preaching, though I think that they tend to tolerate the moral if the story is good 
enough. But then again, they may learn their morals in part from the stories they hear. I do suspect (you imply that 
you do, too) that the boomer parents who so gleefully force-feed their kids lesson-heavy, humorless, politically 
correct books seize upon the Potter novels because they're so blessedly free of didacticism. Of course, there are 
subtle warnings against prejudice and snobbery (as embodied by the odious Malfoy clan), and affirmations of the 
virtues of honesty and friendship. But there is also ample recognition of the fact that it's sometimes necessary to 
break the rules, talk back to your teachers, or fling a fistful of mud at someone who pisses you off. This flexible, 
realistic moral sense coexists with reassurances that the important moral categories are, in the end,""Stable. Good 
and evil exist in this world, and their struggle for dominance is what makes it go around. 

I agree that the books get better and better, and that as you proceed from one to the next the series acquires 
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more richness and density of detail. One of the neatest tricks Rawling pulls off is to make the narrative move 
backward and foreward at the same time: Part of the drama of each installment involves Harry's finding out 
something new about his parents' deaths, and about the world of Hogwarts in their time. (Hogwarts seems to be 
the center of the wizard world, Not only is every wizard presumably a graduate--unless we learn about a rival 
academy in a later volume--but a surprising number of the best pupils seem to return as teachers.) And there is a 
lovely mirroring of past anti present--an almost typological reflection between yesterday and today. Harry's rivalry 
with Malfey is foreshadowed by his father's rivalry with Snape, who is still around to torment the son of his 
tormentor. And the themes of loyalty, friendship, and betrayal that Harry uncovers in the story of his parents' 
demise (a story about which we still have much to learn), cast their shadow on his friendships with Hermione and 
Ron. The petty tensions between them that begin to unfold in Prisoner of Azkaban may be the harbinger of 
something more catastrophic in future books. 

I wondered, as you did, about Percy the Prefect, Ron's older brother, who becomes Head Boy in Azkaban . 
In Chamber of Secrets he began behaving oddly, and it seemed as though he might be harboring thoughts of the 
Dark Side. And I think (I hope) he still may be headed there: the great, corrupting sin in this moral universe seems 
to be ambition, which Percy clearly possesses. But so might Harry. Lord Voldemort (whose name is never uttered 
by wizards with less temerity than Harry and Dumbledore) is, like Darth Vader or Milton's Satan, a classic rebel 
angel, undone by his lust for power. And he may decide at some point that it's better to co-opt the blessed Harry 
than to annihilate him. (Dumbledore's benevolent but strict theology, involving the operations of free will in a 
supernaturally determined world, is classically Miltonian--an odd note of Protestantism in this decidedly pagan 
cosmos.) It is always the favorites who turn evil in this kind of story. It seems to me that Harry's final confrontation 
with the dark forces will have to involve his overcoming the temptation to join them. There is an inkling of this 
possibility early on, when the soni.ng hat, which places new students in their residential houses, tries to entice 
Harry to join Slytherin, where baddies like Snape and Malfoy hang out. Harry is promised greatness if he chooses 
their company, but he opts for goodness and joins Gryffindor, his father's house, instead. 

Still, I suspect he'll face this dilemma again before long. After all, Harry is not only a lO-year-old celebrity, and a 
favorite with the Hogwarts faculty (Snape excepted); he's a gifted athlete on the Quidditch pitch (how to explain? 
It's the wizard pastime, something like three games of lacrosse played simultaneously on broomsticks, with magic 
balls), and a natural leader among his peers. His decency has for now held his pride in check, but this might 
(should, I daresay) change. I don't think the series can continue to be as interesting if the menaces he faces 
continue to be strictly external. The deeper darkness is within. Before long Harry's terror and revulsion at 
Voldemort and what he represents may be overcome by curiosity, and his veneration of his martyred parents may 
be colored with doubt, even anger. The fact that each book so far allows him a greater measure of fallibility--and 
that some characters seem to Slip and slide in the twilight zone between benign and malevolent wizardry-
suggests that Rawling may be aware of these possibilities. In any case, I trust her to keep us enchanted. 

And let's not forget that Harry has, at the end of Prisoner of Azkaban, just turned 13. We have four books to go, 
and the stirrings of puberty can't be far off. What is wizard adolescence like? Adolescence of any kind is risky 
territory for the "young adult" book writer, perhaps especially in the United States at the present time. How will 
Rowlings handle the dark magic of sexuality? Hogwarts is coed, after all, and there's also the proud tradition of 
English boarding school buggery to consider. Will Harry and Hermione get it on? Hermione and Ron? Ron and 
Harry? Does a cracking voice mess up your spells? Is there a potion to cure acne? Do wizards ever date muggles? 

Can you divine the future? I await the magic owl bearing your answer to these vital questions. 

Best, 
Tony 

From: Polly ShuIman 
Subject: Harry in Love7 

• 

Posted Wednesday. August 25, 1999. at 7:49 AM PT 

Dear Tony, 

You raise a truly terrifying specter--romance. Harry and Hermie sitting in a tree, K-I-S-S-I-N-G? Eight-year-olds 
around the world wil! turn queasy at the thought. Of course, we did get the first glimmerings of it in Chamber of 
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Secrets, when Hermione--along with half the girls at Hogwarts and everybody's mom--go all dewy-eyed at the 
thought of Gilderoy Lockhart, that god-awful blowhard of a Defense Against the Dark Arts teacher, the one with 
the perfect profile. (Rawling, please! You're giving girlkind a bad name.) In Prisoner of Azkaban, there are hints that 
Harry's sweet on Cho Chang, who plays the same position he does on Ravenclaw'$ Quidditch team. She's a fourth 
year, which makes her an older woman. Then there's the littlest Weasley, Ginny, who conceives a crush on Harry 
early in Book 1. It gets her. into trouble in Book 2--evidently, wanting to make a good impression on your beloved is 
another impulse that can inadvertently put you in the hands of darkness. Is there more story to be milked there? 
Ginny, for example, could turn into a knockout in Book 5, when she should be 14 or so, winning--too late--the 
hitherto impermeable heart of Potter, then extracting just revenge by scorning him utterly, sending him off on a 
quixotic love-quest just when he's most needed to save the world. No? I doubt it, too, but it's a thought. I'm more 
inclined to look for the sexpots of supernatural tradition: sirens, vampires, various enchantresses, those green 
ladies with rotten or serpentine lower bodies--what are they called?--who show up in (for example) Coleridge's 
"Christobel." Can you see Harry and his rival Malfoy vying for the attentions of a mermaid? Well, whatever Rowling 
does with sexuality, you can be sure it'll be funny. 

We know that wizards date muggles, from time to time--I'm pretty sure some of the kids are products of mixed 
marriages. (Can't remember who, though.) That's an interesting idea--Rowling could bring in a young muggle hero. 
It needn't be a love interest; it could just be someone with whom frustrated readers lacking all magical talents can 
identify. Someone utterly unmagical who nevertheless enters the wizard world and makes a difference. I agree 
with you that we all know ourselves to be misunderstood magicians trapped in a horribly mundane world. (This is 
particularly true in childhood, but I'm not over it yet--are you?) Still, there's that nasty inner voice that revels in 
whispering words of reason, and I, for one, believe it, too--it makes a plausible case that you and I are ordinary 
people after all. So Rowling might do us a service by writing a place for us. (Well, me, anyway. You're clearly a real 
magician.) .' ~ . 

I'll be astonished (though delighted) if any of the characters turn out to be gay. Bet you a silver sickle the 
homosexual themes are treated with sublimation and symbolism. 

As far as Harry's being tempted by power, I see what you mean, but I don't really think that's where the series is 
headed. We've seen it so often before--Saruman in Lord of the Rings, Milton's irritating Satan, even Voldemort 
himself--and Harry isn't the type. He's too ordinary. Sure, he loves winning at Quidditch, but he's just not into 
power. Or fame, even, really--remember how grossed out he gets (as does the reader) when Gilderoy Lockhart 
gives him tips for grabbing the spotlight? I say his failings will be less about power, more about love. In The 
Sorcerer's Stone, he's tempted by a mirror that shows the viewer's heart's desire. Gazing in it, Harry sees his family 
for the first time: his dead mother and father and a whole array ancestors. He can hardly bring himself to turn 
away, and sneaks back for another fix whenever he gets the chance. I think he's more likely to be caught by that 
kind of temptation than by a hunger for power. Voldemort could pose as the guardian of Harry's heritage, as 
someone who loves him. But you could be right about Harry's anger towards his parents--they did leave him 
dramatically in the lurch, after all, despite saving his life. I'd sure be mad if I had to go live with that aunt, uncle, 
and cousin. 

I'm looking forward to learning more about the four houses that make up the school. There are the ambitious 
Slytherins, the brainy Ravenclaws, the "just and loyal" Hufflepuffs, and the house with all our heroes, Gryffindor, 
"where dwell the brave at heart." It's not immediately clear why the Sorting Hat puts people in the houses it 
chooses. For example, wouldn't you guess scholarly Hermione would belong in Ravenclaw? And I'm still waiting to 
find out what's so brave about poor Neville Longbottom, who keeps losing his pet toad, getting scolded by his 
grandmother, and cowering in corridors. What's he doing in Grjffindor? He does have a brave moment when he 
stands up to his friends--he thinks they're up to no good--but it's not quite enough. So far, we don't know many 
Ravenciaws or Hufflepufts. I'd like to see a book in which Rawling calls upon the strengths of each house--even 
Slytherln--to aid Harry in his epic struggle. 

What would you like to see? Got any suggestions for the divine enchantress? 

Best, 
Polly 
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From: A.O. Scott 
Subject: Harry in the New World 
Posted Wednesday, August 25, 1999, at 10:08 AM PT 

Dear Polly, , 
Though the series' Britishness is vital to its charm and appeal, I'd like to know what the wizards beyond the shores 
of Albion are up to. We do hear about the elder Weasley brothers who work in Romania and Egypt--obvious 
enough magical places--but I'd love it if Rawling could inject a bit of Tintin-style globe-trotting into the Potter saga. 
What if the Hogwartians took a year to study abroad in, say, the United States? What are the witches of Texas 
like, or Brooklyn, or Salt Lake City, or Salemi Mass.? Or are we a nation of muggles after all? Do American wizards 
playa sport superficially like Quidditch, but with a completely different, and to the British wizards utterly 
incomprehensible, set of rules? Do they prefer Warlock·Cola to pumpkin juice, and have their mail delivered by 
eagles or pterodactyls instead of owls? Or maybe, if the stateside magic kingdom is too much to contemplate, the 
next Defence Against Dark Arts Master (there's a new one each book, just to mix things up) could be a voodoo 
priestess from New Orleans or a Wiccan from Northampton. 

I'd also like to know more about the political economy and social organization of the magic world. There seems to 
be a class system of sorts--aristocrats like the Malfoys at one end, cockneys like Hagrid and the knightbus drivers 
in Prisoner of Azkaban at the other, with struggling middle-class civil-servant types like the Weasleys in the middle. 
(Intellectuals like the Hogwarts masters are, as ever, a class unto themselves.) But where do these distinctions 
come from? What is the source of the wealth that sits in Gringotts bank? Is all that coveted Quidditch gear made 
by workers in offshore magic s'Ne~tshops? Are they unionized? What is the structure of wizard govern!11ent? Who 
appointed Minister Fudge? I'll stop, but it's testimony to the fertility of Rawling's imagination that these seem like 
plausible and interesting questions, and ones I bet she'd have answers to. Perhaps someday she'll publish a 
concordance to Harry Potter and explain it all. 

Meanwhile, I don't see Harry falling for a succubus (I think that's the word you were looking for). Hagrid might, 
though, what with his affection for dangerous monsters. Funny that all of the Hogwarts teachers seem to be single. 

Which brings me to an intriguing point in your letter. lowe you a silver sickle, since it seems plain to me that the 
homosexual themes are already there, and treated with the sublimation and symbolism you predict. Well, not 
homosexual themes per se, since whatever sexuality there is in the books is conventionally and safely infantile. 
What I mean is that being a wizard is very much like being gay: You grow up in a hostile world governed by codes 
and norms that seem nonsensical to you, and you discover at a certain age that there are people like you--what's 
more, there's a whole subculture with its own codes and norms right alongside the straight (muggle) one, yet 
strangely invisible to it. In out-of-the-way spots in the middle of large cities are secret places--bars, bookshops-
that cater to this special clientele, and suddenly, one day, you find your way to them. The reaction of many 
straights (muggles) is hostility and denial, on the order of the Dursleys. But some muggle parents, like Hermione's, 
love their wizard children and support them. (Hermione reCiprocates by taking a course at Hogwarts in muggle 
studies, the one moment in the series that made me laugh out loud.) Consider too that there are wizards born of 
muggles and muggles born of wizards, so that having magical power (like being gay, at least according to some 
schools of thought) is, while not hereditary, clearly innate. Your use of the phrase "a place for us" was especially 
suggestive (though by "us" you meant the muggles), since that's the title of a fascinating book by D.A. Miller 
(published last year by Harvard) about the role of the Broadway musical in forming, at once in secret and out in 
plain view, modern gay male cultural identity. The process of acculturation he describes (which involves playing the 
cast album from Gypsy in your parents' suburban basement), is not unlike what Harry undergoes in the early 
chapters of Sorcerer's StQne. 

Is this completely crazy' I won't be offended if you say yes. Will Jerry Falwell now take out after Harry Potter, 
having raised the alarm about Tinky Winky? Our dear colleague Chatterbox, that estimable muggle, thinks he 
might, but for other reasons, namely that the Potter books take a benign view of paganism, magic, witchcraft, and 
other things that scare Christian fundamentalists. A few years ago they went after Barney because he could fly, 
and because he taught kids about the powers of the imagination (in their crusade they had the tacit support of 
parents across America, who are fully prepared to believe that the purple dinosaur is the instrument of Satan). 
There have also been outcries raised about Dungeons and Dragons, and about the mere use of the word 
"imagination" in school textbooks. So I'm sure it's only a matter of time before school libraries' start g·etting calls 
from concerned parents complaining about our dear Harry. Which makes me like him all the more, of course. 

That's it! On their year abroad in the United States, Harry and his pals fall afoul of the local Christian Coalition-
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dominated school board in a small Kansas town where they've come in search of Dumbledore's old teacher, the 
wonderful Wizard of OZf and Minerva MacGonagal! goes head to head with Pat Robertson on Nightline. What do 
you think? 

Best, 
Tony 

From: Polly Shulman 
Subject: Hany's Magic Pride 
Posted Thursday, August 26, 1999, at 10:31 AM PT 

Brilliant, Tony, brilliant! 1 love your interpretation of the wizard world as parallel to the gay world--the young 
wizard's gradual recognition of his difference, the sudden revelation that there are tons of other people like him. 
Do you see a Magic Pride movement starting, with witches and wizards insisting that muggles accept them and 
grant them civil rights? I'm longing to go to the Magic Pride March--imagine the floats and costumes! 

I like your idea of foreign wizardry, too. Did you ever read Kingdoms of Elfin, by Sylvia Townsend Warner? It's 
another out-of-print work of genius that could plausibly come back on the wind of Harry's success. Warner wrote a 
series of stories--I think, but I'm Qot sure, that a lot of them were published in The New Yorker in the '70s--about 
communities of fairies living in various countries. They're partly exquisite little parodies of travel lit, pa~!y cruel little 
fables. As usual, try getting a grown-up to read them--you can hear them muttering "Fairies? Come on-!" in their 
heads. But these stories are certainly not children's literature: The fairies are heartless and creepy (which makes 
them human enough that they're weirdly touching). In Elfhame, in Scotland, here's how they treat changelings: 

Or this: 

Every day a fasting weasel bites the child's neck and drinks its blood for three minutes. The amount of 
blood drunk by each successive weasel (who is weighed before and after the drinking) is replaced by the 
same weight of a distillation of dew, soot, and aconite. Though the blood-to-ichor transfer does not 
cancel human nature (the distillation is only approximate: elfin blood contains several unanalyzable 
components, one of which is believed to be magnetic air), it gives considerable longevity; ... "Dear little 
thing," said Tiphaine [the queen of Elfhame; all Warner's elfin kingdoms are matriarchies], "1 hope he 
won't age prematurely." For when grey hairs appear on the head of a changeling he is put out of the hill 
to make the rest of his way through the human world; which is why we see so many grey-haired 
beggars on the roads. 

The Elfin Court of Zuy, in the Low Countries, was wealthy and orderly. No winter gales penetrated its 
polished windows; if the summer sun shone too vehemently, blinds were pulled down to protect the 
furnishings. Drinking bouts were long, taciturn, and ended in somnolence. The Queen was celebrated for 
her pearls. 

It would be fun to take a school trip with the Hogwarters and see what details Rowling would assemble to build 
national styles of wizardry. But I think your other scenario--a foreign teacher joins Hogwarts--is much more likely. 
Notice how Rawling structures the books in strict parallel centered around the school: First we get a few chapters 
of Harry at home with hts awful muggle relatives, who lock him in the closet, starve him, and cower at the thought 
that he might perform magic (his frustration at not being allowed to is part of the amusement of this section). Then 
we get a visit to Diagon Alley, a hidden street in London where witches and wizards shop for this year's school 
supplies. Then the trip to Hogwarts, generally on the Hogwarts Express, which leaves from the invisible Platform 
Nine and Three-Quarters at King's Cross. At Hogwarts, we get the rhythms of the school year: the classes, new 
teachers, spells gone wrong, midnight feasts, Quidditch competitions, bad marks for mischief, exams, Christmas 
break, and so on. At some point, usually the climax, we visit the Forbidden Forest, a spot of hazard and wonder, 
right on school grounds. What's amazing is how RowHng manages to cleave strictly to this formula, yet provide 
such a wealth of new details and such deep, dangerous plots that every book seems completely new. It's a trick 
other people have used--P.L. Travers, in the Mary Poppins books, for example, always has a chapter in which one 
of the kids loses her temper, one in which we visit a relative of Mary Poppins' for tea, one in which Mary has a 
birthday, and so on. But Rawling isn't just writing independent chapters--her novels have an overall trajectory that 
deepens and develops from book to book. It's as if she's writing a sequence of sonnets. 
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(Not a succubus, by the way. A succubus is a female demon that comes to you in the night while you're asleep and 
has sex with you against your will. I was thinking of a monster that looks like an ordinary woman, until you see her 
legs··which she doesn't have. Instead, there's a snake tail, or a puddle of oozing rot. I've seen her called a 
melusine, but I think there's another name. Maybe one of our readers can think of it?) 

I'm still interested in hearing your thoughts about the question you posed a few messages back: Why Harry, why 
now? 

Best, 
Polly 

From: Polly Shulman 
Subject: Clarification 
Posted Thursday, August 26, 1999, at 12:33 PM PT 

It's not a succubus or a melusine, it's a lamia, as reader Mark H. Nelson pOints out in 
his message. Thank you, Mark. 

From: A.O. Scott 
Subject: Is Harry the Savior of English Literature" 
Posted Thursday. August 26. 1999. at 1 :00 PM PT 

Dear Polly, 

Thanks for the tip about Sylvia Townsend Warner. I'll check the library for Kingdoms of 
Elfin, which sounds marvelously creepy. And imagine confusing a succubus with a 
lamia! I'm so ashamed. Five points from Gryffindor! 

I see that the question I lobbed casually in your direction on Monday has bounced back 
like a bludger (or do I mean a quaffle? I'm still a novice at Quidditch) to knock me off 
my rhetorical broomstick. Why Harry, why now? An obvious answer, which we've 
gestured toward in various ways this week, is just that the books are a lot of fun to 
read. Your analysiS of their narrative structure, by the way, was incisive. The sonnet 
sequence analogy is inspired: With each book you become newly aware of the tight 
structural constraints Rowling is working in, and freshly amazed at the dazzling 
variations she mari'ages. Each time, for instance, I'm sure that Snape is the link to 
Voldemort, and each time I'm stunned when he turns out to be nothing more than a 
garden-variety classroom sadist. And yet I know I'll fall for this trick again and again, 
and that the moment I don't will be the moment his true evil--or his unsuspected 
goodness--is revealed. I'm impressed with how effortlessly Rowling balances the genre 
requirements of predictability--Harry will prevail, the school year will end, Voldemort 
will be foiled (but only temporarily!)--and surprise. 

But as we know, a book's quality and its success are two different things. Some of the 
hype about Harry Potter seems a bit wild: You'd think, reading newspaper stories about 
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these books, that they had single-handedly rescued literacy in the English-speaking 
world, and also bridged the gulf between parents and children. Talk about magic! 
Nearly every article I've seen quotes a parent or teacher saying something to the effect 
of "My kid never showed any interest in reading until Harry Potter came along," with 
the implication that the kid will now trade Pokemon for The IIIiad and our civilization 
will be saved from the forces of darkness. The jacket flap of the British edition of 
Prisoner of Azkaban sports a handwritten letter from an 8-year-old begging Rowling to 
write more books. It's a bit much, really. 

Adults who have children partake of a great deal of kid culture, voluntarily or not, and 
inevitably develop tastes and interests of their own. I'm as obsessed with Arthur as I 
used to be with 5einfeld. My wife, who is a schoolteacher, has developed an insatiable 
appetite for young-adult historical fiction quite independent of the professional 
requirements of keeping up with what her students are reading, finding new texts to 
assign, and so forth. Part of the fun of having (or teaching) children is the vicarious 
reliving of one's own childhood--reading the stories aloud that you remember having 
read to you, renting videotapes of the movies that enchanted you or gave you 
nightmares, reconnecting with Ernie and Bert. 

'" That Rowling's books, which are so smart and so bracingly British (I think you're right 
to keep bringing up P.L. Travers as a reference pOint--she and Rowling both manage to 
be at once subversive and starchy, anarchic and commonsensical), have resonated with 
parents is no surprise. She quite cannily sets Harry's adventures in an England whose 
culture and geography are entirely literary. This is not the England of Tony Blair or 
Princess Di or Martin Amis, but the England we remember from other children's books, 
an England somehow perpetually Edwardian, notwithstanding certain concessions to 
modernity like telephones and coeducation. 

In an earlier posting you speculated that our enthusiasm for Harry Potter may arise 
from our anxiety about technology, and it's striking (this is something my wife called to 
my attention after she read the first two books) how technologically underdeveloped 
the muggle world is in these books, in particular with respect to information 
technology. No e-mail, no faxes, not really any television or movies. And of course the 
wizard world is a world of artisanal handicraft, ancient wisdom, and small, local 
businesses. Hogwarts pupils don't buy their textbooks from Amazon.com or a Barnes & 
Noble superstore but from a quaint old bookshop on Diagon Alley called Flourish and 
Blotts. They don't have e-mail; they have owls. They don't play Nintendo; they practice 
spells. (They do, however, collect famous wizard trading cards, which move, just as all 
wizard photograpQ;; do. But, curiously, wizard photography seems to be exclusively 
black and white.) 

So there is a double nostalgia involved in reading these books--nostalgia for one's own 
childhood and nostalgia for the timeless realm of classic children's fiction. Rowling has 
cleverly, and subtly, modernized these realms with respect to matters like gender 
equality and multiculturalism--not that she makes a big fuss about such things. Of 
course, this being children's-book England, there's still a servant class. But though 
there's plenty of cruelty, corporal punishment has fallen from favor. (The death penalty 
seems to be reserved for wayward magical beasts.) 
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Of course, none of this explains why these books have crossed over not only from 
children to their parents but also to adults who don't have children. This seems 
genuinely unprecedented, and it may be one of those inexplicable phenomena the 
culture likes to toss our way every now and then. (Our seeker ducks the bludger and 
sprints for the golden snitch!) Or it may be a symptom of our present obsession with 
childhood and children--the simultaneous detonation of the postwar baby boom and the 
fin de siec/e baby boom. All I know is I haven't had such a purely escapist reading 
experience in a long time. 

As much fun as it was to read these books, it's been even more fun discussing them 
with you. I'm quite dazzled by your insight and erudition--bewitched, in fact. 

All best, 
Tony 

Article URL: http://slate.msn.com{?id=2000111 

• 
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Chapler One 

Pottermania: Good, Clean Fun or 
Cultural liegemony? 

~,-

Tammy Turner-Vorbeck 
,~., 

Pottermani~ has become C1 cultural phenomenon. The Harry Potter books, 

the Harty Potta movie, the rdated media publicity, and all expanding SelCI:

tion of hcav-ily marketed paraphernalia permeate our popular culture ~!lld 

have significant societal implications for children and for child cultU1~:. 'I !lis 
cultural phenomenon reaches far beyond its seductive surface appcaranc;: of 
gO~Hl, clean, fantastical childhood fun (ivlonk, 2000; Papinchak, 2000) into 
a darker plact: where the psyche of American children, both collectively and. 
individually, is made vulncr~blc and their process of identity construction, 

their beliefs, and their childhoods arc for sale. 

The purposeful intringement on and manipulation of children and 

child culture by ,corporate interests is both SeriOllS and alarming and it 

deserves critical examination. This chapter seeks to frame such a critical 

examination through both sociological and cultural studies perspectives. 

The cultural commercialization of childhood and the Neo-'tvlarxi.st view 

of the role of media in creating cultural hegemony will be discussed. The 

lIarr), Potter books participate in cultur~l hegemony by featuring social 

normative rnessagcs alld middle-class cultural hierarchies. Finally, human 

agent), and the possibility {or resistance to the preponderance of com

modity fetishism, of which Harry Potter is an example, is considered . 

• 
The Cultural Commercialization of Childhood 

Corporate consumerism is increasingly targeting child culture. Contemporar), 
elements of child culture, such as television, movies, and computer games, 

were created in the age of late capitalism and have always been closely 
associated with marketing tactics, such as print advertising and comm:.:r
daIs in the electronic media. Recently, hOWeV1::T. the traditional icoD,--\ of 
child culture, such as children'sJitcrature, toys, lirt, and music, have :"-ccn 

o 
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and continue to be increasingly infiltrated and manipulated through the 
skillfully crafted images of marketing and media giants such as the Disney 

Corporation. "Disney's all-encompassing reach into the spheres of econom

ics, consumption, and culture suggests that we analyze Disney within a 

range of relations of power" (Giroux, 1998. p. 63). Pottermania has 
reached the level of cultural phenomenon that deserves similar considera

tion. Like Disney's before (and probably after) the Harry Potter phenom

enon, one need only stroll through the aisles of any large, American 

department store to fmd evidence of Pottermania's impending legacy on 

the images of childhood. 

In their book Kinderculture: The Corporate Construction 0/ Childhood, 
Steinberg and Kincheloe (1998) critique the corporate construction of 

childhood and state: 

Using f:mtasy and desire, wrporate functiollaries have created a perspective on late

twentieth-century culture that melds with b\l.;illes~ ideologies and free-market val

ues. '111e wuddlliews produced by corporate adV(ltisers to ~lJme degree always let 

children know thac the most exciting things hfe can provide are produced by your 

friends in corporate America. The economics le~son is powerful when it is rcpcJted 

hundreds of thousands of times. (p. 4) 

Should it be alarming th'lt a fundament.ll clement of childhood, such 

as the pleasure of reading a good book, is now targeted by those who seek 

to shape the collective imagin<ltion of an identifiable demographic buying 

unit en masse? The Harry Polta phenomenon, or Pottermania, presents a 

focal point through which to consider thi ... and related questions. The fact 

that the Harry Potter books and their associated paraphernalia arc cultural 

products created and produced by adults for consmnption by children is 

clear. These culmral products and elements of child culture contain pow

erful messages of what constitutc!Oi social and cultural normalcy and they. 

• therefore, call for cominuing critique. 

When children's identities and child culture arc used u.s the means to 

the end of cfeating the consummate future consumer, one must seriously 
question the proclaimed innocuousness of Pottcrmania. Henry Giroux 
warns in his book Stealing Innoc(!ltu that "as culture becomes incre'lsingly 

commercialized, the only type of citizens~p that adult society offers to 
children is that of consumerism" (2000!"p~ 191. -r:his notion holds signifi
cant implications' for',not Qnly-,.r~~~#().J;lship$; hetWeen ,adults and children 

but ruso for the fi:1tti~::6f out,A~~~~.~ 
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The f:let that children today afe living in a postmodern worlJ facili

tates corporate consumerism's full frontal attack on chUd (\Jltur~. Strinati 

(1993) describes postmodernism as the breakdown of the distinctiun 

between culture and society. The idea is th:lt popular culntral.signs and 

media images increasingly dominate our sense of re~llity :md the way we 

define uurselves and the worlJ arollnd us (p. 360). Kellner (1.998) argues 

that child culture's traditional artifacts ~\re being replaced and manipuhaed 

by media culttlfe artifacts. He is concerned that 

a commcRially pro\luccd md dOlninated youth culture has replaced traditional arti

{aels of children', culrure. In this media youth (uimrc, popular music, television, film, 

and video and computer gmH:.s ((calc new idols, aspiultiom, and :utifa,-I"$ that pro

fO\lndly Influence the thought and behavkH of contcmporary youth. (p. 85) 

Our postmodern children arc living in a stare that Baudrillard (1983) 

calls hyparfa/ity in which simulation and appearance come to be more 

"reu" and meaningful to children than substance and reality. Children arc 

continually bombardcd with information and supersaturated by the media. 

Disney is a classic representation of corporate consumerism meets the 

postmodern world. Giroux writes that Baudrill~\rd "has captured the scope 

<HId power of Disney's influence by arguing that Disneyland is more 'real' 

than fantasy because it now provides an image upon which America con

structs itself" (1998, p. S5). But what is the significance of corporate con

sumcrism's targeting of child culture v .. ·hen children today arc living ill a 

postmodern hypcrreality? The answer to this inquiry lies in the interrela

tionship of our culture and societal institutions and the divergent individ

ual ways these are mediated by children. 

A Neo·Marxist Perspective on the Media 

Although long criticized for its overly deterministic and reductionist 

emphasis, Ivlarxism is nonetheless able to lend its central tenets for a use

ful critical examination of societal and ~ultural phenomenon. I\1arxist crit

ical theory can be user.! to ex.amine Potterrnania and explore the questions 

concerning the signiticance of its impact upon our culture and our society. 
"l\tlar.xist critical th~ory draws our attention to the issue of political and 
economic interests i~ ,the mass media and highlight social inequalities in 
media repre.cn!l1ti~ne~,(C:h.ndler, 2001, p. 14). 

,A,Cen~nU;~Wi;()f~~~~¥~Stn afTinns "Cultures arc struc.tured in 

i,~'~~kM=_':rk!f~'m-=~~};t91ding power to have the maximum 
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control with the minimum of conflict" (Lye, 1997, p. i). In this light, ideas 

of the way things are and how the world should and does work are taught 
for legitimization of the current order of society. Cultural V'dlucs and prac

tices are constructed to appear normal <Ind natural, rendering them beyond 
question. Thus, when Pottermania features corporations imprinting upon 

and manipulating children and child culture, it is not viewed as anything 

unusual or threatening. The books and related products arc seen as good, 

clean, capitalist fun rather than something sinister in need of perlustration. 

Childhood and child culture represent prime oppoltunities for exer

cising such ideological control. I Woodson (1999) states: 

Children are a prerequisite for cultural. reproduction over lime and childhood hteralJy 

exists as the site of enculruration. AdulH and social instirntiom are inveMed in 

ascribing meaning onto aud into childhood in order to maintain social order and the 

sociiliz..uion of .:.hildnn n~gt'ri1tcs Oilt on'r be.hll.\ .... 'f patn:m$ hut al:'le> id~ntitr fta

mation. (p. 3) 

Inasmuch as diligent awareness and governance over what takes place at this 

"site of cnculturation" seems paramount, yct, these approaches simply do not 

occur when cultural phenomena such as Pottennania are uncritically 

received and viewed as part of the natural landscape of American childhood. 

According to Chandler (2001), Nco-Marxist Louis Althusser: 

Introduced the concept of a mechanism of imerpellatioll, whereby subjects (pro

duced by culture) are comtituted as Ihe effects of pre-given structures. Ideology 

functions to cOnstinne individuals (produced by nature) as subjects. Individuals are 

interpellated (have social identities conferred on them) primarily through "ideologi

cal state apparatuses (ISAs), including the famity, schooling, and the mass media. It 

is through ISAs that people gain both a sense of identity ~nd an understanding of 

".lily. (p. 7) 

Pottermania can and should be examined through this sort of Neo

Marxist lens to consider the political and social functions of these mass 
media texts. As Chandler (2001) describes, "The subject (viewer, listener, 

reader) is constituted by the text and the power of the mass media resides 
in its ability to 'position' the subject in such Q way that their representation 
are taken to be reflections of everyday r~ity", (p. 7). 

Most schol~s, o( child ~ture ~evr',,~,at children are participants in 
their own culturru produCtiOtlJlnd exP~~,<?,~""Si~lar1Yl they contend that 
thew:iys in whJtli:;cl,ill(!!1;n:j!!~rI1~~;~"" ~ lubject to their daily life 
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experiences and environment. This notion is synchronous with the per

spective of Cultural !vlarxism whose primary figure is a contemporary, 

Stuart Hall. Using Althusscr's premises, Hall (1982) argues that the media 
appc(lr to reflect reality when, in fact, they construct it. Hall supports 

Althusser's idea that the mass media do reproduce interpretations (from 

ideas that are embedded in symbol$ and cultural practices) that serve the 

interests of the ruling class, but he also supports the idea that the mass 

media arc a field of ideological struggle. However, how much struggle is 

really possible when confronted with a capitalist marketing machine that 

seduces its public through normative messages consisting of comfortable, 

familiar images and the appearance of "good l clean fnn"? Is it realistic to 

believe that child culture can be a place of ideological struggle in. the face 

of commodity fetishism? 

ColtlJUodity FetishIsm 

The infringement of consumerism on child culture is particularly evident 

in the mass marketing of the Harry Potter products. Far beyond the Harry 
Petter books currently published by Scholastic, Inc., we now have the Harry 
Polttr movies from \Varncr Brothers (of AOL Time \-Varner), which are 

also to be available on DVD for private use and ownership. This flfst, wildly 

successful movie is scheduled to be followed by other Harry Potier movie 

sequels. Available for sale is a movie poster book, a movie soundtrack, a wall 

calendar, postcard books, sticker books, a guidebook to the world of Harry 

Potter, a lIarry Potter UNO card game, carrying cases, glow-in-thc-dark 

puzzles, board games, video games, magic sets, bookc:; of spells, HOg'l-varts 

House Watches, a Golden Snitch puz7Je, Harry Potter boxer shorts, Harry 
Potter action figures, Bettie Bott's Every Flavor Beans) the textbooks that 

the character of Harry Potter used in the Harry Potter books, and even a 

Harry Potter leather embossed tntnk to "store books, clothes, and more." 

The proliferation of these items constitute a blatant exploitation of 
• the genuine excitement for children's literature that stems from children's 

true interests. In the effort to create more profits for its shareholders. con

glomerates, such as AOL Time \Varllcr. which holds distribution rights to 
florry Potter,'products, 'supersaturate the marketplace with every conceiv
able spin-off product. In addition to the products themselves, these media 

gian~ \1se, theit~~st:t~~?~)Jl ,~h,annels) which they also own and operate, 
to,: $up,ets~t;Uhlte:0~'7I~~~~,ia:;,;~~, advertisements and news stories for 

' . . Warner, Brother's studios makes an 

~ 
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investment, as it did by purchasing the movie rights for }/arry PrJlter, it can 

then rurn to its sister companies within the same organization to help 

ensure the movie's profitability. They can make a short story run in the 
widely respected periodical Tim~ magazine describing the "'phenomenon" 

of Harry Potter and how children in the United Kingdom are wildly 

enthusiastic about the books. Then, AOL's CNN news subsidiary begins 

making headlines about the "phenomenon." Shortly after the "phenome

non" makes headlines. Pottermania is scheduled for a special interest seg

ment in primetime news on CNN and also on CNN Classroom, bringing 

the "phenomenon" directly to the children in schools. Perhaps AOr..;, p'"P" 
magazine also concurrently nms a biography on J. K. Rowling. Fortune and 

Money magazines could also be called upon for support as they arc all con

trolled by the same megacorporation, AOL Time Warner. Once the "phe

nomenon" takes root, AOL Time Warner has vast advertising capabilities 

within its own reach. Commercial advertising begins on its own TBS 
Supcrstation, TNT, and The Cartoon Netw(lrk. In all, AOL Time Warner 

boasts access in one fonn or another to over 100 million U.S. households. 

It creates and then supports the phenomenon of Pottermania. 

This is an example of the business model concept of vertical integra ... 

tion in which mcgacorporations control the entire process of distribution. 

By using its vast enterprise to infuse popular culture with Pottermania, the 

conglomerate then controls every commercial aspect of Pottermania and 

they, therefore, "own" a significant segment of popular culture. The insid

ious nature of all of this is that these corporations not only own a segment 

of popular culture through their control of the commodity but also they 

crtaftd the jelishism--the need, the desire, nnd the very market-for that 

commodityl Such comrnodity fetishism is even m~deled in the Harry 
Potter books themselves as the children among the characters long to pur~ 

c;hase particular kinds of brooms and trading cards. 
The fundamental implication at work here is that there need be noth

ing aesthetically ,,'aluable or unique about that upon which an imposed 

phenomenon is generated. Is it something special about the Ifarry Potter 
books that has caused such a sensation. or is the sensation artificially man,:, . 
ufllcrured and simply centered around.~hem? An. understanding of com
modity fetishism supports the latter position. If the Harry Potter books 
were, indeed, worthy ofsucb widcsprCOl;:d adulation, then the support for 
them/would,'ha~"_J;UltuJ1l1y¥fi$.e~.~uP ~m'Jhe people rather than being 
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Corporate consumerism's mass marketing of manufactured ~ultural 

products docs not simply represent its infringement upon and control over 

the articles of child culture; it also involves exercising control over the 

irl'lnginations of children. When children arc no longer able to sit with a 
book and create its images, sounds, voices, smells, and sensations from 

thC'ir own act of reading, they have been robbed of the free use of their own 

minds. Take the example of a third grader who has seen all of the media 

hype for the Harry Potter movie on television and ill print advertisements 

along with the related products brought to school by her classmates. She 

col15iders hef5e1f deprived as she is one of the last students in her class who 

has still not seen the Harry Potter movie. She pleads with her parents to 

go and see the Il1O\-~ic and, after doing so, she decides to buy the first Harry 
Poller book in the series. She sits down to read the book with the images 

from the advertising. the commerciaLs, the movie, and the product spin

offs all swirling around in her mind, creating even more anticipation. She 

then emerges within thirty minutes from her bedroom to announce to her 

parents that the book is nothing like she expected and she is bored \,,rith it. 
This is the story of my own eight-year-old daughter. 

\Vhat is the moral of this story? Once a cultural phenomenon such as 

Pottermania takes hold, the majority of children are destined to tind their 

first exposure not to the authentic items of child culture (in this case. the 

Harry Potter book itself). Rather, their tirst experience is often with the 

marketing spin~offs, which represent corporate America's interpretation of 

the real thing. In this respect, children's imaginations are certainly being 

severely limited and led through corporate mass marketing. However, as if 
encroachment upon children's imaginations is not bad enough, what is 

perhaps even more alarming is that these manufactured images feature 

elllbcdded social normative messages. What are these messages and what 
arc their implications? 

SOCial Nonnative Messages < 

It is no longer safe to assume that children are able to generate purely their 

Own reflections ,upon items of child culture such as literature for children. 
The trespassing of manufactured images into the landscape of the imagi
nation of childte~. is Jimiting children's capacities to freely imagine; yet, 
these manufactqred images also come with both overt and cOVert embed

deq:mc~$llge~, •. GuJ~~.'~!~~,~ct~ !t!mcd at children now seem to inspire as 
, " «' 'C>.'. ... ~d 1c~itima9Y for teaching children 
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specific roles, values, and ideals as that wielded by the morc traditional 

sites of learning; such as the public schools, religious institutions, and the 

family (Giroux, 1998). The power that the creators of these messages 

wield is both enormous and significant. This fact warrants careful and crit

ical consideration of the type of messages that those cultural products arc 

sending to children. 
In this book, Heilman and Gregory, Kornfeld and Prothro, Goodman 

and Skulnick, and Heilman (among others) explore how ideology func
tions within the Harry Potter tc,,-ts through critical reading and ideologi

cal critique. The Gregory and Heilman chapter in this book examines the 

process of intertextuality in forming world perspectives through the read

ing of the Harry Potter texts. The authors argue that it is necessary to "con

sider what types of cultural information is being transmitted." Specifically, 

they explore social normative messages present in the Harry Potur texts 

that involve social class, peer group afftli;1tions, racc, culture, and nation

ality. Kornfeld and Prothro usc their chapter to discuss the treatment of 

home and family in the Harry Potter texts. They uncover stereotypical 

roles of dominant, head-of the-household father and stay-at-homc moth

ers who are the primary caretakers of house and family, along with mes

sages about the importance of conformity in which '\he parents' prime 

directive seems to be to fit in and make no waves." 
The Heilman chapter finds that the Harry Potter books "feature 

females in secondary positions of power and authority and replicate some 

of the most demeaning} yet familiar, cultural stereotypes for both males 

and females." 
The Harry Potter books feature images of nuclear fan1ilies without the 

inclusion of representations of the divorced, step, srngle, gay or lesbian, or 

adoptive or foster families of our contemporary sodety. The books also 

• reinforce cultural stereotypes of power and gender, consistently portraying 

women as secondary characters. In addition, there is little culmral diver

sity represented and, when it is presented, it is in the form of tokenism and 
colonialism. Racialized groups of wi4.':ards, giants, and other creat\.lres are 
presented in a hierarchical order in which racial difference creates one's 
social place. Such social normative messages about families, community, 
race, and gender exemplify who is not a,part'uf the conversation by the 
exclusion of theit- rep,resentation, in, the ~~~ What appears to be rcpre-
sente<i inthc HIlfrd.:""ptur . . bookWh,",~j(\!!l,"aggr~ation of quintessential, 

",~~~:i1" "'" '.'. ~~, cmruraJ values. 
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The fact that the social notmative mcssa~es in the Harry Pot.ter texts 

arc ones of exclusivity is bothersome and warrants critical attention, but 

t here are additional inherent impli(;:ltions here. When voices arc excluded 

from the conversation, or in this case, from the text, there is another, subtle 

message being tf'Jnsmitted, As Giroux (2000) explains, "When adults cling 

to the idea that a thriving: free market economy) with its insidious COl1sumcr

based appropriation of frecdom and choice, provides the greatest good for 
the greatest number ... it is easier for adults to claim that social problems 

arc individual problclns" (p. 6). Therefore, those not represented in the texts, 

those not living: the good life, those being oppressed, persecuted, abused, 

neglected, or simply left behind. by mainstream society must be somehow to 

blame. It is made inconceiv'lblc, from this perspective, that society itself 

might be to blame. Reint(xccd by these dominant messages it is easier and 

more comfortable to believe that such societal ills acc the result of the prob
lems and deficiencies of individuals themselves. Giroux (2000) writes: 

Little i9 mentioned llb()'.lt the violence perpetuated by those middle-class values and 

!>'ocial /i.1rrnations-such as conspicuous consumption, conformity, sllobbery, and 

osrracism-tha! reproduc~ racial, class, and gl'nder exciuBions. :Kor is mllch said 

about how middle-class values legitimate ~nd regulate the culturlll hierarchies that 

demean Ilwrginalil.ed groups and reinforce racial and c,'nnomic inequalities. (p. 17) 

If these social problems arc viewed as incidental (outside of the middle-class 

world) and a result of individual defiCiencies and errors, there is no reason to 

be alarmed, to try to change it or to resist cultural hegemony found in unex

amined places such as Pottennania. \Vhere can one turn in order to begin 

to find hope that the process of cultural hegemony can be interrupted? 

Human Agency and Resistance 

Structural Nco-Ivlarxist and CulturallVlarxist theories provide usd:iJl theo

retical tenets with which to view the cultural phenomenon uf Pottermania. , . 
Using Neo-!vlarxism as a lens, attentiol1 is drawn to political and economlC 

interests in corporate c.onsumerism and the mass media .md the resultant 

social inequalities constructed and reinforced in media and text rcprcsenta
tions.llowever, strictly examining the ways in which hurnans. arc acted upon 
by such cultural hegemonic struchlres leaves out a viml clement of the equa
tion,--namely. ,hwn,an',ag<:ncy.,Expanding these tenets of structural Neo-

1-latxislfl',' to' ~ts:~\,~~~~:, ,~~~'ccrns with power and knowledge and 
addirig"notio~~(~9.~~;'a~~o/'~~d resistance magnifies their power. One 

~ '. 'H·:: -:, ,~,,, --:" ,':::,;;l~;i;:Xi~~~;::;E~:,J~:~,~~~;''.~~~::'~:',-:: 
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of the major representatives for poststrucruralist dlOUght is :Nlichel.Fbucault 

(sometimes also labeled as a postmodemist, along with BaudriUard) who 

initially focused upon strucrures but moved beyond that fi)Cus to examine 

power and the linkage betwecn power and knowledge. Power, in the form of 

cultural hegemony through corporate consumerism's creation and manufac

ture of Pottermania. is difficult to identify becau~e "A relationship of pmver 

is that mode of action which docs not act directly and immediately 011 oth

ers. Instead it acts upon their actions lt (Foucault, 1983, p. 229). Despite 

Foucault's notion of the insidious way in which power is enacted upon peo

ple, critical theorists such as Pierre llourdieu have continued to attempt to 

link agency and structure in a meaningful way. Bourdieu (1990), who con

siders the question of the opposition between objectivism and subjectivism, 

states that such a strictly structuralist view creates an "absurd opposition 

between individual and society" (p. 31). This shift in perspective helps 

bring back the promise of an individual's ability to reflect upon his or her 

own situation. Crediting resistmce theorists with combining ethnographic 

and European cultural srudies to attempt to demonstrate that social and cul

rural reproduction can and docs meet with clements of opposition, 

Aronowitz and Giroux (1993) state that Uresistance theorists have developed 
a framework and method of inquiry that restores the critical notion 

agency" (p. 67). TI,e focus on how power and hegemony crcate subordinate 

social classes as seen through a structuralist perspective is tempered through-;,,': 

resistance theory to "restore a degree of agency and innovation to the cul

mres of these groups" (p. 68). These theories of resistance with their empha

sis on human agency indicate that there is hope for our ability to talk back 

to the social nonnative messages we constantly and consistently receive 

through corporate consumerism's w,lgi1lg of a wai of Lwtural hegemony. 

How might this resistance occur? What tools do we have at our disposal? 

\Vherc do WI: begin? 

Talking Back to Pottermania 
A characteristic of late capitalism is that human thinking becomes mecha

ni7.ed as the mind begins to correspond to a machine. In this way, th.e 
mind becomes 11 segmented and degraded_instrument that has lost its capac~ 
ity for critical thought, ~especially iJs, abil:ity to imagine another way of life!' 

(Aronowitz, 1992, ~(80),WAA~'~i"5\:~!""sswilities for resistance? To 
';""",dand critical thought must 
hi~"space' must be created 'in 
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bcnvccll the !tTlposed phenomena and the people from whom the.phenom

ena allegedly arose. There are obvious frunts on which to ftght this battle: lit
erary criticisnl and media literacy. It is within literary criticism tlmt the true, 

at:sthctic value of children's books can be critically considered and it is within 

the view of the media as a site for ideological struggle that hope lies [or the 

f'(J~~ibility of resistance to the ravages of Potter mania on child culture. 

\Vhen considering the huge success of Pottcrmania, critical questions 

should come to mind, "\Vhat is special ahout the Hany Polter bo()ks?" and 

"Arc they descrving of such a heralded place in our culture?" Jack Zipes 
(2001) usc~ a :Marxist critical theory perspective to examine children's lit

cr:lturc. He warns: "Phenomena such as the Harry Potter books arc driven 

by commodity consumption that at the same time sets the parameters of 
reading and aesthetic taste" (p. 172). Pennington (2002) likewise vvarns 

that "the series is fundamentally failed fanta:;y" (p.l). Zipes argues that the 

I--Iarry Pottcr series is not a reinvention ami reinvigoration of the fantasy 

gCllre but r:tther a less than ,-ldrnirable example of Wh:lt good fantasy writ

ing can be. He also warns, as do authors of chapters in this book) that the 

J Jan)' Potter books contaiIl dangerous themes such as sexism. The fact that 

the Harry Patter books are able to be critically eX<lmincd and determined 

to be aesthetically "failed fantll~}'," containing dangerous social normative 

mC5s'J.gcs, supports the argument that perhaps these books arc not innocu

ous, good, clean [un and that the implications of the culmtal phenomenon 

surrounding these books needs to be further scrutinized. 

Beyond t11C inquiry into the aesthetic value of children's literature and 

the social messages. found within books lies the aJditional promise of the 

crcation of a fnedia literate public, consisting of both adults and children. 

This aspect of "talking ba(k" to Pottcnnania is crucial as it represents a 

chance fe}f resistance agaimt the corporate mass marketing machines that 

have come to dictate what constitutes popuhu- cultun:.i\lcLaren et al. (1995) 

emphasize that developing a critical uIl-dcrstanding of the media is cnlCial 

~or teachers, parents, and children and that it needs to go beyond intcrpret~ 
mg the meaning found in media mcssagcs.1V1cdia literacy, in a broad sense, 

refers to the ability of individuals both to reflect upon a;ld to analYlc their 
own consumption of media and haw they arc subtly influenceu by media 

messages. This kind;of critical thinking is capable of beginning to c;eate the 

necessary,,~p~~e,~1)Y;e,e,~,,"t?e p~ple and their real anifacts of (ulturc and the 

artificially nl~u£'~~,~;,1~~e~,~el1a of Pottennania. The authors of these 
chapt~~ ,hopeuth,~t:~~}w?k can hdp,~~dcrs ,to do just that. 
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Notes 
1. Thi~ is not alwly"S a nutter of groups delibcr:ndy ri~nninb w uppros pec.'pl~ Of ~lter their 

consciuusnet$ (llthough this (illl happ<:ll) bUl [:;tther a m~ttt:r olhow the domiLtant ;mtitutiol'l$ 

in society work through values, conceptions of [h~ world, and ~}1nbol systems tl) lcgitimin. the' 

C1.lITcnt order (Lye, 1997). 
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The Phenomenon 

of Harry Potter, or 

Why All the Talk? 

Ithough there are now 

four published books in the Harry Potter series, 

it is difficult to assess them as literature ]leI' se. l 

We must talk about a phenomenon, and it. is n 

mind-blowing phenomenon because' it reveals 

ju;.;t how difficult it is to t'\'alllatp and analyze children'", literature or 

works that purpolt to be literature for the young.:! 

A))'y()m~ working in t.hl' field of children's literature cannot avoid 

Harry Potter, This pa.st April, 1 made a passing remark in an inter· 

vipw for an article Pllhlii'hed in ill(:' "Variety Section;' of the 

Minneapolis Star 1hlnlfl(, about my work with t~liry talc:::; that swept 

111<' into t.hi;..: plll'llomf'non.:~ I\lar,v ,Jane Smctnnka, the journalist who 

\va~ writing about my work with fairy tale.". ask(ld me at one point 

what 1 thought about the Harry Pottf'f hooks. and I replied that I tt'lt 

they Were formulaic and .-:exist. The article wa:::; long and dealt with 

many diffcJl'en( aspects of fairy tale~ Ilnd storytelling. However. this 

one remark caught the eye of numerous readers, and hef()re I knew it, 

I had recei\'ed several phone calls from memher,,; of the mass media 

who wanted pither to inten'jpw mE" or to quote me in t-:Ollle feature 

ahout tlw Harry Potter books. At one point I agreed to appear on a 

puhlic radio tnlk show at K..'\JO\V in St. Paul. and I \vas aggressively 

attacked by 0111('t,)' percent orthe callpr~ (all adults) for demeaning .J. 
K. Rowling's \\'orks, which they felt had dune wonclf.'rs for their chH· 

dn'n and dnJdrl'n s ltteratuJ'P. 

This intervipw cau~ed another chain reaction-more l'equests from 

the pn'ss and radio programH for my opinion about the Harry Potter 

books. It was at: jf I had suddenly uecome the only critic to have "negR 

ative" things to ~a.v about a worldwide phpl1omenoll in the realm of 

children's literature that millinns of' readers cheril"lll'd. But I knew 

this \ .... as not the case bt,t'aus(' I had talked to numerou:-; eolleagues, 

specialists in t'hildren's literature, and authors of chlldren '80 literature 

and young adult hooks, and they shared a good many of my critical 

views. 

I am not certain wlwtlwr one can talk about a split bl'twl'en a 

minoJ'ity of prnfeRsional critic:;:, who have misgivings about the quality 

of the Hal'J'.v Potter bookH, and the great. majority of n'uders, old and 

young, who an' mesmerized by the Y01J.ng magician's udvpntures. But 

I am certain that the phenonwnal aspect.. of the recpption of the Harry 

Potier books has blurred tht~ focus for anyone \\'ho want~ to take liter

atur(' for young people seriousl,v and \vho may be t'oncerned about 
~talldanh; and lafoltp t.hat. adults crl'atp for youth culture in the \Vest. 
lIow is it possihle to evalualt' a work of literature likt, a Harl'Y Potter 
novel WhPll it i.s so depf'ndent on the mal"kpt conditions of' the culture 
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industry? Gjven the changes in th(~ production and reception of chil~ 
dren'~ and youth literature in the last ten year~, what criteria can (me 

use to grasp the valuo of a be8t~seller, especially when the buyers Hnd 

feaders arc to a large degree adult~? V\'hat constitute~ a good fairy

tale novel? How do the Harry Potter books compure to other t:'111tasy 
works? Is it fair to question the value and quality of ,1. K. Rowling's 
books, which have allegedly helped readers of all ages to reud again 
with joy, just because they are so successful? 

I believe that it is exactly becau8e the success of the Harry Pott",. 

novels is ~o great and reflects certain t.roubling .sociocultural trends 

that we must try to evaluate the phenomenon. In fact, I would claim 

that the only way to do Rowling and her Harry Potter boob justice is 

to try to pierce the phenomenon and to examine her \'{orks as criticaJly 

as possible, nut with the intention of degrading thmn or her effortt .. , 
but with the intention of exploring Why such a con\'ontiollal work of 

fantasy has been fetishized, so thut all sorts of magic powers are 

attributed to the very act of reading thc~e works. The phenomenon is 

indeed beyond her control. She herself did not even conceive of it, pos
sibility. Yet "everyone" appears tu bt' :-;peIlbounrI and d!'::!~ • .':-:. t::; rOdd Ute 
Harry Potter books. !'tfight the ,:.:Lorics about quaint Harry transform 
one's own life? 

What has actually happened, as I have tried tu show throughout 
this book, is that the conditions under \\,hich literature for the young 

is produced and received have been transformed through institu
tiunal changes of education, shifts in family relation~, the rise of 
corporate conglomerates controlling the mass media, and market 

demands. Phenomena such as the Harry POUPf books are driven by 

commodity cont;umptlon that at the Harne time sets the parameters of 

reading and aesthetic taste. Today the experienee of reading for t.he 

young is mediated through the ffia::;R mE'dia and markpti~g so that the 

pleasure and meaning of a book will often be prescripted or dictated 

by convention, \Vhat readers passionately devour and enjoy may be, 

like many a Disney film or Barbie doH, a phenomenal experience and 
have personal signHicanc(', but it is alsu an inducpd experience c~dcu
lated to conforlll to a cultural convention of amu~ement and 
distraction. It is this highly important connection hetwepn the con
ventional and tIl(> phenomenal that I want to explore in my essay on 
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the Harry Potter books in an effort to take children's literature seri

ously within the political context of current globaliZIng trends 

predicated on fostering sameness throughout the world. 

There are two common meanings for the word phenomenon. It gener

ally refers to some kind of occurrence, change. or fact that is directly 

perceived; quite often the event is striking. Or the term is used to 

describe an extraordinary persoll, SO/lwont' with exceptional talent, a 
phen.om, \vhiz kid. or fiuper star. \Vhether an occurrence or peJ'~on, 

there IS something incredible about the phenomenon that draws our 

attention. \Ve hesitate to believe in the event or person we perceive, 

for a transformation has unexpectedly takon place. One of the reasons 
we cannot hclic"B our senses is because the phenomenon defieR ratio~ 
nal explanation. There seems to be no logical canse or clear 
explanation for the sudden appearance or thE' transformation. Yet it is 
there, visible and palpable. The ordinary beconws extraordinary, and 

we arc so taken by the phenomenon that we admire, worship, and 

idolize it without gragping fully why w<' regard it with so much rever

ence and awe except to say that so many others regard It as a 

phenomenon and, therefore, it mURt be a phenomenon. 
Reason no longer applies after a phcnome-l1on has appeared, e8pe~ 

cially when there is a series of phenomena that contribute to the 

<lHarry Potter phenomenon)' such as: 

• The rise of tlw myth of J. K. Rowling, .single mother on we-Iran', 
sitting in a cafe and writing the Looks while raising a daughter 

by herself. This myth is the old rags-to-riches story and in our 

day and age has been spread through the mass media. It is the 

fairy tale about the diligent. hardworking girl who is recognized 

as a princefi,s and lives happily ever aftcr. 

• The rejection of the first novel. U(17)' Potter and the Sorcerer's 
Stone, by several puhlishers before being accepted by Blooms

bury Publishing in London. :-<eitller t.he editors at Blo()lIlgbury 

nor those at Scholastic, Inc. in Nmv York would have predicted 

that the Harry Putter books would attract so much popular 
attention and sell in the mi11ions. The lung shot finishes a phe

nomenal first. 
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• The astonishing appeal of Harry Potter, the hero of all the bouks 

a Mlight, modest, but confident boy whu wears broken glasses: 

Despite his potentially nerdlike qualities, he has supernatural 

gifts that enahle him to perform heroic deeds and defeat cynical 

forces of evil much like the knights of Arlhurian legt'nd. But 
Harry is much more successful-a postmodern whiz kid. 

• The strange l:ontroversy surrounding the Harry Potte)' books 

caused by conservatives, even though the wOJ'ks an' clearly 
didactic and moralistic and preach against the evil use of magic. 

But they have drawn the ire of the American religious right, 

\vhich seeks to ban these books from school~, iibJ'al'ie:'<. and book

stores because Harry is a wizard. Perhaps if HalTY "·;en' seen as 
a Christian knight (which he actually is), he might be pardoned 

for his magical sins. But his ~toric~, considered sinful, have 
stirred a phenumenal debate in the States. 

All these incidental phenomena can be understoud as tendencies 

that form the "dialectics of the phenomenal" uperative in the case of 

the Harry Potter phenomenon. \Vhat appears as sorn('thing phenome
nal turns or is turned into its opposite through a process of 
homogenization: the phenomenal thing or occurrence must become a 

conventional commodity that can be grasped or consumed to fit our 

cultural expectations. Otherwise it is not a phenomenon. There are 
other contributing factors operating here. 

.1. K. Rawling hag overcome hardships and appears to have remark

able endurance and an extraordinary imagination. A divorced mother, 

she ha;-; written four compelling nov(~ls and has turned her ordinary 

life into the extmordinary. Therefore her personal story. or the little 
\ve know of it through newspapers, magazine articl{'S{ and various 

\Vebsitcs, captures our attention and our hearts becau.se of the aston
ishing turnabout that has occurred in her life, which 1'o110\v5 our 

conventiOllal wish fulfillment of rags to riches. 

Her books are phenomenal because, they, too, are ordinary and yet 

have become extraordinary. There is nothing exceptional ahout Row]
ing's writing in comparison with that of many ot.her gifted writers of 
children's and young adult literature. I am thinking here of such fan

tasv writers a::; Lloyd Alexander, Natalie Babbitt, Diana V(ynne Jones, 
Fn;ncesca Lia Block, Philip Pullman, .Jane Yolen. Donna Jo Napoli 
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and many others who are constantly experimenting in innovative 

ways-and not always suc{~esHfully. 'What distinguishes the plots of 

Rowling's novels, however, are their com"cntionality, predictability, 

and happy ends despite the clever turn~ uf phrasei"' and surprising 

twists in tIl(' intricate plots. They arc easy and delightful to read, care

fully manicured and packaged, and they sell extraordinarily wen 

precisely lwcauHc they are so cute and ol'dinar.y . 
Harry Potter as a fictitious character is ordinary on fir~t appear

ance hecau8e hc more dosely resembles a bookworm than a hero. Yet, 
like Clark Kent, he has more to him than his appearance would indi

cate. He is one uf the mythica1 chosen heroes, called upon by power::; 

greater than himself to rescue his friends and th{' world from diaboli

cal evil. He is David. Tom Thumb, Jack the Giant Killer, Aladdin, and 

Horatio Alger all in une, the little guy who proves he's bigger than life. 

But becauHc he dops not fight in thp nHme uLJudeo-Christianity, 1w is 

suspect and causes contruversy.1 
There b something wonderfully paJ'adoxical ahout the phenomena 

surrounding the p!wnollHmun of the Harry Potter hooks. For anything 

to become a phenomenon In Western society. it mU!il LJel:Ullle l'UII('(:W 

tional; it must be recognized and categorized as unu:mal, 
extraordinary, remarkable, and outstanding. In other wordt'o it must be 

popularly accepted, praised, or condC'mncci, worthy of everyone's att('ll

tion; it must conform to the standard:; of exception Ret by the mass 

media and promoted hy the culture industry in general. 'Jb be phenom

enal mean!'. that a person or commodity must conform to the tastes of 

hegemonic h'l'OUPS that determine what makes up a phenomenon. It is 

impossible to he phenomenal without conforrning to ('onvtmtiollaHty. 

Whether you are a super athlete, ador. writer or commodity-and 
there is tn'nlf'nc1ulls overlap in thesp categories-you mURt be dis

played and disp1a.y your~elf according to socially accepted ru108 and 
expectations of "phenomenality." In American and British culture, the 

quality or what rL-ws tu the tup i:-:; alwa.ys appropriated, and if the phe

nomenon dues Romeho\v contain sfww qualities that are t.ruly 

different, thoy are bound to be corroded and degraded. turning tht' 
phenomenon against itself and into a hOlllllgeniz('d commodity that 
will reap huge profllfoi until the next phenonwnon appears on the hori
Zon. Difference and otherness are obliterated in the prOCCS.:-1. \Vhat 
appears unique concealH the planned production of commonality and 
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underm.ines the autonomy of judgment. A phenomenon can Sway Us 

from ollrselvt~!;. \\'e become dizzy and deliriou,:.;. 

In the case oft-he Harry Potter books, their phenomenality detracts 
from their conventionality, and yet their absolute cunformance to pop~ 
ular audience expectations is what makes for their phcnomenality. ~o 
far there arc four novels: HanT Potter a.nd the Sorcerer':::; ~""t(}llC (199HJ, 
Han)' Putter ((lid the Chamber of Secrets (1999), Han)' Potier and the 
Pri.<wner uf'Azlwban (1999), and Harry Potter and the Gublet o/' Pire 

(2000). Ea<"h one is well over 300 pages. Indct·d. the la~t nuvel, a tour. 
dC'·forcc, that demands patience and perseyeJ'ance un the part of 
valiant readen;, amounts to 734 pages. These works have hef:'n fol. 

luwed by Harry Putter cummodities, with a film in the planning 
f;tnges. Howling has intended from the beginning to write seven novels 
nHogether, a magic number, but if you've read one, you've read them 
all: thl' plots nre the same. and in my opinion, the story lille~ h(;'come 
ledinw:i and grating after you havf' read the first. HpJ'c is the' formula 
for each novel: 

Part I. Prison Harry the Imaginative hero, the chosen one. lives in 

the home of Vernon and Perunia Durslcy because he is an orphan, 

They have a fat slob of a son named Dudley. who becomes more 

disgusting and unlikable with each novel. All three are referred to as 

Muggles because they are not wizards. In other words. they lack 

imagination and are materialist philistines. Their home is more like a 
prison than anything else, or to be more precise. it is the domain of 

banal reality. The Dursleys and their kind are devoid of imagination. 

Indeed, they are afraid of magic and the world of fantasy. 

Part II. Tile Noble Calling Since Harry is special a member of the 

elcct. he receives a summons. calling. invitation, command ...... or 

reminder to ilttend Hogwarts. the school for wizards. at the end of 

each summer after hc has reached the age of ten. To accomplish this 

task. Han), rnU!:it break out of the Dur:;leys' home. 

Parr III. Tile Heroic Adventures Harry travels in some magical fashion 

to Hogwarts, where he will be tested in various ways, but he is always 

pitted against his archenemy Voldemort, a sinister wizard. who killed 

H.:nry's parents <1nd tried to kill the boy as well. Thanks to his 

mother's sacrifice, Harry survived Voldemort's first attempt to murder 

him. but the evil wizard is on a mad quest to finish the job. Hogwarts 
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and the environment (including a Forbidden Forest and a town caliCO 

Hogsrneade) constitute the mystical rcalm in which Harry with his 

noble sidekick, Ron Weasley. fight against the sadistic Draco Malfoy 

and his cruel pals Crabbe and Goyle. Their fights. which often take 

place on the playing field of quidditch (a bizarre spatial game that 

resembles computerized baseball. basketball. and hockey played on 

broomsticks) arc only the backdrop for deadly battles with the forces 

of Voldemort. Cheering Harry on are two girls. Hermione Granger and 

Ginny Weasley, Ron's younger sister. Whatever happens-and the 

plots always involve a great deal of manly competition and some kind 

of mystery-you can be sure that Harry wins. 

Part IV TIl(' Rf'luctant Return Home Exhausted, drained. but enlight· 

ened. Harry ;s always victorious by the time summer recess is about 

to begin. Unfortunately. Harry must alWayS return to the banal 

surroundings of the Dursley home. 

The plot:-; of the first four novel:; thu~ hll' resemble the structure of 

a conventional fairy talc: a modest htlle protagonist. typically male, 
who doc::; nut at first realize huw talented he iR and who departs from 

his home un n tllh;sion OJ' is banished untillw fuHin~ three tas.ks. He 
generally enters a mystpriuus fOl'€'st or unknown realm on his quest. 

Along his way he ml'ct~ animals or friend~ who, in return. give him 

gifts that will hplp him. SometinH:'s he meets an old Hage or wise 
woman, \vho will provide him \vith support and aid. At one point he 
encounters a t~')'ant. ogre, or comp('titor, whom he must ovprcome to 
succeed in hiH miH::,ion. Invariably. 11(' defeats his opponent and either 
returns home or settles in a new domain with money, wife. and happy 

prospects. 
Ruwling's novels are, of course. much more complicated and com· 

pIcx than your clas~i<:a] fairy tale. They have clearly been influenced 
by mystery novels. adventure fIlm:::;, TV ::;itcOll1B, and fiction series, and 

they bear all the typical trademarb that these popular genres 
exhibit. Indeed. the last novel, The Goblet of' Fire. even had scenes 
modeled on the European ~occer chamiJionship matches replete with 

chet~rleaders and hooliganH. P(,J'haps it is because the novels are a 

hodgepodge of lhe::;e popular entertainmenls that her novds are so 

appealing. 
In keeping with the tendency in \Vestern pupular culture. one story 

is never enoug'h, t'spedally ifii ,sell.:' well and siis wel1 with audiences. 
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Hepeat it, tweak it, and milk it until the ratings diminiRh. Tlw pr(Jb~ 

lem for the author uf a ~cries is how to inform new readers or n'lllind 
readers uf what ha,.:.; happened in the previous books, and at't(,1' the 

first no\'el Rawling has had to resort lo hackneyed tricks of the trade 
tu fill in gap..,. In the second novel, lIarry PfJlier and the Cl/(Jmher of 

Secrets, she had to spend the entire first chapter more UJ' ll'S1.i summa_ 

rizing the first novel, jU1.it as fihe had to do in the third novel, flarr.v 
Putter and the PrisOJU'r of Azlwban: 

Tile Dursley family of number four. Privet Drive, was the reason that 

Harry never enjoyed his summer holidays. Uncle Vernon. Aunt Petunia. 

and their son, Dudley. were Harry's only living relatives. Tiley were 

Muggles. and they had a very medieval attitude toward magic. Harry's 

dead parents. \Nho had been a witch and wizard themselves. were 

never mentioned under the Dursleys' roof. For years. Aunt Petunia 

and Uncle Vernon had hoped that if they kept Harry as dow'ntroddcn 

as possible, they would be able to squash the mdgic out of him. To 

their fury. they had been unsuccessful. These days they lived in terror 

of anyone finding out that Harry had spent most of the last tlNO years 

ac Hogwarcs SchOOl of WI[chcraft and WizardrY. I he mOSt tney could 

do. however. was to lock away Harry's spellbooks. I,tv'and. c.auldron. 

dnd broomstick at the start of the summer break and forbid him to 

talk to the neighbors. '; 

And in the fourth novel, Han:y Paller and tit" Gohl"t or Fire, we 
learn: 

Uncle Vernon, Aunt Petunia. and Dudley were Harry's only living rela· 

tives. They were Muggles who hated and despised magiC in any Form, 

which meant that Harry was as welcome in their house (:IS dry rOLf> 

Though Ro\vlillg misinterprets history when ~he "'Criticizes the 
Dur.sley:;;' aititude toward magic RI:i "medieval." a period that evi· 
denced a ;"'trong belief in magic and an acceptance of miraculous 
happenings, W(' get the picture: the Dursleys are coarse, pragmatic 

IlHlll'rialists. frightened by people as different as Harry. 
But is Harry really different? He is \vhite, Anglo-Saxon, bright. ath

It'tic. and hcmcf't. '1'11(> only mark of differen(~e hI..' bpars is a slight 
1ightning-~:,Jl;lped SCHr on hi::; forehead. Otherwise, he is tlw classic Bo), 
Scout, a little mi~(.'hievous like Tom Bawyer or one of the Hardy boys. 
He dot'~ not curse; he ;:::peaks standard English j.,Tfammatirally, as do 
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all hi~ friends; he 1.0.; respectful to his elch.>l's; and he has perfect man
ners. Ill~ would definitely help a grandmother crUHS the street, 
perhaps even tty her aerORS on his broomstick. He is a straight arrow. 
for he has a noble soul and will defend the righteous against the pow~ 

ers of m'il. This means that Harry the scout must play the -rule of a 
modern-day TV sleuth in each novel. In novel one, he is given the task 
of discovering what the sorcerer's stone is, who invented it, and how to 
prevent Voldemort from obtaining it. In novel two, he must discover 
who is turning his friends into stone. in particular Ginny. whose soul 

and body arc controlled by a Hillister force. In no\'('1 three, lw helps 
capturc the notorious escaped prisoner ofAzkaban, Ririus Black. only 
to learn that Sirius did not aid Vu]dcI11ort in killing his parents, nor 
does he want to kill Harry. Surprisingly he turns out to be Harry's 

godfather, whu will look after him in the fhture. In novel four, he com
pletes three difficult task;;; in the Triwizul'd Tournament and then 
thwarts Yoldemort'foi attempt to kill him once again. His great discov~ 

ery here is that Volclemort has regained human form and is 
assemb1ing Death Eater ... and Demcntors ostensibly to t.ake over the 

world through black magIc.·1 he piot~ lJl each one of these novels take 
numerous arbitrary and inn~nti\'e Lwist.s and turn~, and in the third 
and fourth books, the m,vsterie .... become ~o invuke-d and intricate that 
it 1S alrnoRt impossible to follow the clue11. Nevertheless. Harry can 
and does. He is the ultimate detective, and Hun, a" in all buddy/cop 

films, is always at his side. Typically. the girls are "Iways left to gawk 
and gaze at Harry's stunning prowpss. The cultural critic Christine 

Schoerer pl'l'Ceptively rC'marks: 

Harry's fictional realm of magiC and wizardry perfectly mirrors the 

conventional assumption that men do and should run the world. From 

the beginning of the first Potter book. it is boys and men, wizards 

and sorcerers, who catch our attention by dominating the scenes and 

determining the action. Harry. of course. plays the lead. In his epic 

struggle with the forces of darkness-the evil wizard Voldemort and 

his male supporters-Harry is support~d by the dignified wizard Dum

bledore and a colorful cast of male characters. Girls, when they arc 

not downright silly or unlikable, are helpers. enablers and instru· 

ments. No girl is brilliantly heroic the way Harry is, no woman 
experienced and wise like Professor Dumbledore. In fact. the range of 

female personalities is so limited that neither women nor girls play on 

the side of evil.? 
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But \.,-hat arc we to expect when women are geIH.'rully (H.'ce~sories in 
most TV police ::;hOW8, detective nUVl~ls, and mysteries? In the Harrv 

Potter hooks they fulfill stereotypical roles, but so do most of the c:hal~_ 
aeters. As Schaefer has demonstrated, Professur Dumbledore '" 

8 

Harry's spiritual father, the ultimate saintly \\-·izard. who npl'rnt.eH 

behind the scenes to guide and help Harry. Then Wl' have the bum_ 
hling but good-hearted giant Hagrid, who provides comic rellef; the 
;:.:;trict assistant principal ~lin('rva !vlcnonagall; the rich snob Dra('o 

::\lalfo)" Harry's nemesis at the schoul; ProfCi'sor Snapl'. the /'mide 

teacher who holds a grudge against Harry, but will undoubtedly 

unveil a positive side; Argus Filch, the nosy caretaker; Ron \Veasley, 
the dependahle, faithful friend; Ginny \Ven!:iley, who has a lc)\'c int(-'r~ 

c:-;t in Harry; SiriuH the protedive godfather; and la~t but not least, 

Hermione Granger, the bookish and bright .btlrl, who alv.:ays COm(lR up 
with the rig·ht answers and can be a pain in the lH.'ck bt.·cau~e of the 
strange cau~e~ that she supportR. Thert.' are otlwl'i:'. but thp:;e One. 

dimensiunal characters are pl.:mted in each one of thl' l1uv('ls to circle 
around Harry with his phallic wand and to function in a wa)' that will 
highlight his extraordinary role as 1)0), bcoutltlt.'tectlve. There is 
indeed nothing wrong in being a Boy Scout, and I sll::,pect that this is 

why man.v adults) especially parents, like Harry: he is a perfect model 
for buys because he excels in almo:;t everything he undertakes. But 

thi3 itS also his difficulty a:; a literary character: he is too flawless and 
almo~t a caricature of' varioW'.; protagoni~tH from pop culture. Like 
young hl'rO€H today, Harry appeal~ to }'oung readerH i and adults} 
becau::w Howling has endowed him \yith supernatural pU\\'crs of the 
sort we can see in Tlw PonTr Ranger . ..,', X-.Uen, Star \rars, Buffy the 
\,:rampi,.e Slayer, and numerous other TV shows and film~. lIarry "act:' 
uut" his role with wand, invisiLle cape, and broomsl-ick to d{·teJ'mine 

hi~ destiny, and though adults may help him, he is Ijterall.Y the olle 

who has the power to use for the benefit of goodnes~. 
Froth the ~Ianichean concept of tIlt' world in the novels it might 

seem dear what good and evil are, but these concepts proV{~ amor· 
phous. There appear to be two major t.vpe~ of evil in the book~: the 
viciou~ sadism of Voldemort and the cruel vindirtivene~s of the Dul's· 
ley~. Thpy have t'>\'11 written over their faces, even t.hough the nature of 
their evil is differcnt. Therefure it is eaoy to empathize with IIarr:\', 
Voldemort ir.: a killer who Htalks fL.-\rry, and Rowling is p.xpert at C1Wlt· 
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ing an atmo::;phere of frt'Ilzy and fear in which Harry must hunt the 
evil onc as he iF: heing ::-talked. AlmoF4t eVf'()'one except Harry refers to 
Voldemort as "You-Know·\Vho," rntlH'r than naming him. fur it is 
believed that nnming him will mean calling him, Rawling likes to play 

with name~ using foreign a ... sociations. Hnd phonl'tic~ to ind~lce ass,oci· 
ation~. Voldr ('vokes f.iOllW German and ficandinu\'ian names. lVol£1. 
which .stem::; frOIl) old high Gf'rman and has Scandinavian cognates, 
nleans woods Or OP(,11 11£ .. 1<1 and is pronounced t'old. Then thpl'e iR the 
old Non;(' ('ole \",hich means fil'ld mou~e or rat. \Vo use the wurd ['ole 

today to descrihe a common rodent. Alort is clearly French for death. 
So we have ('viI a:,- a death lipid mouse or a death rat. But the meaning 
is irrelevant. It i.-: the af'Rociation of Voldemort with uncontrollable 
evil that is important. Ill' keeps ~hifting Hhape~ and is hard to define. 

so that lIarry is called upon to protect himself and others at every 
turn he takes and, it would seem. l'Vl'ry second he is at HUf,'warts. (]t 

is interoRting that Voldemol't pursue~ Harry mainly \ .... hen he is at the 
place wher(, hl' should feel most protedl'd.,1 

I~ this why young readers (and pprhaps adults as well) arE.) drmvn to 

Harry and hlH numerous encountt'rs WIth and iights against evii? Are 

we living in :,uch a paranoid world. in which childn'J1 and adults feel 
violence might occur at any moment, that we must liv(' our liv(,R con
stantly on guard? Are pedophiles, kidnappers, serial killers, and mass 
murderers all around us'? I)u the mass media create an atmosphere of 
hysteria so that white England and white Aml'Ilca paint dark forc€~ 
surrounding them. seeking tu in\·ade their hornes and steal their chilo 
dren? JWit 38 it is difficult to place our finger on evil in the n'a1 world, 
evil is dusivp in tllf' Harty Pottt'!' no",plf.:. and yet it lurk~ Bround every 

corner and un almost every page. 
Even in Mugglt.'land. Of suburban England. evil exists in the ~hapE' 

of the Dursley family. Vernon and Petunia ahuse Harry by depriving 
him of food. locking him in a closet. anel preventing him from having 
contact \vith friends, while their son picks on Harry at every chance he 
gets, All three are sadists, and Ilarfy is psychologically starved for 
love and utlection-although he always appears chipper and perse
veres. Rawling iF-; lwavy-handl>d in her depiction ufthe Dursley family 

that bears somo resemblance to cartoon characters of' the TV Simpson 
family. Tht~y afe so plainly uncouth and comical that they pose no 
great threat to Harr.v, who always find., a way I through cleverneHfI or 
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centaurs. goblins, [roils, thre~~headed dogs and other monstrous and 
magical creations seemed ro be so divorced from any reality as to kill 
off tile narrative excitement. But whereas adults sec in Harry Potter a 
fairly conventional supernatural adventure srory-one not nearly as 
brilliLmt or literary as. say, The Hobbit or the Alice in Wonderland 

books-something more fundamental evidently reverberates in the 

minds of children, something as powerful i,lS the witch of "Hansel <'Inc1 

Gretel." And read from this point of view, the Harry Potter books do 
indeed contain many of the elements that Bcttelheim identified in the 
Grimm tales. Ms. Rawling's success ill this sense may show the (01ltin

lied power of the form and the archetypes that those long-ago 
Germans perfected. "il 

BC'rn~tein points out that Harry n~pres('nh: the vuln('rability and 
pow('rl('~:-:;ness that children feel, and the Potter books, like fairy tales, 

may indeed enable children a.s readers to deal tlll'rapeutirally \vith 

j~imL)S of ahandonnllmt, loneliness, and alienation, Ypt we haH' no 

proof whats(J(~n~r thut flliry talt'!R opprate this way, One could make 

thl' upposite ca8(' and argue that many of the clas~ical fairy tale::.; have 

hdp;::d di;;.;(',;:.ini.l~c, ;,;t~·i"c.)typk(i1 notion.:;; uf g-cliJ.C:i" <.iilJ i tilt: '-l.lL~l h<:lVe 

indortrinated children through ~tercotypes-not through archetypes 

-to believing in sct patterns of behavior in accord with patriarchal 

cocie$, E\'t.'11 "Iiam:H:'l and Gretel" can be read as a rationalization of the 

abusive tl'ealmc-'llt of defenseless children who forgive tlll'il' father (not 

their mother) for his abandonment of them. Ever since .Jacqueline 

Hose's important book The Case of Peter Pan, critics in t}w fidd of 

children'g literature have studied the fictional child and how writers 

manipulate readers through personal pl'oj('ctions or children to deal 

with and perhapR rationalize their own desires and nel'd~, 

Rowling, too. has her own pciychological need to p!:-oject children 

and a r('alm of childhood in \ .... hich she consciuusly and subcon:::cinusly 

manipulatel'l her figures to please her~clf. A:3 sIlt' has stated. "1 just 
write what J wanted to \vrite. I write what allluse~ me. It's totally for 
my.sl·lf. I nun"!' in my wildest dn'ams €xpr;>cted this popularity."~) But 
,:::;he also \\'ant~ to generate an emotional f'ffeet in readcr.s comnwnsu w 

rate with the pleasure that she hopes to attain, The mechanism:; that 
she uses are part and parcel uf popular cultUfl' and the conventional 
f('pertoire of thL~ fairy tale, Harry Potter is her fktional child: nhe is 
all-powerful and controls arbitrarily all the characters and events in 
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the lIarry Potter books, Thl:'y are nothing without her-\vithout her 

ideological per~pective, desire:;, cnl\'ing~, and craft. 
\Vhethrr the bookK \vill havE' the effect on readers that she desires 

is another qlwRtion, Bern;::;tein, for instance. reads the hooks, dis

misses them. and t.hen reevaluates thrm from Bett\;'lheim'~ 
questionabl<.' pl'rspective-cC'l'tainly not from his nephews' penwnal 
perspectives, becmtsl:' he did not explore till' effpcts thn t the hooks 
had on them, l\ly guess is that l'ven if he had dOll(' thi~. l~e would 
have gotten diff(~rl'nt rpsuHs: children do nut all read Ow same way, 
nor do all children read hest-sdlcrs, l'sppdally when they are ovt!l' 

700 pagps long, 
This pa:-:t February 1 did a stol'ytt~lJing sPRRion at the ~larc'y School 

in Minneapolis with fifth· and ~ixth-graders. At the end of the ~l~~sion 

I discussed the Harry Potter books with thl'm and \vhy they liked or 

disliked the hookt'.. Thel'C' were about twenty-two youngster~ in an 

integrated gruup, half girls. half hoys. The teacher had bought all 

three hardcover no\'els, which were prominently placed in tlw c1ass~ 
room. (The fourth buuk had not Yl't appeared. ( She bought them 
bCCGt;.~;C Dh:: fdt th~~t th~y '.':u...:.1d ~tin_ll.!h,,-t.':' ql~ h(\)'..: tn l'PIHl nlll1-p 

However, v .. ·hen I a:-;ked lww mally of thvm had actually read the i1rf't 

novel. only halfthe students raised their hands, and they were mORtly 

girls. The st.udents knew the novel mainly because thc teachpr was 

reading it to th('m, She had not gotten IJL'yoml the fir~t novel. Only one 

of thE' girls and one of the hOYH had read all thrpe; a few ot.hel':,{ had 

read tv,,"Q, Some of the students called the hooks buring. For the must 

part, they liked what waH beiug read to till'Ill. but they liked other 
books equally well. \Vhen I criticized till' hooks for being ~exist, sc\,· 

eral girls rose to the deli.·nlie of Howling and al'gu('d that H(>l'mione 
was a key flgure in the books, and without her Harry would not be 

able to solve the mYl-:>tpril>s, Yet after I pxplained my viewpoint., some 

agreed that Hl'rmione was more an accessory than the major active 

protagonif't. 1\Inny hesitated to discuss the HovelI"' beCilUf<e they had 
not rf'ad them all. One of the gir1f1 rC\'L'alcd that when ::-he had l)l'en 
asked by her p<lrl'nt.s whetJwr she had wanted to u~e her allowance 

mone.y to buy a Harry Potter novel or to wait until Chri:::t.mas, when 

she would receive it as a gift, Rhe cho;.;e to wait until Christmas. 
Indeed, \vhill' children are nut a<in-'rsl' lo reading thl' Harry Pott('r 
adventures and othpr books, they are nd\'l'J'sl~ to spending money on 
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them. They certainly do not buy them. Adults have dearly been buy. 
ing tlw majurity of the Harry Potter books. 

In the ,June H, 2000. issue of USA Today, there i~ a graph showing 
that --1-3 pt:'l'cent of the Harry Potter books were buught {v'.' people OVer 

ag" foul't~en. while 57 percent were bought /br people under ug(~ foul'. 
tpcn. lO However. this graph and the article (entitled "Harry Potter'):! 
Simplicity Lures Kids of An Ages") contain little meaning bl~<.:nuRe 
th(",Y do not r('\'(>al whether lhe books were actual1y read, who did all 

the buying, and what social classes, ethnic groups, and g('nders Hl'Cl 

n·l.wing the books. Indeed. there are no reliable and thorough ell'mo
graphic studies concerning the purcha~(' of the Harry Potter hooks 
and their l'pn'ption among adults and children. Ncycrthele!:olH, we c.:an 

mal\(' ecluc.:ated a~:.::umptiun::; about thc dis,'':;Plllination Hnd reading of 
thl~ hooks. For pxamplc. in the lJnitf:d States, the first fuur nov(:.']s 
han' apppared mainly in hardback edition!' costing around tW('nty 
dullar:,. Only recently has a ~ofthack edition of Harry Potter and the 

Sorcerer's Stolle nppenn·d, Given the purchasing tcndl'ncip~ of Ameri
can!". we cnn assume that adults are buying the books for children find 

th'.'!!~:-~+:'..·~. :.!!1.d th~t m':):::t ~fthc p'...lrcho.:~C'r.;. arc ',',(.:11 b dn. S;;:.;::c thi: 

houks are very long, the attentinn span of most youngsters is short. 
and .:;im:e chlldren watch on the average of three honrs of tell'yision a 

day, we ma.\' also a:-;,sume that a very small minority of children (and 
adults.1 is actually reading tht.· books and re-fiecOng on Uwm. It may be 

that this minority is large and vocal and not to be discounted for 

cGurageously reading all four books. But I \' .. 'ant to emphasize that this 
reading public is probably limited to "muent white children and their 
parent::.:;, and that all these readers react in highly diverse way~ to the 
Harry Potter book~. I cannot ~pe('ulatp about the positive pt:>ychologi
l'al pffectf' that these no\'cls are having on children and adults, On the 
other hand, Rowling's books cUlwentionally repeat mu;'h of the same 

s('xil-'t and white patriarchal biases of clat;::::ical fairy tale:-: 
In it n',l:ent art.icle in The Hurn Buuk, Brian Alderson. one of the 

IllO.:;t a:,;tutt· contpmporar.v critics of children's literature in England, 

recall:.: a (li~turbingly common experience he had at tht' seventy-fifth 
bi1't helay party of !Joan Aiken, one of the most inventive writer;.; of fairy 
tales and fanta8~' novels in t.ll(> \-vurld today, Attending the party wa~ a 
young lady, n children's books editor for one of Bngland's national 
lll'w:o;papt'rs. whom 111~ de:-;cribes as "one uf those hright cageI' souls 
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who seem to be uhiquitous here on the lov .. 'pr ~lopes of journalism and 
in publisher:-::' publicity departments."ll At one point she asked him 

who his favorite writ('1' for children was, and he responded with great 
het;itation. wary about tho question and the questioner: 

"Wcll~-I'm an unrepentant admirer of William Mayne." "Ooh," says 

she, "who's he? What age does he write for?" 

Will it surprise you if I confess that I was not altogether unsur

prised by that ingenuous remark? I've met its equivalent quite a lot 

just lately and I'm sage enough to realize that greybearcls like me 

can't expect instant apprehension of knowledge that we've taken 

decades to acquire. ~;; 

He continues in his brief article to discuss t.he problems that arise 
when young people \vho know very little about the history of children's 
litera turf> a:;;SlllTIP positionr-; of arbiter~ of tast.e and judgment and pon
tificate about children's book~, and at the same time he ponderR 

whether "old profesbionals" like himsl~lr~ who know too much about 
the quality of "past splendors," may have difficulty in appreciating 
contcmpur.::.ry children':..: bud;.:.; th~lt ~~rt' e,"ivcn tmduc pr::l:::c .,..:thout 

comparison to nunwrous other outstanding workR in the field. For 
Alderson, the situation is indeed absurd as he contemplates hm\' the 
o\'envhelming phenomenon of Harry Potter detracts from the pro
found Hl'Cump1i8hull'Ilt.S of ,Joan Aiken and other writers such as 
Mayne, Ho:o:pnu.uy Sutcliff, Ursula LeGuin, Hnd .Janni Hawker. 

Roger Sutton. the edit.or of The Horn Booh, \\Tite~ that he received 
a letter accompanying H reader's copy ofliarry Putter and the Prisoner 

of Azkaball from Scholastic, Rowling's publisher in New York, in 
which Scholast.ic ~aid of the Harry Potter books: "all of this attention 
focused on a childrt>n'g hook can only he good fiJr the visibility of chil
dren's literature in general-everyone wins,"u Of course, Scholastic 

wins mORt of all and is rolling in money, but it is not fair to blame the 
publisher fur the success uf the Harry Puller books. Still, the state
ment is self-serving and decept.ive. ';hildren'R literature was big 
business and a huge success long before tht> Harry Potter books 
appeared on the scene.. The field of children's literature did not need 
nor dol'S it now need these hooks to lwcol1le more visible. Do thesl' 
books prove tilt.' quality of children's lit('rature? Certainly not. Books 
of quality-including those for young adults-are unfortunately not 
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lwing read m, widely us the uphenomenal" bookl"'. I~ everyol1P winnillg'! 

DOL>::; Schoht8tic mean that more children are heing motivated to reud'! 

IH this true'? And if it is, should we rejoice? ThiH reminds lIle of tIll' uld 

argument that it does not matter what children read as long a:-; they 
read. (\Ve want them functionally literate. That is all that math.>I'~.) 

\VeIl t 11(' 11, the lIarry Potter books, I suy, a:4 an unaba~dH~d adult 

readeI'. \\Till certainly help children lll . .>COIl1l' functionally literate. for 

they are part of' the eternal return tu tlw same and, at the :-:l1me time, 

part of the succes:; and proce:;s by which we homogenize U\.l!' children. 

~Iaking children all alike is, sadly, n phenomenon of our tinH's. 

NOTES 

1. In lwl' artidl', "At Ll::>t, Thl' Wizard Gt'ts Bark to Srhoul." .JaJ1l't :\1<1::,1in 
comments: "The frl'llzy that has greeted tlw fourth book in the serie~. /lun:\' 

Putter alld the Goblet at' Fire, would Seem to gu beyond any rea:'f.lfluble 

n~:-:pon:-:t~ to fiction, no matter how genuinely delightful that firtion hapfJenl:i to 
be. Instead. the CUl'I'('nt wnve of IIarryrnaniu brings the Potter :.;eries to a 
fever pitch better uRsociated with mO\'ie hype, major :\ports t~\'t'nts and hot 
ncw Christmas toys," the Xeu-' York Times (July 10, ~OOO.i: B1. 

~. In a short ('ciitorial, }{(lger !'Jutton. editor of The Hom Bo()lt. alludeto' to 
the phenomenon and the difficulty it cause:\ in evaluating childrpn'~ litt'ra
ture:: "1 don't have "ny opinions about Harry: at ieu:.:t I didn't hu\'(' any 
opinion:-; until ,1. K. Rowling's series became a 'publishing phpnOIl1t~nOn' 
!gha:-:tly hut apt phra:,p) and ... childr(>n'~ books iwcame All Ahout Harry. So 
I'm not ft.'l'ling suckered-neither by the hook llor by the puhli:,her, but- b,Y tin> 

cu~mic f(IlTl's that have ordained that this likablt> but critically in~ig'nifiumt 
licriei" 1)f'l'umE' widely popular and therefore ne\.,.s, and therdorp snllwthing 
I'm supposed to have an opinion about." "Potter's FiPld," The Horn Bl)ok 75 
t S('pt(>mber/Octoh(~r Hl9B I: 1. 

~1. )'lary Jane Smetanka, "Once VPOll a TIme." 8/((1' Tribune (April 2, :WOll}: 
Sl'ction E, 1. ·t . 

. t. Thi.::; controvl'rl'iY is actually \'cry old. RC'ligiou:, gnltlp:-:4wginlling with 
the Catholic Church in the fiftL'lmth eentul'V and individual t.yr.annieal king::; 
and gowrnments up through the !'1azi and 'communist l't'gillll'f; ha\'e tried to 
ban, celbOl~ and burn books. One of the first major assault", in America was on 
L. Frank Haum's The Wizard ofOz, und there will he many man' to come. It is 
not unusual fur narrow-minded religions groups and authoritarian gO\'t~rn-
1111'nts to \\.-'ant to destroy something or pl'oplc in the name of mUl'alit.\: Fur !1 

sobt'l' discu~siOll ofthe relif"riolls Yiewpoint, :-;pe Kimbra Wilder Gi;;h, "Hunting 
Down Hurry Pottl'r: An Exploration of Relif{ious Concerns about Children'S 
Litl'raturt'," The }fum Boole. 76 (~la~'/Junl~ 20UO): 2()~-'i1. While plt'ading' for 
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toleral1l:(' on both till' right HIll] tilt' left, (;i:-;h doe~ not (110<11 with tilt' contradic· 
tion:; ill the Bible. which i:-; f111l'd with H great deal of magic and folklore, 
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